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S"ppHolzer'sPermaculture
'A fascinating bookwritten by a man who has devoted a lifetime to
polyculworking with nature and creating extraordinari\ diverse
tures. His work is breathtaking."
-MeoPY HAnlRNn,
editor of PermacultureMagazine
,At

an altitude that everyone else has abandoned to low-value forestry [SeppHolzer's] is probably the best exampleof a permaculturefarm in Europe [and] standsout like a beacon'"
-PanRIc< Wulruttrlo,
Permaculture author and teacher

'As

the era of cheap energy, stable climates, and surplus fertilizer
stockscomesto a close,the principlesof permaculturewill become
increasingly attractive as one way to design our future food and agriculture ryrt"-r. This book provides important insights for applying thesefrinciples, for both rural farming and emerging forms of
urban agriculture."
-FRuornIcK KIRscHENMANN,
presidentof
Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture

"SeppHolzer is a SuperstarFarmerwho turns out an absolutelyremarkable volume and variety of food products without one smidgen of chemical fertilizer, and on land in Austria that an Illinois
corn farmerwould pronouncetoo marginal for agriculture."
-GrNn LocsooN, author of HoIy Shit:ManagingManure
to SaveMankind andThe ContraryFarmer
"Here's great news for fluit-loving gardeners everywhere! Most of
the work of establishing,pruning, and tending fruit treesby'modern' methods is unnecessary and even counterproductive. This
book is The One-Straw Revolutionfor tree crops."
-Cenol DErrE, author of The ResilientGqrdener:
Food Production and Self-Reliancein UncertainTimes
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In the film Sepp Holzer's Permaculture there's an image that really says it all.
Taken from the air, it shows steeP mountainsides covered in seemingly endless
monocultures of spruce trees, broken only by the mountainside that is Sepp
Holzer's farm, the lftameterhof. In contrast to the dark trees on either side,
it's an intricate network of terraces, raised beds, ponds, waterways and tracks,
well covered with fruit trees and other productive vegetation and with the
farmhouse neatly nestling amongst them. There, at an altitude which everyone
else has abandoned to low-value forestry what is probably the best example of
a permaculture farm in Europe stands out like a beacon. It stands as witness to
both the contrariness and the skill of the Rebel Farmer.
He has always gone against the grain of modern farming: he cultivates rich
mixtures of plants and animals in place of monocultures; he has no need for
chemicals because the dynamic interactions between the plants and animals in
his polycultures provide all the services which conventional farmers find in the
fertiliser bag and the crop splayer. But it takes more than a contrary nature to be a
rebel farmer. It also takes skill and knowledge, and these don't come easily. Right
from his childhood, when his mother gave him a small plot for his first garden,
he has observed, questioned, experimented, observed again and experimented
again. He knows the natural world like few other people do today, and treats his
farm as an integrated part of that natural world - which is exactly what it is.
In this book he sharesthe skill and knowledge which he has acquired over his
lifetime. He coversevery aspect of his farming, not iust how he createsa holistic
system on the farm itself but also how he makes a living from it. He writes about
everything from the overall concepts which guide him down to the details, such
as which fruit varieties he has found best for permaculture growing. Farming at
such a high altitude is a challenge in itself and as well as his knowledge of plant
and animal interactions he has had to learn much about how heat and water
pass through the ecosystem, and how they can be stored and made to work for
the system.
An important part of permaculture is getting to know your own individual
place. Every patch of the Earth has its unique personality and character, just
as each person has. Nevertheless Sepp Holzer has taken his skill and applied
it on sites all over the world and in urban gardens too. It takes a great deal
of experience to be able to look at a site in a different part of the world and

understandhowit workswell enoughto beableto giveadviceon it.
The other side of that coin is that what works for him on his Austrian
work for you on your own land.Herein Britain,
mountainwill not necessarily
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for example, we have a cloudy maritime climate, in strong contrast to Austria's
continental climate. Although our winters are milder, so too are our summers.
Above all we lack the sunshine which is such a key element in the way he creates
favourable microclimates. Humidity is also greater here. What you can do, say,
at 25om on the edge of Bodmin Moor is not the same as what you can do at ten
times that altitude on the IGameterhof. Similar allowances must be made for
other parts of the world.
This is not to negate the value of this book for people who live outside
Austria - far from it. Much of the detailed information is highly relevant in any
temperate country. As long as you bear in mind that both your climate and your
soil are possibly quite different to those on the Kameterhof, you will find it a
storehouseof valuable information.
Nevertheless the book's greatest value is not so much in the information
'this
it contains but in the attitudes it teaches. Its messageis not so much
is
'this
how you do it' but
is the way you go about thinking of how to do it.' Sepp
Holzer's way is the way of the future. In the fossil fuel age we've been able to
impose our will on the land by throwing cheap energy at every problem. In the
future that option won't be open to us any more. We'll have to tread the more
subtle path, the path which patiently observes nature and seeks to imitate it.
That future mav not be as far offas we think.
Patrick Whitefield
September zoro

Patrick Whitefield is a permaculture teacher and the author of Permaculture in
a Nutshell (tggZ), How to make a Forest Gard.en Ggg6), The Eqrth Care Manual
(zooQ and The Living Landscape (zoo9). More details about his coursescan be
found at www.patrickwhitefi eld.co.uk

Dear readers,
This is the second book I have written
so far, to pass on my over 40 years
of experience as a farmer practising
alternative agriculture. I was inspired
to do this by the many people who
have come to visit the Krameterhof:
among them teachers, professors
and doctors as well as farmers and
gardeners. My darling wife, Vroni,
and my children were particularly
eager for me to put my experiences
and discoveries into writing. My first
book, an autobiography entitled The
RebelFqrmer, sold over l2o,ooo copies
in just under two years and was a great
success.It was presentedwith a golden
book award and I received well over a
thousand letters from enthusiastic
Sepp Holzer
readers. This made me realise that
there was a great deal of interest in
my work. When my daughter Claudia and son JosefAndreas offered their help,
I simply could not refuse.
I want this book to help people realise that trying to understand and live in
harmony with nature instead of fighting against it is well worth the effort. On
the countless trips I have made to oversee my projects abroad, I have seen many
terrible sights which have stayed with me and even given me a few nightmares.
Whether it is in Bosnia, Colombia, Brazil, Thailand or in the United States,it is
plain to see how irresponsibly nature is treated everywhere. Many people seem
to have lost their ability to think independently about or to feel responsibility
for our planet and its future. The result is a loss of respect for nature and our
fellow creatures. Tens of thousands of hectares of scrubland and rainforest are
intentionally being burned to make way for monocultures and, of course, any
wildlife is destroyed along with it. A small few profit at the expense of large
swathes of society, who generally do not know how to provide themselves with
'developing
countries' knows
food. The poverty and hardship people endure in
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no boundsl Young and old alike are treated like refuse and live on the streets
from hand to mouth. Only the powerful have rights, which I have seen and
experienced for myself. In addition, this happens in areas where no one should
have to go hungry because the soil is fertile and the weather is favourable.
There should be more than enough food for everyone. Many people have lost
their land to powerful landowners and with that the ability to provide for their
families. They have had their independence taken away, which then becomes
very difficult to take back. So many of these people live rough on the outskirts
of town in terrible conditions, whilst their land is relentlessly overworked and
ruined.
Many people think that this cannot happen in Europe, but we are already
well on our way! Most small farms only provide a subsidiary income, because
the farmers do not know how to make enough money from them to live on
any more. Today, very few people dare to forge their own way and consider
alternative farming methods. Instead many people look to subsidy programmes
to tell them how to run their businesses and alter their farms accordingly. Either
that or quantity is prioritised over qualiry and farmers try to compensate for low
prices with a larger volume of produce. The result is a monoculture maintained
with large quantities of chemicals. Many people are deterred by the bureaucratic
obstacles that are put in their way when they try to practice alternative farming
methods. It is every person's duty to defend their rights, land and even their
concept of democracy and make them their guiding principles. If we do not,
there is a real danger of finding ourselvesin an administrative and bureaucratic
dictatorship.
I have already described how difficult it is to forge your own way in my
first book. Some years ago I had a visitor from New Zealand. This visitor was
the Iate Joe Polaischer - our lives took similar paths. He chose to leave Austria
and emigrate to New Zealand to set up a permaculture farm under difficult
conditions. He had visitors all the way from Europe and they were delighted
with what he had accomplished. Joe was a remarkable man. He was a teacher
and had a great deal of practical experience, which is exactly what we need right
now. His achievements should make it clear that there are people on the other
side of the world who want to live in harmony with their environment and not
at odds with it, Treating our planet and fellow creatures with respect - and not
being motivated by rivalry jealousy or hatred - is the onlyway!
My dear friend Joe, for your commitment to using land sustainably, your
contribution to the development and teaching of permaculture in Austria, you
have my most heartfelt thanks.
I would also like to thank my colleagues of many years Erich Auernig and
Elisabeth Mohr, who have always supported me in my work. Without their tireless efforts it would never have been possible to raise such a large amount of
public interest in my farming methods. With their help, I have been able to show
thousands of interested visitors around the Krameterhof and oversee countless
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projects abroad. I have also had the opportunity to pass on my experience
through presentationsand seminars.I would alsolike to expressmy gratitude to
Mrs Maria Kendlbacherand her daughterHeidi who look after our guestson the
Krameterhof.I alsothank my brother and gamekeeperMartin Holzer.
Most of all I would like to thank my family and my darling Vroni! Throughout our more than 36 yearsof marriage she has alwaysstood by me and supported me completely.Without her itwould neverhavebeenpossibleto run the
Krameterhofso successfullyand still havetime to write a book. It is a joy to have
sucha wonderful family.
In this book I have tried to answerthe most frequent questionsraised at
my presentationsand seminars.I hope that this book helpsyou to find your
way towards living a life in harmony with nature: whether it begins with a
windowbox,a garden,or a field is not important. If this book helpsone person
to start thinking ecologicallyand independently it will havedone its job. I wish
you success
putting your ideasand,perhaps,permacultureprojectsof your own
into practice.
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ln 1962,at the age of r9, I took over my parents' farm in Lungau, Salzburg. Since
then I have managed the Krameterhof in myownway. I have builtponds, terraces
and gardens, kept fish and wild cattle, I have grown mushrooms' set up an
alternative tree nursery and so much more. Despite the fact that there are many
different areas a farm can specialise in, itwas important to me that I did not focus
on any one source of income. I wanted to remain as flexible as possible, so that
I would always be able to react to changing market conditions. In addition, my
interests at the time were so broad that there was no way I would have been able
to decide on just one area. Over the years, this decision has been proved right
'ctazy'during
my time as
again and again. It is true that many people called me
to
much
and that
would
not
amount
methods
a young farmer. They said that my
end.
Since
I would soon have to sell the farm, but successproved me right in the
then I have managed to double the original size of the Krameterhof whilst many
of my critics have had to give up their farms or look for additional income. Now
the Krameterhof measures45 hectares,reaching from r,ooo to 1,5oomabove sea
level acrossthe southern slope of the Schwarzenbergmountain. People still call
'crazy'
today, but it does not really bother me any more. I have realised that
me
rnany people find it difficult to accept when you do things in a way that is not
so widely recognised.This makes you difficult to predict and harder to control,
which many people find threatening.
My alternative farming methods have brought me into conflict with the
authorities many times and some of these disputes have been extremely
drawn-out and tiring. It has taken a great deal of strength and effort to come
through them and to not let myself be discouraged. One conflict with our selfimportant administrative system, which was making my life as an independent
farmer difficult, caused me many sleepless nights. Times were often difficult
and I did not know how I was going to get through it all. Fortunately, my wife
Veronika always supported me completely and has stood by me all of these
years, which has given me the strength to carry on despite the conditions set by
the authorities, the special taxes and other chicanery. I also gathered strength
from nature: whenever I had finished with yet another tedious lawsuit or had
read one of the many impracticable expert reports, I would wander through my
cultures and, for hours, collect seeds and sow them again in different places'
Observing my plants and livestock also gave me fresh energy. Nature and my
family have helped me to persevere despite the nightmarish bureaucracy. It is
incomprehensible to me that a person with so many innovative ideas should
have so many hurdles and stumbling blocks put in their way. The fact that I have
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not let myself be intimidated and do not stay quiet just to please people has given
'rebel
me a reputation for being a
farmer'. The fact that it is actually necessary
'rebel'
to run a farm in harmony with nature is really very sad! The
to become a
administrative system has become overgrown and nips any creative thought in
the bud. It is the responsibility of those in power to fix these problems.
We have to make democracy our guiding principle instead of acting like
lemmings and following the masses blindly, otherwise one day we will lose our
democracyand our rights. On my farm I have no problemswith large populations
'pestsl
because nature is perfect and keeps everything in balance. I only
of
wish that our administrative system could be regulated in a similar way, so that
the bureaucracy does not push us to breaking point and we are not punished
for thinking creatively. I think we all need to work to combat this unbearable
situation and bring this'bureaucratic overpopulation'back under normal levels.
In the summer of 1995, I received a letter from the University of Natural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna asking if they could hold a
seminar at the Krameterhof. Through this seminar I learned for the first time
'permaculture'.
that there was a term for my farming methods:
This word
was coined by the Australian ecologist Bill Mollison and his student David
'permanent
Holmgren and is derived from
agriculture'. A permaculture system
is a system that resemblesnature and is based on natural cyclesand ecosystems.
Some of the students from the seminar sent me a few books on permaculture.
As I read the books I could only agree with the arguments within them. The
fundamental thoughts and ideas in these books were incredibly similar to my
own methods. I discovered that whilst there are many new farms, which claim to
'permaculture'
use
methods, there was not a single one that worked in the same
way as ours on the Krameterhof. This is because the concept of permaculture
was first developed int978, whereas I began to create gardens and ponds and
experiment with sustainable systems in myyouth. My methods have had over 40
years to develop. I have had time to continually improve upon and develop them

Veronikoond Sepp
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so that now I have as little work to do as possible and I still achieve good yields. It
was obvious to me that I was doing this by imitating natural cycles' What aspect
of nature could I improve upon when nature already functions perfectly? Every
time I tried to improve upon nature I quickly realised that I had only created
more work for myself and the loss in yield was greater. So I always returned to
the natural way, which, as far as I am concerned, has proved to be the only right
one.
'
.
.
.
.
'
'
.
.

The basic principles of permaculture are:
All of the elements within a system interact with each other'
Multifunctionality: every element fulfils multiple functions and every
function is performed by multiple elernents.
Use energy practically and efficiently, work with renewable energy.
Use natural resources,
Intensive systems in a small area.
Utilise and shape natural processesand cycles'
Support and use edge effects (creating highly productive small-scale
structures).
Diversity instead of monoculture.

My farming methods meet all of these criteria. When it was finally suggested
that I should label my farm as being based on permaculture principles and open
it to the public, I agreed.
Unfortunately, I soon found out that there are many selflstyled permaculturists and permaculture designers who only concern themselves with permaculture theory and have no idea how to put it into practice. In permaculture
design practical experience is indispensable. It is difficult to gain an understanding of nature just from theories. Only those with personal experience can
give a professional consultation. So I think it is only appropriate for someone to
offer their services as a permaculture designer if they have gathered plenty of
practical experience over a number of years. A little work experience and a few
short courses are certainly not enough. This is why I advise anyone interested in
permaculture principles to find out how much practical experience these consultants have and not just rely on testimonials or other references. It is a good
idea to take a look at the consultant or designer's offices in person before the
consultation. This will tell you a great deal about their knowledge and abilities.
Holzer permaculture incorporates landscape design (creating terraces,
raised beds, water gardens, ponds, humus storage ditches and microclimates),
agroforestry (integrating trees and shrubs into farming), fishery growing
aquatic plants, keeping livestock, fruit-growing, alpine pastures and growing
alpine and medicinal plants. Even tourism is not ruled out. Economy and
ecology are not a contradiction. Holzer permaculture dates back to l,96z and,
is based on decades of experience running a full-time farm. You must see and
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understand this technique as a whole, so that it can be used profitably. Only
those who practice permaculture can also understand it and pass it on to others.
This is why it makes no sense to simply create a permaculture system just like
mine. You must learn it for yourself like learning the alphabet at school. This is
the only way you can achieve successand gain happiness from it. Permaculture
principles work all over the world, as I have seen whilst working on my projects
in Colombia, Thailand, Brazil, the United Statesand Scotland.
You can find. up to date information on my projects qs well as lectures, seminqrs
and guided walks around. the Krameterhof on our website www.krameterhof,,atlen.
Unfortunately, as a result of the large amount of public interestwe can no longer
answer aII of the letters and inquiries thqt reach us.We askfor your understanding
o.ndhope that this book can answer at leqst some of these questions.
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XIX

EorlyChildhood Experiences
My first experiences with growing
plants date back to childhood. I had
a small piece of dry and stony land
on a steep slope near the house that
I rented from my father for two
Austrian schillings,which would be a
little over two pounds today.As far as
my parentswere concerned,the land
was nigh on worthlessand it was only
cut back once a year.The sunny and
stony plot provided an ideal habitat
for a largepopulation of snakesand it
was for this reasonthat it wasreferred
to as the BeiJSwurmboanlingafter
a large and
the legendaryBeiJSwurm,

A photo of the Krometerhoffrom mY
childhood.

poisonous serpent. As a child, this plot of land allowed me to learn more about
growing plants. Before this, my only experiences with cultivation came from
tending my mother's flowerpots. I began to work my 2m' piece of land with a
hoe and mattock. I laid down stones to make a bed, which, though small, was
the first terrace I ever created. Strawberries, small fruit trees, pumpkins and
many other plants soon began to grow. I noticed that the strawberries that grew
very close to the stones were larger and sweeter than they would be usually.
I named the strawberries'stone strawberries' or Stoaroa.dbeand I traded them
at school for erasers and Karl May books.
My experience with the strawberries made me realise something important
which would be of use to me later on. A number of factors such as the stones'
abiliry to store and release heat, their balancing effect on the temperature,
the way the earth beneath the stones would remain wet and the abundance
of earthworms and soil life all had a positive effect on the strawberries and
would also have the same effect on other plants. This meant that my woodland
strawberries, which would normally bear only small fruit, grew large and very
sweet. This is why it is important to always observe the soil and plants closely.
You should try whenever you can to find out why plants grow well, as well as
discovering why plants grow poorly. This knowledge will help you to draw the
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right conclusions. This is one of the most important skills needed for working
with nature. It is still worth analysing things that have gone badly, because from
this we can work out why they have failed. Why is this plant so beautiful and
healthy while the other one is so sickly and weak? Why is one plant so lush and
its leavessuch a darkgreen, but the other so colourlessand pale? Keeping a keen
eye on the garden was a decisive factor in my successfrom the beginning. The
range of plants I grew constantly increased and soon I was able to grow many
different fruit trees, herbs and vegetables.I continued to observe and improve
upon my system. Finally, I made my first pond so that I could breed my own
fish. I have already written in detail about the way I developed my cultivation
and landscaping methods throughout my childhood and youth in my first book,
The Rebel Farmer.

PosfMisfokes
In the last few decades many mistakes have been made with the management
of land. In the name of agriculture we try to correct perceived imperfections in
the terrain and drain unwanted water. Rocks and cliffs are blasted to make the
fields and meadows suitable for mechanised farming. Wetlands in which the
most beautiful orchids grow are drained and dense spruce monocultures are
planted there instead. The Austrian Chamber of Agriculture is responsible for
these measures having increased from 6o0/oto 8oo/otoday. Large-scale drainage
is still actively encouraged in a number of places. Hedges and orchards are still
being grubbed out and cut down, rivers and streams are straightened and it is
the monoculture system that is drMng these changes.
The result of these monocultures and this irresponsible attitude to nature
is already well known: the catastrophes are becoming greater and greater and
the damage to the national economy is immeasurable. Floods, landslides and
2
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damage caused by storms and snow are becoming more prevalent. Valuable
biomass and fertile humus are being lost. This narrow-minded attitude is
causing the soil to lose its capacity to store water - entire areas of land are
acidiffing and turning to desert. Eventually the widespread use of pesticides
and fertilisers will poison the ground water. Biodiversity is being seriously
threatened in these areas:instead of well-structured habitats there is suddenly
only a monocultural landscape.This loss of habitat causesthe population of a
few plants and animals to increase rapidly whilst others disappear completely.
Animal and plant diversity is being lost. Humans disturb the balance of nature
'pests' and 'weeds' for which they have only
and then begin to fight against
themselves to blame. A new industry agrochemicals, has devoted itself to the
destruction of these enemies by chemical means. Anyone who understands the
processesof nature must recognisethat it is we humans who have caused these
organisms to appear in such large numbers. If conditions are conducive to only
a few speciesthen they are the ones that will become the most pervasive.Their
natural predators and rivals, which help to keep the system in balance, are gone.
How can we even begin to rectit/ these mistakes? Recognising and admitting our mistakes is a step in the right direction. Once we have realised how
far we have gone wrong, we can find our way back to natural ways of thinking
and behaviour. It helps to focus on our own mistakes and not those of others.
'modern
agriculture'.
Even I have made many mistakes in the name of so-called
I learnt about the assumptions modern agriculture has made from courses at
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agricultural college,through training and from textbooks.As a young farmer,the
Chamberof Agriculture usedtheir biasedsubsidysystemand variouseconomic
advisorsto urge me to use modern cultivation techniques.I was encouragedto
be a modern farmer and not a 'country bumpkin'. I let myself be convincedby
one-sidedinformationand biasedinstructorsand I lost myway for sometime.
Luckily, my experiencewith plants and animals beganat a young age.This
experiencemade me realisethat I was on the wrong path. The damageI had
causedbefore realisingthis was still limited. Nevertheless,if I had not had my
own positiveexperiencesto fall back on, I would still be on the path of so-called
'progress'whilst
being completelyunawareof the consequences.
I threw out the official guidelinesand decidedto restorethe farm according
to my own ideas.It wasimportant to me that I had healthyand hardy plants and
animals on the farm again. At last I could put my ideas into practicewithout
answering to anyone else and just enjoy the processof cultivation. I started
by using machinesto improve and widen the terracesI made as a child. Then
I wanted to make proper use of the springs on my land. I have alwaysliked
keepingfish, so I made ponds and lakesacrossthe farm to breed them in. This
is how the permaculturelandscapeof the Krameterhofbeganto emerge.
At the time I did not know about the rice terracesof Asia or the terraced
fields of the Berbersin Morocco.It wasonly later that I discoveredthat this had
been a tried and tested method of cultivation for millennia. I am convinced
that anyone who tries to farm seriouslywill automatically arrive at the same
methods. Many different cultures throughout the world have developedthese
4
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successfuland harmonioussystemsthrough trial and error and haveconstantly
improved upon them by learning from their own mistakes'
Permaculture landscapedesign essentially involves restoring a partially
destroyednatural landscape.It is about returning to small-scalelandscapes
basedon natural ecosystems.It offersus a viable alternativeto the monoculture
systemthat destroysour soil and pollutes our ground water'

LondscoPe
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A permaculture landscapeis designed so that all of the plants and animals living
thlre will work in harmonywith each other. This is the onlyway to manage land
in a stable and sustainable way. All available resources whether they are springs,
are
used
and included in the plan.
ponds, marshes, cliffs, forests or buildings
it is important that the resources are used in a way that is appropriate to the
environment around them; in practice this means that the natural features of
each area must be supported and reinforced. To make ProPer use of the available
natural resources we have to work with nature and not against it. This gives us
the desired result for the least expenditure ofenergy'
Water is life and must therefore be treated with great care. This is why I try to
keep water (whether it is rain water, spring water or surface runoff) on my land
for as long as possible. There are many possible uses for this water. Where there
is wet soil, for instance, I would make a pond, water garden or wetland and plant
orchids. In dry places I grow herbs that prefer semi-arid conditions like thyme,
creeping thyrne (Thymus serpyllum), marjoram and sage. Grain amaranth and
New Zealand spinach are also suited to dry places and give a good yield. These
are just a few examples of plants that thrive in these conditions.
Terraces are a very important part of my permaculture system. Without terracesit would have been impossible for me to work the otherwise unproductive
and at times inaccessibleland on the Krameterhof. With these terraces,which
can also be used as paths, I can cultivate even the steepest of slopes and still make
a profit. The terraces even make it possible to use medium-sized machinery.
They provide me with a substantially larger area for cultivation and gaining this
extra land is particularly important for small farms. The terraces also help to
stop valuable humus from being washed away or otherwise lost. Finally, they
help to prevent soil erosion and make a considerable contribution to the health
and fertility of the soil. When making a terrace it is very important to minimise
the number of dead ends. If possible every terrace should form a continuous
belt of land, so that the terraces can be worked using the least amount of
enelgy. \Mhilst maldng terraces I try to follow the principles of nature. As a rule,
there should be no straight lines, corners or steePslopes (with the exception of
raised beds). It is also important to break up the landscape by creating plenty
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of forms and features.Thesehelp to createnumerousmicroclimates,which
give the land an even greater potential for cultivation. Creating dry areas,
wetlands,hedges,windbreaksor raised beds in different locationsresultsin
specialclimatic conditions. In theseplacesI can grow a largevariety of plants
that would otherwisenot be able to survive.
The landscapingpossibilitiesare almost limitless when creating a permaculture system.Anything is possibleas long as the terrain and soil conditions
allow it. Raisedbedsare used to growvegetablesand crops.Terracesprovide a
largerareafor planting and accessto the remotestcornersof my farm. The beds
and terracescan perform a multitude of different functions. For example,if a
road or railway line borders the land, or if there is a factory nearby,I can use
raised beds to keep out emissions,dust, noise and fumes. I place the beds on
the edgeof my land and plant them with various trees and shrubs. The beds
and their lush vegetationwork as a visual barrier and protects the land from
pollution. They grow into a hedgethat provides birds, hedgehogsand insects
with shelter and somewhereto live. Barrierslike this play a substantialpart in
encouragingcommunitiesof useful animalsand insects.
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When designing beds and terracesyou should respect property boundaries
and your neighbours' rights. This way you will not have to deal with any unnecessaryproblems later on. I try to follow regulations as much as I can. If this
is not done at the planning stageor whilst building, it will be a lot more diffrcult
to gain the necessarypermission from the authorities afterwards.
Livestock (pigs, chickens, ducks etc.) play an integral role in a permaculture
system and they have had this importance for many cultures throughout history.
A well thought-out system of paddocks and enclosures allows me to keep animals on the same land as my crops. Instead of damaging the land by overgrazing
it, the animals actually help me with mywork.
Naturally, great care must be taken when making larger changes to the landscape.The geological conditions must be taken into consideration to avoid landslides or gully erosion. As a result, it is always a good idea to start off slowly and
gradually gather the experience you need. If you want to do something on a larger
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scale straight awayyou should seek professional advice. To this day, I have never
seen a piece of land where it was not possible to establish and maintain a permaculture system. Whether it is in the smallest of gardens or on the largest of estates,
in town or in the country permaculture principles can be applied anywhere.

Reshopinglhe lond with on Excovqfor
According to Holzer permaculture principles, mechanical diggers only need to be
used once when the system is being set up. The depth you can dig to depends on
local soil conditions. This can vary from zocm to two or three metres depending
on what kind of structure you are building. The legal requirements for this sort
of work vary from state to state in Austria. These requirements seem largely
pointless to me, because they can be interpreted in many different ways and
most of them are unrealistic. Ifyou have a project that goes against any of these
regulations you will need to do a lot of research and make a convincing case.
Using an excavator makes it possible to loosen the soil to a greater depth and
to introduce biomass. Unwanted plant growth and roots can easily be removed
and worked into the soil. The beneficial effects of this technique are long lasting
and the area will not need to be dug over every year. Introducing these plants
and roots increases the soil's capacity for water retention and therefore also
improves the water balance. In addition to this, the soil is loosened and aerated.
Where there is oxygen there is life. Even if you are trying this out for the first
time, you will quickly see that this way of dealing with the soil brings the best
results. It will give us an area of land we can sow, plant and use to grow crops.
I would like to state emphatically that the practice of removing and burning
biomass is a mistake. A large amount of biomass is lost by burning it. The little
ash that is left over and used as fertiliser is easily blown away by the wind or
washed away by rain. The accumulated material should always be put to use right
where it is found. It can be used to construct roundwood shelters, paddocks,
and the foundations for raised beds, or it can simply be used as mulch.
Whilst using an excavator, I have often come across layers in the subsoil,
which stop the water from draining properly. Loosening these layers up and
mixing in sand, stones and humus is a lasting way to make the soil productive
again. This helps to ensure good plant growth and a healthy soil.
Some of the larger raised beds should be rebuilt every five to ro years
(depending on the type of cultivation). Beds can be flattened or compressed
by animals. Also, if there is too much grass growing on a bed it can become
trodden down and it can compact the bed. Using a compact diggea it is very
straightforward to repair the beds or to rebuild them. The work can be carried
out just as well with a tractor and backhoe loader or plough - this is very similar
to the way spargel (white asparagus) beds are maintained. The machinery you
use should depend on which method is the most convenient and requires the
least amount of energy.
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Deolingwith the Authorities
The first thing I have to know is what I want and what I need to achieve it' It is
only once I have complete faith in my project that I can find a way of making it
possible. In my experience, the official organisations - whether they are the local
council, the Chamber of Agriculture or any other authorities rarely give useful
advice on farming. From what I can see, practically nothing is allowed at the
moment. If I took that seriously my options would be very limited. My ability to
think creatively and to innovate would fall by the wayside. I have to know what
I want and what I am capable of. These days we need a little imagination and
courageto lead a life in harmonywith nature'
Thank heavens farrners are still free to do what they want with their land
provided they use it for agricultural purposes. Unfortunately, many farmers are
misled into thinking that they can only do what the authorities will support
them to do. If they want a subsidy the project will have to be officially approved;
project documentation and plans will have to be submitted. Larger projects
must be approved for agricultural credit and the bank must perform a profit
evaluation. No one that goesdown this path of dependenceand submission will
have much success.
Here is an example of how a government-approved project might go: you
want to make an unimposing little pool for bathing with a surface area of around
2oom2.Maybe you also want some fish or a few geeseor ducks; or just to have
a nice stretch of water on your land. So you take the normal route and go to
the town hall. They tell you that you will have to go to the water regulatory
authority to make sure your plans do not conflict with local water law, because
the town hall is only responsible for the building side of things. You get the
same information from the Chamber of Agriculture. They announce that
they will support your project, but only if you can provide plans and project
documentation drawn up by a builder or hydraulic engineer. Now the approval
process is in full swing. It turns out later on that you need to get approval from
the fishing authorities just to keep a few trout in the pond. You will also need to
have a stability survey carried out. Last but not least, they have to find out ifthe
pond will affect your neighbours. This means that all of the neighbours will be
presented with your plans.
Now one of your neighbours thinks that the pond might pose some kind
of a hazard. Someone might fall in and it would only attract more midges.
Frogs or even snakes might start to appear. The pond might also encroach on
neighbouring land. The number of obstacles in your way seems endless. When
faced with all of these problems and red tape many people who want nothing
more than to put a pond in a field end up deciding it would be better just to give
up. But with just a little spark of creativity you can find another way.
You could, for example, find a part of your land that is naturally wet. You
could remove whatever plant growth there is and use it to make low banks. The
depression in the ground is not a hazard, because the water is not above ground
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level. Waterwill only collect in the depression.The surfaceof the waterwill only
span a few square metres. In time the banks will knit together. The hollow can
also be made a little deeper, which hardly anyone will notice. It will not pose a
danger to anyone, because very little has actually been changed.
The resulting wetland can be made even larger using this method. Neighbours and visitors alike will enjoy watching the pond and plant life as it grows
and flourishes. Children will tell their parents and get them interested in it.
Then maybe they will try to make something similar for themselves. In the
unlikely event that a neighbour does go to the authorities to complain about the
pond having no planning permission, you can explain to the officials from the
water regulatory authority that it has always been there. You have only taken
measuresto maintain it.
If you ever meet an ecologically minded official, then they will sympathise
with your approach and the measures you have taken and simply close the
matter. In any other case, the authorities will have to prove you wrong first. If
there is any doubt in the matter, it will be assumed that you are telling the truth.
You just have to keep on trying. The value of a biotope like this far outweighs
all the hard work the bureaucrats demand that we do. Do not be dissuaded
from your project by seemingly incomprehensible laws or be daunted by the
administrative system. Just think for a moment - and you will be able to find
friends to support you in your endeavours.

Seffingup o Pe
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Generol Queslions
Many people want to manage their land in a natural way or to switch from using
traditional farming methods to permaculture ones, and ask me about the best
way to make use of their land. I have to ask them some questions of my own first:
what is their goal and what do they expect fiom their land? Do they want to be
able to live off of it - whether they just want to be self-suffrcient or produce food
as a business - or would they rather just have a pleasant place to relax in and grow
a few herbs and some fruit and vegetables for the kitchen? Are they interested
in using their land for growing plants, keeping animals or agroforestry? Will the
area be open to the public as an ornamental garden; somewhere they can pick
their own food, or a therapeutic oasis of calm? The answers to these questions
are the foundations for success. It is important to do exactly what makes you
happy, piques your interest and encourages your thirst for knowledge. Then
work will not feel like a chore and successwill follow naturally.
People often want to realise the dreams they have had since childhood. It is
gratif ing to see how h"ppy people are when they finally make these dreams a
reality. During the design phase, it is always important to consider the interests
of the people involved. If the whole family is enthusiastic about the project
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then this gives us many more options. Spouses,children and parents should all
be able to get involved in the planning and design process. For example, most
children will be delighted if they are given a small area of land to experiment
with and look after by themselves. You just have to trustyourself and followyour
instincts, and then you will be on the right track. You have to know what you
want - only then will you achieve independence.

the Lond
Assessing
Once I have worked out what I want to do with the land, I have to examine the
area a little more closely. Soil conditions, elevation, climate, exposure, relief
drainage basins, previous use of land and plant growth are all-important factors
to consider when planning a permaculture system.

Aspecl ond Climole
The aspect (the direction the land faces) and elevation of the land affect the design of the system to a great extent. Obviously, it is far easier to set up a productive
permaculture system at low altitudes, on flat ground and in sunny places than on
steep slopes or at high altitudes. It requires a lot less energy (i.e. working with
'unfavourable' locations it is
diggers and growing plants). But even in so-called
possible, with a little skill, to set up a functioning permaculture system.
At high altitudes - from around r,ooom above sea level - I aim to design
the system to compensate for the shorter growing season and the lower temperatures. It is important to get the most sunlight and make sure crops will be
sheltered from the wind. A windbreak made up of various fruit bushes, fruit
trees and flowering shrubs at different heights is very effective. Raised beds also
have a similar effect. Wind tunnels should not be allowed to form, otherwise the
soil will begin to cool and lose valuable moisture. It is particularly important
to take measures against soil erosion on steep slopes. I find that terraces and
humus storage ditches as well as ensuring permanent plant cover are particularly
effective against soil erosion.
With a little ingenuity it is possible to apply permaculture principles anywhere. Seeds can be sown in cracks, clefts or holes in steep slopes or even
rock faces. For example, I planted sweet chestnut seeds in clefts in the rock.
Afterwards I filled them up with leaves and sowed broom seeds over the top.
To my surprise the most magnificent sweet chestnut trees grew and the broom
produced the most beautiful flowers. What happened? The layer of leavescovering the sweet chestnut seeds gave them enough moisture to germinate' The
roots found their way fiom the cleft down into the soil and could even force
themselves through the rock. The microclimate helps both the broom and the
sweet chestnut to thrive.
Even at high altitudes, south-facing slopes offer a multitude of possibilities
for growing vegetables, fruit and berries. There the crops will have enough hours
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of sunshine to ripen. However, the difference between the temperature during
the day and at night is so great that it makes south-facing slopes urlnerable
to frost damage. In spring, fieezing at night and thawing out again in the day
is particularly dangerous for the crops. This makes it especially important to
choose hardyvarieties. During drysummers, soil on south-facing slopesis liable
to dry out. Once again, keeping the soil covered using green manure crops will
help to protect cultivated plants. Bare earth dries out quickly and then has no
protection against the wind and rain. This results in erosion and the loss of
nutrients.
On north-facing slopes and areas with just a few hours of sunshine it is
important to choose early-maturing varieties, which can still ripen fully under
these conditions. To make the best use of the warmth and sunlight I use many
different techniques to capture heat. For example, it is possible to make a
niche in the hillside. You should place as many large stones on the hillside as
possible. They store the heat like a masonry stove and release it again slowly
into the surrounding area. I place plants that need a lot of heat next to the
stones. If possible, I put a pond or lake in front of the niche. The sun's rays are
then reflected by the surface ofthe water and the overall effect ofthe niche is
increased. This helps the niche to gather heat and therefore serve its purpose
as a suntrap. This way even plants that require very warm conditions can be
cultivated at high altitudes and on north-facing slopes.

A sun trop in q niche:cosior-oilplonts,tobocco, cucumbers,pumpkins,courgettes,
,l,300m
sunflowers
ond mony otherplontsthriveherein o polycultureoi
obove seo level.
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SoilCondilions
It is particularly important to get a feel for the quality of the soil you will be
dealing with. The more I know about the properties of the soil, the better I can
workwith it. It isvital to make an accurate assessmentof the soil if you are going
to be reshaping the land. You must identify and determine any risk of landslides.
It is also a good idea to find out what sources of water there are. Are there areas
of marshy land or places where water has accumulated? What is the soil type?
Is it a light, medium or heavy soil? How deep is the soil and howwell developed
is the humus? I have to answer all of these questions if my design is going to be
successful. My ability to assessthe land helps me to select the plants that will
improve the soil the most. The more fertile the soil is, the more successfulthe
permaculture system will be.
It is a soil's structure that makes it good or bad. The best soil has a crumbly
structure. A crumbly topsoil allows plants to establish their roots more easily.
Its high pore volume means that it holds water and nutrients like a sponge. The
many invertebrates and microorganisms that live within the soil help to create
this crumbly structure. One of these creatures is the earthworm. The positive
effect earthworms have on soil is well known and the crumbly structure of worm
casts is clear for anyone to see.
It is also important to consider the pH value of the soil. This is determined
by the soil's mineral composition, but, like most properties of soil, it can be
altered by plants and the creatures and microorganisms that live within it. There
are plants that prefer an acid soil and others that grow better in an alkaline soil.
Most cultivated plants grow best in a slightly acid soil (between pH 6 and 7).
A near-neutral pH value is particularly good for the health of the soil, because
most microorganisms that live in it function best under these conditions. The
more efifectively they can work, the faster biomass and humus can be produced.
An increase in soil acidity, which is frequently caused by monocultures and the
use of fertilisers, leads nutrients to be washed away and the crumbly structure of
the soil is lost. This in turn has a negative effect on the balance of air and water
within the soil.

. Assessingthe Soil
If you want a detailed soil analysis, you can have a soil sample examined to measure nutrient content, composition and pH value. An Institute of Environmental
Engineering (e.g. in Graz or Innsbruck) or one of the many private companies
will offer these services. In any case, I think it is very important to develop a feel
for the soil yourself. There is a tried and tested way to determine the soil type. It
'finger
test' and it is very easy to carry out.
is called the

Toperformthe testtakesomefreshsoil (not driedout) androll it between
your palmsor fingerand thumb.The stickinessand how easythe earthis to
mouldvariesfrom soil type to soil type.Youcanalsofind out how largethe
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grains of soil are in the same way. The first thing I determine is whether the soil
'medium'
'light'
is
and made of sand or loamy sand,
and made of sandy loam or
'hearry'
'weight'
and made of loam, clay loam or clay. The
of the soil depends on
how well the materials it is composed of bind together.
To begin with, I try to roll the earth between my palms to about the thickness of a pencil. If this does not work it means that the soil is sandy. Otherwise
'medium'
I am dealing with at least a
soil of sandy loam. If I can roll the earth to
halfthe thickness ofthe previous one, then it is heavy loam or clay. To tell the
difference between the two I can break the roll in two. Shinv lavers indicate clav,
whereas matt layers indicate loam.

. Chorocteristics
of 'Light'ond 'Heovy'Soil
'Light'

soil is well aerated and heats up quickly. However, its fine grain structure
makes its capacity to store water and nutrients low. This means that plant cover
is needed at all times. The plants will help to produce humus and prevent the
'Heavy'
topsoil from drying out.
soil, on the other hand, retains water easily.The
nutrient content is higher, becausethe soil stores the nutrients more effectively.
'Heavy'
soil is also poorly aerated, which means it is prone to compaction. Its
averagesoil temperature is lower. It is as hard for plants to establish their roots
in it as it is for people to work with it. Raised beds have many advantages when
dealing with this kind of soil. Constructing the beds loosens the soil and the
introduction of biomass helps to aerate it. Well-aerated soil warms up more
quicldy and stores the warmth well, becauseair does not readily conduct heat.
By introducing large stones to store heat, the sun's energy can be harnessed
and the averagesoil temperature will increase.I use small structures,windbreaks,
hedges and rows of trees to slow down the wind, which always travels at high
speeds. These stop it flom carrying all of the heat away, and create a useful
microclimate with a higher soil temperature where I can grow crops. The
average soil temperature is an important factor for the germination and growth
of plants. Even the microorganisms that live in the soil are more active at higher
temperatures. Decomposition takes place more quickly and I have good quality
humus for my plants in very little time.

. IndicoiorPlonts
The plants growing in an area tell us a great deal about the nutrient ratio, pH
value and the general condition of the soil. With a little practice, it is possible to
assessthe soil conditions based on the vegetation growing in the area. If there
are nettles, hogweed or orache then the soil is rich in nitrogen. In this soil I can
grow plants that need a great deal of nutrients like root vegetables and tubers. If
there is a large quantity of sorrel, the land will be suitable for growing Jerusalem
artichokes (Helianthus tuberosus)and sunflowers (Helianthus cnnuus), because
they take up the excessnitrogen and provide valuable green material, tubers and
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seeds.In this way I deprivethe oracheand nettlesof nutrients. They are quickly
overshadowedby the other plants,which havegrown tall, and begin to die.
the soil conditions'
It is important not to excludeanyplantswhen assessing
Youwill need as many indicator plants aspossibleto makean accurateanalysis'
Certain combinationsof plants or an aboveaveragenumber or certain varieties
can help you to determine the soil conditions immediately.To giveyou an idea
of this I havemadea short list of indicatorplants:
Nitrogen rich soil:
Chickrveed (Stellaria media)
Stinging nettle (Urtico dioica)
Annual nettle (IJrtica urens)
Cow parsley (An thr iscus sy/vestris)
Hogweed (Heracleum sphondYlium)
Elderberry (Sambucus nig ra)
Common orache (Atriplex patula)
Goosegrass( Galium aparine)
Shepherd'spurse (CopselIa bursa-pa storis)
Fat hen (Chenopodium album)
Mugwort (Ar temisia v ul g ar is)
Nitrogen poor soil:
Sweet vernal gr ass (Anthoxanthum
od.oratum)
Sheep'sfescue (Festuca ovina)
Mouse-ear hawkweed (Hieracium
piloseIIa)
Corn chamomlle (Anthemis arvensis)
Broad-leaved thyme (Thym us pulegioides)

Alkaline soil:
Meadow clary (Salvia pratensis)
Pheasant's eye (Adonis aestivalis)
Forking larkspur (Consolida regalis)
Salad burnet (Sanguisorbaminor)
Betony (Stachysfficinolis)
Sanicle (Sanicula europaea)
Blue moor grass (Sesleria varia)

Acid soil:
Sheep'ssorrel (Rumex acetosella)
Bracken (P teridium aquilinum )
Heather (CaIIuna vulgaris)
Bilberry (Vacc iniu m my r tillus)
Corn chamomile (Anthemis arvensis)
Creeping soft grass (Holcus mollis)
Warry hair grass (Avenella flexuosa)
Mat grass (Nardus stricta)

Drysoil:
Bugloss(Lycopsisarvensis)
Whitlow grass(Erophilaverna)
Broad-leavedthyme (Thymus pulegioides)
Goldenmarguerite(Anthemis tinctoria)
Wet soil:
Wood club rush (Scirpussylvaticus)
Purplemoor grass(Moliniacaerulea)
Corn mint (Mentha arvensis)
Creepingbuttercup(Ranunculusrepens)
Coltsfoot (Tussilagofarfora)
Soft rush (Juncusefusus)
Compactrush fluncusconglomeratus)
Compacted soil:
Field horsetail (Equisetumarvense)
Dandelion(Taraxacumoficinale)
Greaterplantain (Plantagomaior)
Silverweed(Potentilla anserina)
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. Experiences
with Different
Typesof Soil
In the courseof my projectsin Austriaand abroadI haveworkedwith very
differenttypesof soil.WhenI surveythe landfor the first time, I dig a number
of test trenches in different areas to give myself an idea of the soil conditions.
The soil can vary greatlywithin as little as 1o-2ometres, but can also remain the
same over large areas.For example, here on the Krameterhof the soil conditions
change dramatically within a very small area. At my project in Burgenland,
however, the changes were far more gradual. If you are planning to make largescale changes to your land, whether you want to create a terrace, water garden
or pond, you will need to use completely different methods depending on the
characteristicsof the soil.
On the Krameterhof the deeper layers (two to three metres) are made of a
very distinct coarse and stony material. If I wanted to make a terrace or pond
here, I would have to separatethis material. To do this I dig out the required
amount of earth and shake it to form a tall mound. It is best to use an excavator
for this. It can scoop up the earth and then scatter it from as high up as possible.
The fine material will stay in the middle, whilst the coarsematerial will fall to the
sides.When I am making terracesor ponds I use the coarsematerial to support
and secure the structures, whereas I use the fine material on the terraces as it
makes a fertile soil, or I use it to make the basesof ponds watertight.

projectin Thoilond(cloyloom).
Left:Testkench of o permoculture
permoculture
projeciin Ausseerlond
Right:Testtrenchfor the BERTA
(Austrio).
Theloyers
grovelond loom).
con be seencleorly(humus,
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Loam requires a very different strategy. Ifyou are planning on building a
pond you will not need to separate the materials, excePt for the humus layer,
which should always be separated. With this kind of soil, sealing ponds is not a
problem. The challenge is to stabilisethe walls of deeper ponds. Loam has a high
level of water retention and absorbs water quickly, which means that it easily
becomes muddy and takes a long time to dry out. This means that heaq' clay
and loam soils should not be shaken into tall heaps. Even if you compact it with
a digger or a roller, you will not be able to stabilise the soil, becauseof its high
water content. If the accumulated weight of the soil is too much, the increasein
pressurewill slowly squeezeout the soil moisture.
The separated soil will finally give under the pressure and the earth will sink
like an unsuccessful cake. Cracks will begin to form across the surface. When
the pond is filled or if it rains, there is a danger that water will enter the walls of
the pond. This could lead them to slide. This is why separating soil of this type
will only work over a longer timescale. The separated material must have time to
stabilise before any further work can be done. Once the soil has had the time to
dry out and harden, it will be able to take the additional weight.

Design/deos
TeslAreos
The little gardens I tended as a child were my first test areas. Over the years
my test areas grew larger. By experimenting I learnt a great deal about nature.
My curiosity never ceasedto grow Now my land measuresaround 45 hectares,
which makes for a very large test area indeed. Although I know very well what
will grow and thrive on my farm, I always make a point of sowing new plants'
The outcome never ceasesto surprise me. Plants that, according to the experts,
should not be able to grow here can be cultivated on the Krameterhof regardless.
If I had not tried, I never would have thought it possible. For instance, I can
grow many varieties of kiwi, lemons and grapes in suntraps.
I cultivate ancient cereals on old pasture at r,5oom above sea level. This
is also the result of an experiment. I sowed einkorn wheat, emmer wheat and
ancient Siberian grain and, to my surprise, even at this height, they had fully
ripened by September. Although Lungau is the coldest area in Salzburg - hence
its reputation for being the Austrian Siberia' - cereals can be grown here despite
the high altitude. Many experts claim that Lungau is not suitable for growing
cerealcrops and that the higherareas are even lessso. Despite this, barley,wheat,
oats, rye and even flax and sunflowers ripen fully on our farm at 1,5oomabove sea
level. However, this only works with old hardy varieties. These varieties, unlike
the standard EU-approved seeds,can cope with the poorest soils and the most
extreme temperatures. The nutritional value and content of the cereals I grow on
my mountain pasture is far better than that of cereals grown as a monoculture.
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Many different kinds of fruit bush and fruit tree grow very well at this
altitude. Naturally,theseculturesdo not givethe sameyields that arepossiblein
lower regions.Scientific researchhas shown that the nutritional value of many
fruits increaseswhen they aregrown at higheraltitudes.This is mainly the result
of the harsh, cold nights, which help to improve the flavour. Growing in these
'unfavourable'
so-called
locations also makes it possibleto offer high quality,
aromaticfluit at times of the yearwhen there is very little competition. Specialist
distilleries that use organic fruit and berries are particularly enthusiastic.Our
products are used to make distillates,juices,vinegar and cider.The price is
higher than the usual market price, becausethe product is of a higher quality.
This more than makesup for the lower yield comparedto that of fruit grown in
'favourable'
locations.
My fruit treesgrow at t,ooom abovesealevel in the wildlife areaall the way
up to r,soomon the Lanschiitz,which is an areanamedafterthe localmountain.
'Kassin's
Fri.ihe'cherriesripen fully in the wildlife areaby the end of June,whilst
they canonly be harvestedon the Lanschi.itzat the beginning of September.The
situation is much the samewith currants, pearsand apples.On our farm, the
'White Transparent'and'Stark's
Earliest'varieties
ripen in the middle of August
at l,ooom, but from the middle to the end of Septemberat 1,5oom.At r,room
'White
abovesealevel the
Transparent'is so floury by the end of August that it
juice
cannot be usedfor
or cider any more.At r,5oomabovesealevel,however,it
is still an excellentjuice and cider appleat the end of September.
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I have also introduced mushrooms into my experiments. According to
experts, shiitake mushrooms can only be cultivated at lower altitudes, because
they need a great deal of warmth. As an experiment, I inoculated a 5ocm-thick
oak log with shiitake mushroom spawn at r,5oom above sea level. Afterwards,
I sunk the log 3ocm into the ground and the same way up as it would have
been growing, to provide it with the necessary water. Two years later the first
mushrooms appeared, but there were so many of them that the entire log
was covered. Mushrooms continued to aPpear every now and then until the
first fiosts. It has been more than ten years and the log is still producing new
mushrooms each year. In the last few years shiitake mushrooms have even
started to come up through the earth around the log. For ten years I have done
nothing to help the mushrooms grow I have merely harvested them'
After this successful outcome, I decided to try growing rnushrooms on
Iiving wood. I bored holes in a number of broadleaf trees with a hand brace and
inoculated them with mycelia. Naturally, I used only one kind of mushroom
per tree. Unfortunately, the experiment was not successful. The trees rejected
the mycelia and the holes healed over. However, mushrooms appeared on the
ground around the trees that had been ring-barked before being inoculated
and had bark on the earth around them as a result. Any crop from this method
would, admittedly, be somewhat limited, as the trees would die within a year
and be quickly blown down by the wind or collapse under snow.
Test areas are very important and you should never stop experimenting.
There are many more things that are possible in nature than you will find written down in books. However, you will only discover this if you are ready to fail
and you are ready to learn.

Microclimoles
Microclimates are a very important aspect of any permaculture system. Every
microclimate forms a special biotope that is colonised by a particular communify of plants. A large number of animals find food, a habitat, somewhere
to breed and take refuge; the different microclimates give useful insects somewhere to breed as well. This is why I try to create as many microclimates as
possible throughout a permaculture system. The diversity of plants and animals
helps to create a system in which every specieswill find its natural balance. This
is the only way to prevent the population of any one species from becoming
dominant and reducing the overall integrity of the ecosystem.
Microclimates are areas in which the climatic conditions are completely
unlike those of the surrounding area. This means that these places can be
comparatively dry wet, shady or sunny - all depending on what the microclimate
is needed for. This allows me to create the correct conditions for very different
kinds of plants in a relatively small area.
Microclimates may develop naturally near large stones, in clefts in the
rock, in hollow tree trunks, near tree stumps, in hedges or amongst trees and
21
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shrubs. Favourable climatic conditions can also be created in an area by making
terraces,raised beds and ditches. It is especially important to keep the Iines of
the terracesand paths as rounded and winding as possible. Straight lines create
wind tunnels, whereas curved shapes make niches. These niches are sheltered
from the wind and can work as suntraps. In particularly exposed places I also
make hills and hollows to lessen the effects of the weather.
On my travels in South Africa, northern Brazil and Colombia, I have seen
Iarge stretches of land lying fallow. The land is completely unprotected against
erosion and is gradually drying out. It is in exactly these countries that we need
to use microclimates to change unproductive areas back into fertile land. On
this kind of land I could, for instance, plant particularly hardy and fast-growing
trees to create a kind of'pioneer forest' to protect the land from erosion and
prevent it from drying out. Later on, more demanding fruit trees can grow safely
amongst the initial ones. Once they are stable and have grown large enough,
the pioneer trees will no longer be required and can be cut down and used for
timber. Another way to establish cultures is by making raised beds on top of
large branches and shrubs. Then I can introduce seedslike mango or papaya into
the bed. Although different crops like manioc, or the seedsof trees that produce
valuable wood can be sown as well. The seedswill probably lie dormant for some
time. At first they will not encounter the conditions they need to germinate,
because it will still be too dry. However, once the rains come water will begin to
collect. The biomass within the raised bed will retain water and slowly begin to
decompose,allowing the seedsto germinate.
A mulch of leavesand straw can be used to stop the germinating seeds from
drying out. Laying acacia branches or any other thorny branch in the newly
created microclimate will protect the choice plants fiom being eaten. I have to
make these places as inhospitable for the animals that eat the plants as I can. If
possible I lay an entire thorn bush or tree on the bed. It will witheX it is bulky
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and it will keep the animals away. It protects the plants and also slowly rots back
down into fertiliser.
At the same time I also sow manyplants that the animals prefer, because this
is the only way to protect the plants that I do not want to be eaten. The bulky
material used to protect the plants has a further advantage: fine material carried
by the wind is deposited on the beds and a small biotope begins to develop. This
is how useful systems, which retain moisture, protect the soil from erosion and
prevent the plants from being eaten are created.
In the scottish Highlands the situation was completely different: the areas
that I visited had been cleared centuries ago. Now there is nothing but miles
and miles of heath with not a tree to be seen. The rainfall there is very heavy
and the wind is quite strong and never stops. This makes it difficult for anything
other than heather and sedge to grow. The pH value of the soil has sunk to a
value between four and five, so any yield from such an area would be minimal.
In places like these it is vital to set up suntraps and windbreaks.
As there are so many stones, small stone walls and islands can be constructed. In the lee of the islands there is shelter from the wind and the stones
balance out the temperature. The wind also deposits fine material and a humus
layer gradually begins to build up.
Between the stones, I planted and sowed different varieties of willow; wild
rose,broom, lupin, sweetcloverand comfreyaspioneerplants. Thepermaculture

systemin Scotland is now getting on
wonderfully. Now that the first smallscale attempts have been successful,
it is possibleto createa larger-scale
biotope,possiblyusing a mechanical
digger. As the system develops, the
land will begin to resemblea rag rug.
Many irregularly shaped landforms
will be created, which will produce
numerous microclimates.In this way
the diversityof plants will continue to
increase.
When you are creating terraces
and raisedbedsto improvethe microclimate, you should take the existing climatic conditions into consideration. In places that are rainy and
windyyou will needto do the opposite
to what you would try in hot and dry
places. For example, in the Scottish
Highlands I made sure that there was
Protectedby o lorchtrunk,even bitter
always drainage in place to take the oronges(Poncirus
frifoliofolcon flourish
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excesswater. If I had not done this, the raised beds would have become acid. In
drier areas the water must under no circumstances be drained away, instead the
land should be designed to retain it.
As plant material is broken down inside the raised bed, heat is releasedand
this helps to encourage healthy soil life. Choosing the right plants will lower the
acidity of the soil and allow a greater number of plants to grow on the heath.
During my experiments in Scotland, it became clear to me that we would need
higher fences to deal with the increased danger ofplants being eaten. Even the
black and willow grouse could fly over the then two-metre-high fences around
the test areasand eat the plants and seedlings.
The beneficial effects of microclimates have even allowed me to grow
cacti (prickly pear; Opuntia ficus-indica) outside during the winter, and apricots (Prunus armeniaca), sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa), grapes and kiwi
fruit (Acfinidia deliciosa) in particularly warm and sheltered areas on the
IGameterhof. As these plants are so sensitive I also make sure that a blanket of
leavesfrom nearby trees protects them during the winter.

fenoces ond Pofhs
Human beings haveknown the benefit of using terracesystemsfor a very long
time. In Asia,SouthAmerica,Africaand Europepeoplehavebeenusingterraces
to cultivatecereals,vegetables,
coffee,tea, herbsand grapesfor thousandsof

Newly-creoted
ienocesin Burgenlond.
A consideroble
oreo of extrolond hosbeen
goinedon thissouth{ocingmeodow.
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years. Making steps in steep slopes helps to prevent soil erosion. Valuable
humus remains on the slope instead of being washed away. Terraces store and
hold moisture so that plants have accessto rainwater and meltwater for longer.
Terraces increase the area available for cultivation, are more pleasant to work
and are far easier to accessthan a steep slope. You can stroll along the terraces
and just take in your surroundings. The number of ways in which the land can
be used will increase and its value will rise. Well-designed terraces minimise the
danger of landslides and mudslides and also greatly improve the microclimates
in cultivated areas.
I tend to design terraces so that they can be used as paths and provide access
farming equipment. By combining the two uses, I have both a
mechanised
for
terrace that is a path and a path that is a terrace. The two possible uses are always
open to me. Of course, this will only work as long as no single terrace is used as
a path for too long, otherwise the soil will become compacted and the crops will
suffer. It is still possible to accessthe terraces while they are under cultivation,
but it is important to keep to the embankments.

Buildingo TerrqceSystem
. width
Before any terraces are created, it is important to think about how they will be
managed. The width required by any machinery you are planning to use should
also be taken into account, so that working the terrace will be straightforward
and the crops will not be damaged. It is best to make sure that the entire terrace
can be cultivated or harvested in a single trip. This way the least amount of energy
is used and the damage caused by machinery is minimal. In my experience,
managing two terraces each with a width of five metres is far easier and more
profitable than managing a single terrace with a width of 10 metres. Creating
a narrower terrace also requires far less earth to be moved. When you are
calculating the perfect width for a terrace, it is important to consider the current
gradient of the slope. The steeper the slope, the narrower the terrace should be.
The shallower the slope, the wider the terrace. The prevailing soil conditions
should also be noted. Particular care should be taken with fine, loamy soil on
very steep slopes, because this is where there is the greatest danger oferosion.
Under these conditions I would onlv make very narrow terraces.

. Grodient
The gradient of the terraces depends on the accessibilityand development of the
other plots of land. The gradient should be as low as possible and no more than
15 to 20 percent. The terraces should be laid out to make as much of the land
accessible as possible. It is a good idea to have shortcuts and paths to connect
the terraces, so that you will not have to travel the full length of the terrace when
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Tenqced londscooe on the Krometerhof.

you want to maintain the land. Dead ends waste time and energy and should be
avoided. The gradient of the terrace embankments can be r:r if the soil is stony.
had the best results with gradients of around r:r.5
On sandy or loam soils I h
to Liz.

. Risers
ond Seporoting
Moteriol
To stabilise the embankments risers :need to be constructed. The topsoil and
the layers of earth beneath should
be removed until you reach solid and
stable material. The riser forms the
foundation of the embankment and
is angled slightly into the hill. Next,
the embankment should be built up
replacing the excavated layers. The
topsoil forms the uppermost layer.
This work can be carried out very
easily with a mechanical digger. A
specialised excavator can fit into the
smallest spaces; a mini digger can get
through a garden gate and a walking
'spider'
excavator or
can even climb
The wolking excovotor ('spider')con
even work on rough tenoin.
over a fence. When the correct equip26
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ment for the task is chosen, the work goes quickly and any unnecessaryannoyance is avoided.
It is important to handle the topsoil very carefully. Mistakes are frequently
made when the operator of the mechanical digger or the person in charge does
not have enough experience and fails to preserve the topsoil. Everything is
ploughed through, the material is not separated and the risers are forgotten.
The material is strewn around all over the place, which naturally makes it very
difficult to plant up later on and also increasesthe danger of landslides.

. Workingwith Wsfer
In areaswhere there is little rain, I try to angle the terraces into the hill slightly
to help retain water. When stabilising the terraces and securing them against
heavy rainfall, it is important to make sure that their alignment will not
channel the water, otherwise this will cause significant damage. With a loamy
subsoil it is particularly important to manage water well. You should under
no circumstances angle any watercourses or ditches into the hill, because the
highest terrace can become waterlogged and this greatly increases the danger of
landslides. On heavy soils, surface water must be drained off over a large area.
This is best achieved by creating the terrace with a slight downward angle. This
way you can create watercourses through which large quantities of water can
drain away safely.
When putting in paths and roads, it is common to dig ditches and install
culverts at intervals of 5o-room. Unfortunately, little notice is normally taken of
whether there is anywater present or not, how the nearby subsoil will react to an
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increase in water or how well the plants can cope with waterlogged conditions.
This careless attitude causesvegetation to be killed off by waterlogging and can
eventually lead to mudslides and rockfalls.
In my opinion, it makes far more sense to disperse the water wherever it
might accumulate - by making the middle of the path or road slightly higher
than its edges.This will not lead to channelling and the water can travel at its own
speed without causing any damage. Of course, this will not help with streams or
springs, which should be diverted underneath paths and roads through pipes or
culverts. After the brief diversion they can return to their natural course.
Through dry stony or sandy soil water will percolate over greater distances.
Ditches are particularly good for raising the moisture level of the surrounding
soil. They store surface water and runoff and let the moisture seep into the soil.
This provides very good conditions for the neighbouring plants. The ditches also
collect organic material, providing water and a habitat for many living creatures,
and therefore boosting the population of useful animals and insects.

. Stobilising
the System
Large stretchesof continuous land should not be altered during the growing
season,becausethis increasesthe dangeroflandslides.This is why I carry out
large-scaleprojectsgraduallyovera long period of time. In the first year,terraces
are madeat the top, middle and bottom of the slopeand then planted.In the

New tenqce systemon the Krqmeierhof:ihe terrocesqre oroundfour meireswide.
A vorietyof hordwoodsond fruittreesore plonted on the embonkments.A mixiureof
seeds(mustord,flox,comfreyond poioto) ore olreodybeginningto grow.
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second year, more terraces are created between the original terraces once they
are completely stable. On steep slopes the first terrace should be started at the
lowest point. Then you should work your way up. If material begins to slide
down while you are working, the terraces below will collect it. The material
can then be incorporated into the soil. Stones can be placed on the terrace for
additional stability and heat storage.
Choosing the correct plants makes a large contribution towards stabilising a
slope. Plants with root systems that grow to different depths are very useful. Once
work with the excavator is finished, new terraces should be sowed and planted
immediately, becauseat this point the danger of erosion is at its greatest. The
soil is also very loose and moist just after the terrace is created and this provides
seedswith the best conditions for germination. when it rains, the seedswill be
pushed through the loosened humus layer and further into the earth. Then the

A pond with steps
(very norrow
terroces) in
Burgenlond.The
woter level con
be oltered to ony
height.The tenoces
con olso be flooded
when required.
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soil can be covered in leaves or straw. Mulching helps to retain moisture while
the plants are taking root and it provides the crops with additional nutrients.
To ensure that the trees and plants root well, it is important that the
embankments are very stable and built up using loose soil that is rich in
humus. My method differs from that of conventional terraces, where the steep
embankments are constructed of heavily compacted soil and then smoothed
flat. Seedsare then easily blown away by the wind or washed away by the rain.
They also have more difficulty germinating and taking root in these flattened
areasof soil.

Monogingq TerrqceCulture
Terraces can be used to grow any conceivable crop; they can be worked just
like fields. It is important to cultivate and maintain plant cover as soon as the
terraceshave been constructed. If the topsoil is good enough, demanding plants
such as vegetables or cereals can be grown straight away. Otherwise, green
manure crops will be needed and the soil will have to be prepared before crops
can be cultivated. Meadow flowers are also very good for plant cover. If there is a
wildflower meadow nearby that has not been cut back for a long time, you will
find more than enough seedsthere.
You can also add sweet-smelling plants and medicinal and culinary herbs to
the mixture of seeds,to createa lush flora. On poor soils or on steep slopesdeeprooted green manure crops like sweet clover and lupins are best. They stabilise

A vorietyof fruittreesond rowon treeswith lupinsto improvethe soilon o terroce
embonkmenton the Krometerhof.
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the terrace with their deep root systems. They also improve the nutrient content
of poor soils with their ability to fix nitrogen and make it available to other plants,
which is assisted by symbiotic bacteria. In wetter areasAlsike clover can be sown
and white clover and black medick can be used for plant cover. Other plants that
'Green
are suitable for plant cover can be found in the
Manure' section.
Even in the first year, plant cover helps to create substantial amounts of
biomass for the terrace culture. These plants produce humus, which continues
to improve the fertility of the soil. Using this method, I have managed over the
course of time to cultivate the most demanding types of vegetable on what was
once the acid soil of a former spruce culture. By autumn the plant cover will
have begun to decompose and will protect the soil from fiost. The earth will
not freeze as quickly, which means that the invertebrates and microorganisms
in the upper layers of the soil will survive longer in the spring and autumn.
The practice of cutting grassesback in the summer and autumn and removing
them to make hay is a terrible mistake. We must discard the concept of order
'untidiness'
that so many people embrace today and recognise that
is a part of
nature.
Once the soil is fertile enough, the crops can be planted. The embankments
between the terraces provide relatively dry and warm conditions, which I always
bear in mind when planting crops. I have had the best results planting fruit
bushes and trees on these embankments. If the right varieties are selected,the
fruits and berries ripen in the autumn after the vegetablesand cerealshave been
harvested.This use of seasonalcrops makes efficient use of the land and avoids
the risk of the crops being damaged. When I am selecting trees and shrubs,
I choose varieties that will be useful to me and that can deal well with the local
conditions.

HumusSforogeDifches
When making any changesto the terrain, especiallywhen creating new terraces,
I dig ditches in appropriate placesto hold humus and water. Theseditches collect
any surplus water from hear,y rainfall or snowmelt. They are dotted throughout
the entire permaculture landscape. I make them long and wide with low banks,
so that the water can be absorbed over a large area. The terraces and raised beds
below will steadily be supplied with water. Great care should be taken with
ditches on heavy soils: the danger of landslides is at its greatest! It is best to start
on a small scale and observe the system closely.
The sides of the ditch should slope gently upward and it should be set well
into the hill. As I have previously said about making terraces, it is important not
to let the water form channels, otherwise it will cause a great deal of damage.
The gentle sloping of the sides helps to prevent this. If the hill already has any
hollows or depressions in it, an excavator can be used to make them into ditches
very easily. To do this, the excavator uses a two-metre wide 'slope bucket' that
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can be hydraulically operated in any direction. In this situation it is not normally
necessaryto dig a ditch. You can just use the bottom of the bucket to push the
soil down, making the hollow deeper.
Some ditches are filled with water the whole year round, whilst others,
depending on the location and size of the ditch, dry out periodically. The advantage of these ditches is that valuable nutrients and humus will be collected with
the surfacewater when it rains heavily. Once the water level has sunk again, it is
easy to extract and use this material on new systems,embankments and crops.
This way the best humus, enriched with nutrients, is provided for lush plant
growth.
Using ditches in this way also has a very positive effect on the hydrology of
my land. The accumulated water evaporatesslowly and brings significant longterm benefits to the nearby vegetation. This reservoir of water is vital for the
survival of my plants in dry areasand during hot summers, becausethey do not
receive any additional watering. The many beneficial efflectsof humus storage
ditches mean that they play a substantial part in preserving the natural balance
of the entire permaculture system. They take very little effort to create and are
veryuseful when managing the land.
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RoisedBeds
Raised beds have a substantial advantage over normal beds that are at ground
level. They create microclimates, which according to their position, relative to
the course of the sun and the prevailing wind direction, provide very different
plants with the conditions they need. The beds are built loosely, which helps
the soil to retain more water, and they soak up rainwater like a sponge. The
water is stored in the lower levels of the beds and the hollows between them,
while the raised part dries out far more quickly. The result is both dry and wet
areas. It is also my experience that the raised part of the beds warms uP more
quickly, which is a great advantage in colder climates and at high altitudes. Wellaerated and correctly-planted raised beds can help to slow down the freezing of
the topsoil. If the beds are made of organic material, the inner part of the bed
will slowly begin to decompose. This releases heat, which in turn improves the
conditions for germination and plant growth. The decomposition also releases
nutrients, which makes it possible to cultivate more demanding varieties of
vegetable without using fertilisers. The shape of the raised bed provides a larger
area for cultivation. On small plots of land - like town gardens - gaining this
extra space is particularly important. Finally, building raised beds offers many
exciting possibilities for garden and landscapedesign.

Roised bed with
tenoces forming o
croier gorden.

Designldeos
In a number of gardening books it is becoming increasinglycommon to find
instructions for making raised beds. Most of them give dimensions for the
perfect raisedbed to the centimetre.Thesekinds of detailed instructions make
it easyto constructthe bed exactlyasit is described.Freethinking and creativity
are quickly lost. There is no template for the perfect raised bed in Holzer
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permaculture, because the beds can have very different dimensions. During the
planning stage, I consider the local conditions and the individual requirements
of the people that will be managing it. Although the beds can vary considerably
in their dimensions, all of them create the positive effects that I have already
described.
The beds vary in height, length, width and shape according to function,
location, soil conditions and the preferencesofthose involved. Flat areasof land
in particular offer a variety of interesting aspects to experiment with: the beds
could be made in wavy lines of different heights, they could form a half moon,
a maze or a circle. In the centre of the circle there could also be a pond. In
Burgenland, for example, I made a crater garden. In the summer, a beneficial
humid microclimate develops in the crater. This provides a number of very
interesting possibilities for cultivating plants.
Even the way the foundations of my raised beds are made varies to reflect
local conditions. I do not think it is necessaryto state exactly how the layers
should be arranged or what material should be used to make the foundations.
It makes the most senseand is far more economical to work with the material
that is already to hand.
For many years, I chipped branches, shrubs and trees and mixed them
with earth to make raised beds. This made for very exhausting and laborious
work. Eventually, I tried making a raised bed without chipped material; instead
I incorporated thick branches and entire shrubs into the bed. This bed gave a
far greater yield than I had expected. The reasons for this were obvious: when
spreading the chipped material I had to be very careful; I could not incorporate
too much wood (no more than a fourth of the material) into the bed. I also
had to make sure that the material was spread very loosely, so that it would not
compact.
Substanceslike resin can also be released too quickly into the earth and
the pH value of the soil sinks. In the worst casesthe soil acidifies and the yield
suffers.I found that introducing much bulkier material had exactly the opposite
effect. Although the raised beds tend to be much larger and higher when entire
trees are incorporated into it, the aeration of the system is vastly improved.
The bulky material causes small shifts to occur throughout the bed as it slowly
breaks down and as it responds to changesin the moisture content of the soil. It
contracts and expands again, which keeps the structure ofthe bed loose.
Bulky material rots down more slowly, which lessensthe danger of the soil
becoming acid or of the crops being overfertilised. Tree trunks are also excellent
at maintaining a balanced level of moisture within the system. This kind of
raised bed is particularly good for growing potatoes and other root vegetables,
I have also used them to cultivate cereals. I have had good results using these
beds in spruce forests as well. Raised beds of this type can last for ten years or
more without any major rebuilding, which is much longer than ones made with
wood chips.
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In November 2oo2, my simple method of building raised beds came in useful
again when large areas of the extensive spruce monoculture in Lungau suffered
storm damage. The heavy winds caused serious damage to the monotonous
forests surrounding the farm. Today, they are still dealing with the fallen trees.
On the Krameterhof the damage was minimal. The only victims of the storm
were some small stands of spruce that were awaiting official permission for
clearing and recultivation. A few of them fell onto my fruit trees and fences.
My plants happily withstood wind speeds of up to rZokm/h. I incorporated
the fallen spruces I found into my raised beds just as they were. As the opportunitywas there, I decided to build a couple of open shelters and new paddocks
for my pigs out of the remaining wood from the fallen trees. It is always better to
make the best of a situation instead of just complaining.
Wood from trees blown down by storms usually fetches a low market price.
When there is suddenly so much of it, it is normally very difficult to get a good
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price for the wood at all. In addition to that, a great deal of useful timber is lost,
becausethe tree trunks have snapped in the middle. The large number of fallen
trees makes it dangerous as well as expensive to get vehicles in to remove them.
Frequently, the cost of clearing the trees is greater than the money made by
selling the wood.
These examples should make it clear that creatMty and imagination are

whatyou needmost to build raisedbeds.The wayyou organiseyour land is
entirelyup to you.Youonlyneedto makesurethat it fulfilsits purposeandthat
the areaswhich require harvesting are easily accessible.It is also a good idea if possible - to build at least two raised beds next to each other. In the hollow
between the beds moisture is retained for much longer, which is very useful
during hot summers.

Designingo RoisedBed Syslem
Beforeyou start building a raised bed system,you should find out what direction
the wind usually comes from and take note of it. The simplest way to do this is
to tie a strip of material to a tree or pole and observe it regularly over a period of
time. You should also check it at night. This way you can find out very quickly
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which direction the wind comes from and which areas are the windiest. If
necessary a windbreak can be put up around the system or the entire system
of raised beds could be positioned against the wind and used as a windbreak
itself. I find that raised beds planted with fruit bushes and tall-growing plants
Iike sunflowers, Jerusalem artichokes, or hemp make the best windbreaks.
I build these beds to a height of at least r.5 metres. They are exactly like normal
raised beds, except that I make the sides a little steeper.This way the beds will
not compact so quickly under the increased pressure. With raised beds that
are higher than three metres, I put a narrow terrace on the top. This makes
managing and harvesting the bed easier.The higher the bed is, the more space
will be taken up and you will need to allow for this in your plans. Raisedbeds not
only make good windbreaks, but also make excellent visual barriers and keep
out noise and pollution. Frequently, it is enough just to have these windbreaks
surrounding the system. I can also angle the beds to give them more sunlight.
On steep slopes this is not so easy becauseyou also have to take into account
where the surface water drains.
With raised beds on hills it is very important to pay attention to the flow of
water within the system. The beds must not be parallel to the slope, otherwise
those at the top of the hill will absorb all of the water when it rains, whilst the
beds at the bottom will, in the worst case, begin to dry out. Water must be
supplied evenly to all of the beds. The water must not be allowed to channel
either or it could lead to landslides. The alisnment of the beds in relation to
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the hill should be determined by the course rainwater takes down the slope.
A system of raised beds can be built by hand or with a mechanical diggea
although only relatively small material can be incorporated into the beds when
they are built without using machinery. As my experience has led me to favour
bulky materials for constructing raised beds, diggers are indispensable for
me. I use the digger to make a ditch 1 - 1.5m deep and around r.5 - zm wide.
I carefully remove the humus layer and separate it. Then I place shrubs and trees
along with their roots into the ditch. On top of that I loosely heap a mixture of
earth, fine organic material and turf. Finally, I take the humus thatwas removed
and place it over the bed.
If there are no trees or shrubs to use for the bed, I have to make do with turf.
Having additional organic material brought in from elsewhere would waste far
too much time and energy.
The sidesof the raised beds should, depending on the material, be at an angle
of at least 45 degrees. I have had good results with even steeper beds of 6o to 7o
degrees on heavy loam. Even with a bed made entirely of earth, a steeper angle
makes sense. With some materials it is necessary to heap the earth as steeply as
possible, as high as it can be and still hold together. When I am visiting other
farms or giving advice, I see far too many raised beds that are much too flat.
They ask me why the bed is not growing as well as they had hoped. The answer
is simple: the angle of the sides is too shallow, so the beds become compacted.
The supply of oxygen is decreased,the processof decomposition is interrupted
and, if not dealt with, a foul-smelling anaerobic sludge can build up, which has a
negative effect on the plants. In addition, the plants will not be able to establish
their roots properly, becausethe ground is too compacted and theywill begin to
wilt. Peoplecontinue to make raised beds that are too flat, which makes it all the
more important for me to emphasise this point right now.
With wet, heavy soils it is a good idea to put in a drainage system to prevent
water from building up. A French drain can be used to do this. With dry and sandy
soils, on the other hand, it is important to keep water within the raised bed for
as long as possible.This will happen automatically without any additional water
being diverted, as it will collect naturally in the hollow between two beds and
in the centre of the bed as the bullcy material rots down. Covering the surface of
the bed with mulch will also stop plants from drying out when they are taking
root and are lrrlnerable.
When the seeds have been sown and the plants are developing, keeping
the soil covered will stop them from drytng out too much. crops that are not
harvestedand other self-setorwild plants can be left on the bed as mulch, which
will develop slowly into a rich layer of humus. Having deep, coarse humus and
keeping the soil covered are the best ways to retain moisture.
The height ofthe beds depends on personal preference.I usually create beds
with a height of between r - r.5m. This allows people of averageheight to harvest
the beds without difficulty.
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Monoging RoisedBeds
It is best to sow and plant raised beds as soon as they are created. As the soil
has only just been piled up it is still very loose and has not yet begun to settle.
Plants find it easierto establish themselvesand take root in loose soil. Seedsfall
through the loose soil and are not blown away by the wind so easily. The rain
will not wash them away, but instead wash them further into the bed. So as not
to hinder this effect, the beds should not be smoothed over. If you are planning
to successivelycrop vegetablesand fruit bushes, you should, if possible, plant
the bushes on top of the raised bed. The vegetablesbelow can then be reached
quite easily. Organising the crops in this way is a particularly good idea in warm,
sunny climates, on dry soils and when cultivating plants that need partial shade.
Selecting which fruit bushes to use and the intervals at which they are planted
allows you to regulate the amount of shade. It is also possible to combine them
with fruit trees if you want the whole system to be in shade. Fruit trees and
bushes can also be planted between the beds.
The distance between the individual beds can be altered to suit what is
being grown. When you are designing a raised bed you should always take into
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Roisedbeds on ihe Krometerhofin winier.

account how you are planning to manage the bed and what equipment you will
be using to do this. Otherwise there may be some unpleasant surprises later on.
For example, if I want to use a tractor to harvest the fruit, I have to allow enough
spacefor a path between the beds for the tractor to travel along. This path could,
for example, be planted with different varieties of clover for plant cover.
Raised beds are suited to growing all kinds ofvegetables: peas, beans, salad,
tomatoes, radishes, cucumbers, carrots, courgettes, pumpkins, potatoes and
many others. The material breaking down in the centre of the bed provides the
plants with plenty of nutrients and the plant growth will be lush. The amount
of time the nutrients last or how quickly they are used up depends on what the
centre of the bed is made of, If a raised bed is made of chipped wood, which
breaks down quickly, a large amount of nutrients will be released in the first year.
To make the most of this I selectplants that demand avery high nutrient content:
pumpkins, courgettes, cucumbers, cabbages, tomatoes, sweetcorn, celery and
potatoes to name a few. In beds like these it is better to cultivate less demanding
plants like beans, peas and strawberries after three years. If they are planted any
earlier they might become overfertilised. Overfertilised plants do not develop a
good flavour. With some plants - e.g. spinach - nitrates can also build up in the
leaves of the plant, which can be dangerous to ones health if eaten.
Raised beds constructed with bulky material such as whole tree trunks
do not develop a particularly high nutrient content in the first year. The bulky
material rots down very slowly. However, the supply of nutrients will be steady
for many years and there is hardly any danger of overfertilising within the first
41
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year. To use a raised bed in the most effective way you should take into account
the nutritional needs ofthe plants.
I deal with any unwanted plants as I wander around the farm. I simply pull
them up and leave them there with their roots facing up. If the weather is very
dry and it is around midday, then this is even more effective, because the plants
dry out and do not take root again. Mulching, in other words spreading straq
hay, leavesor similar organic matter, is a good way to keep these unwanted plants
in check; it also keeps the soil covered and retains moisture.
From the second year, pigs can be allowed on the raised beds for a little time
to graze after the harvest. As they search for food, they will till the beds and
leave manure. The best fruit and vegetables should be harvested, but enough
should be left for the pigs. They should have something to motivate them and
make them huppy. If too many pigs are allowed to graze in a small area, they can
do a great deal of damage.The number of pigs and the amount of time they are
allowed to graze must be determined by the available space. When they have
worked the soil, it is in the perfect condition for sowing.
Depending on the weather and how they are used, the raised beds flatten
gradually over the years.They are then either rebuilt or replaced.

Pick-Your-Own
Many people are beginning to think about the quality of their food and where it
comes from. The trend for buying the cheapestpossible food is waning and now
people want to buy food that is organically grown. The market has picked up
'organic'
on them
on this quickly and has produced many items with the word
'organic
which
has
that
not
everything,
The
fact
brandsl
and developed new
'organic'
This
grown
well
known.
is now
on it, is actually organically
the word
is why many people now want to be able to harvest organically grown food for
themselves,especiallyif they can combine it with a pleasant day out.
An appropriately designed raised bed system can make an excellent and
relaxing pick-your-own area. By harvesting food for themselves, the visitors
feel connected with nature and can convince themselves of the high quality of
the produce. This also has many advantagesfor the farmer: no additional work
is required to harvest, clean, transport and store the produce. As everything
that is harvested also has to be paid for, any loss caused by having to store
unpurchased produce is avoided. The visitors will usually take more than they
originally intended to as they wander through the pick-your-own area and see
how wonderfully everything grows. Many people start making juices and jams
even though they have no gardens of their own. As the visitors see that they are
getting genuine organically grown produce, it will fetch a good price.
Raised beds are especially suitable for pick-your-own areas, because the
shape of the beds makes it very easy to lead the visitors along a designated
path. I cultivate the plants and fruit that I want to offer on long raised beds
running parallel to each other. The beds could also form a circle or a spiral. It is
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a good idea to make the sides of the beds relatively steep, so that visitors cannot
climb over them. Children will also find it easy to reach and harvest the lower
half of the beds. Even people who use wheelchairs can easily harvest fiuit and
vegetables from where they are sitting. Adults can harvest the upper half of the
beds without having to bend down. I find it best to place the beds close enough
together so that people have to move in single file. At the end there could be an
area where the produce is weighed and paid for. Customers need not be charged
for what they eat on their way through the pick-your-own area. When running
a pick-your-own it is very important to have signs up clarifying that everything
harvested - apart from the food eaten along the way as just mentioned - must
be paid for. Children in particular tend to harvest far more than their parents
can possibly use.
A trip to the pick-your-own becomes an appetising walk that can be experienced through all the senses.Designing the area leavesplenty ofroom for new
ideas. For instance: about half way through the pick-your-own there could be a
rest area next to a water garden; a good opportunity to take a break. Near the
rest area there might be a herb spiral where the visitors can pick fresh herbs to
have with their packed lunches. The children can tire themselvesout playing on
the tree trunks, in the earth shelters and living willow domes in the nature and
adventure playground nearby.
You could also put in a counter where visitors can buy homemade produce
(vinegar, herb oil, spirits, juice, jam etc.). When designing a rest areayou should
not forget to plant plenty of trees to provide shade. Pergolas can also work well
here. If there are plenty of sweet-smelling flowering plants nearby, then the
trip will become an unforgettable day out and the visitors will happily make the
journey to the pick-your-own. Of counsethere does not have to be a rest area
if you do not want your visitors to stay for long. In any case, it is a good idea
'rgstic'
bench made of logs, because some
to provide places to sit down, e.g. a
people are not so good on their feet.
Before you begin work on the beds, you should find out what kind of herbs,
fruits and vegetables are generally grown in the area, so that you can find a niche
for your own crops, which ensures you will have a commercial advantage. In
my experience, unusual varieties are always in demand, whether they are fruit,
vegetables, salad or herbs. I get requests for my new variety of purple potato
from all over Austria. By cultivating and propagating these unusual varieties,
you will be making a substantial contribution towards maintaining the diversity
of cultivated plants.

Woterscopes
The use and managementof water is one of the most important areasof
Holzerpermaculture.Water is life, so it is of greatimportanceto dealwith this
resourcecarefully.Unfortunately,thesedaysvery little thought is given to water
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Woterscopeon the Krometerhof.

conservation and using water carefirlly in agriculture. In the past, we tended to
treat water with great respect either for financial reasons or just out of instinct.
Many'modern' agricultural techniques have led to the problems we are dealing
with today. People are abandoning the cultivation of small-scale plots of land,
grubbing out hedges and creating the man-made steppes of the monoculture
landscape.
These areas do not just lose humus to strong winds; they also dry out much
more quickly. In most of them the water table sinks constantly and any water
that is left can only be accessedwith the frequent use of a pump. The water is
usually so contaminated by the large amounts of fertiliser and pesticides that
it is no longer suitable for drinking. Trees next to streams are often felled to
make room for just a few more square metres of cultivated land. This means that
there is little left to stop fertilisers and pesticides from reaching thewatercourse.
Drainage and straightening streams also have a substantial impact on nature.
The straightening and channelling of streams has a large influence on natural
flora and fauna. It is my opinion that these techniques frequently have the
opposite effect to that which was originally intended. Nature will not be boxed
in or subjugated. A stream that can no longer flood the land at its headwater
during heavy rains will carry the water further downstream where much greater
flooding will inevitably occur. In the future, we will need to take a step back
and reconsider our approach, because these problems will not be solved if we
continue to act as we have done so far.
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Permaculture principles lead us to use water as wisely and carefully as possible. In a permaculture landscape every resource and advantage is made use
of exactly where it is. This is why I often consider drainage to be a bad idea.
Wherever water is found is where it should be made use of. If I want to make
money out of wetlands I do not drain them, instead I cultivate plants like orchids
or a variety of aquatic and marsh plants that prefer damp or wet conditions.
Taking the next step and putting in a water garden or pond will require only a
minimal amount of energy if they are placed in areas that are naturally damp or
wet. By doing things this way and paying attention to the natural conditions of
the land I have always had excellent results.
I also try to keep water on my land for as long as possible and make as much
use of it as I can on the Krameterhof. From the upper boundary of the farm
(r,5oom above sea level) to the valley (r,room) the water is used for a number of
different purposes: the springs are used for drinking water and are also used to
feed the ponds and water gardens. These ponds are placed throughout the entire
farm and most of them are connected. In total, a network of 6o ponds, water
gardens, wetlands and ditches covers the Krameterhof. They allow me to breed
fish, crayfish and mussels as well as cultivate many different aquatic plants.
Ducks and geesecan also be kept on the ponds quite happily.
Areas of water also provide a number of advantages that are not so obvious.
Wetlands, water gardens and ponds provide a habitat for innumerable useful
'workers'
creatures such as snakes and amphibians. They are some of my hardest
and the ponds ensure that there are more than enough of them. These workers
'pests'.
play an important part in the regulation of so-called
The toad (Bufo bufo)
particularly
prey
is
useful, because its favoured
is the dreaded Spanish slug
(Arion vulgaris). Another advantage of waterscapes is the positive effect they
h
on crops. Large areas of water help to balance out temperature fluctuations
on the hills next to them by reflecting sunlight and releasing stored heat. They
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increasethe moisture levels in the soil and create useful microclimates through
evaporation.
We even use water power on the Krameterhof: the farm reaches fiom r,room
to r,5oom above sea level, so I can use the height difference to create energy in an
environmentally friendlyway. I built two small generators using old Peltonwheels,
which are fed from the ponds through a penstock. The height difference o{, in
this case, around 1oo metres (ro bars) allows me to supply the whole farm with
electricity. I have already described how to construct a generator ofthis kind in
detail, with all the bureaucratic obstacles it entails, in my book The RebelFarmer.
I also make use of other more traditional ways of utilising water power.
I have two mills which are driven by water wheels. There is also a hydraulic ram
in use on the farm. It is powered using water from the pond and, using the
pressure difference, it pumps drinking water without needing any extra energy.
The drive water constantly stretches a membrane inside the apparatus as it
pulses. This way drinking water is pumped up through a delivery pipe to the
mountain pasture. It provides up to 15bars of pressure.The flow rate ratio is r:ro.
To pump one litre of drinking water I need ro litres of drive water. Apart from
creating energy, these systems also have the advantage that they all release cool,
oxygen-rich water back into my fish ponds. This allows me to keep trout in the
lower, warmer ponds without difficulty.
The subject of aquaculture is so broad that it could fill an entire book on its
own. This means that I will only be able to cover some of the basic principles in
the following section.

BuildingWqterGqrdensqnd Ponds
Before you build a pond or water garden it is important to have a clear idea of
what it will be used for. For each function you will need to take different things
into consideration. A pond for fish or crayfish has very different requirements
from a water garden for aquatic plants or a natural pool for bathing. Of course,
it is possible to combine all of these functions, but you will have to take this into
account fiom the outset. As it would go beyond the scopeof this book to discuss
these points in greater detail, I will explain my methods using the example of a
pond and its many possible useson the Krameterhof.
The most reliable example of a functioning, ecologically valuable and visually pleasing pond is found in nature. So if you decide to build a pond, you
should take a good look at a natural body of water first. This is the onlyway that
you can get a good grasp of the basics and you will also find a constant source
of ideas and possible designs. A pond can only fulfil its purpose once it has
developed into a functioning ecosystemthat can be used simply and with little
expenditure of energy.
My experience with building ponds stretches back for 40 years. I made
my first small pond using just my bare hands. In time, I learned from these
experiences and went on to build larger and larger ponds. Do not forget that
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you will still need approvalfiom the water regulatory authority, which usually
involveshaving a stability surveycarried out. I think that it is important to start
small so that you can gain plenty of experiencefor yourself. However,if you
want to build a largepond straight awayyouwill need to consultan experienced
professional.
I beginby surveyingthe sitefor the pond. I takenote of the soil conditions,
topography (position in relation to the terrain) and any water that is present.
The topography is important for the stability of the pond. Building the pond
in the proper way will prevent it from leaking or sliding. It is vital to get a good
ideaofthe soil conditionsand to find out ifthere areany partsofthe land that
are naturally wet or areaswhere a landslide has already occurred. Naturally
occurring water is a real advantagewhen building a pond. Of course,water can
alsobe fed into the pond, but this requiresconsiderablymorework.
If there are no springsand the ground water cannot be used,you can always
make a pond that is fed by rainwater.However,theseponds are generallymore
suitable for aquatic plants. Fish and crayfish require a constant exchangeof
water,becausethey need it to be fresh and rich in oxygen.
The shapeof the pond must look as natural as possible.It is important
to havea well-structuredpond with both deepand shallowareas.This makes
it possibleto have a functioning ecosystem,as different plants and animals
also need different habitats.The better the pond is structured,the greater
the number of functionsit can fuIfiI. Shallowareascreatea habitat for a large

Thispond ot 1,500m
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variery of plants and animals and allow many different kinds of fish to reproduce
naturally. This also rounds the pond out nicely and makes it easier to climb in
and out for bathing.
Deeper areasofwater are also required so that the fish can hibernate and in
order to prevent aquatic plants from becoming overgrown. Most of the invasive
plants grow to a depth of around two metres. If I want to prevent the pond
from becoming overgrown, I make part of the pond about three metres deep
with a sharp drop from the shallow area. This creates a barrier the plants will
not be able to penetrate. This is only one example of how a well thought-out
plan can savea great deal of time and effort later on. Deeper areas of water are
also important for balancing out the temperature in the pond. They make it
possible for the fish to choose between warm and cold water according to their
needs.
Once I have a good idea of the local conditions and have decided on the
shape and size of my pond, the work can begin. First of all, the rough shape of
the pond is dug out. The size and type of machinery that I use depends on the
terrain and the size of the pond. Small wetlands can be made by hand, whereas
larger projects will require a mechanical digger. When building the walls of the
pond it is important to separatethe coarsefrom the fine material. To do this the
material is heaped into a tall pile. The coarsematerial will roll away to the sides
and the fine material will stay in the middle. The pond walls are now made flom
30 to 5ocm thick layers of fine material and tamped down. With larger ponds

Finishedpond on the Krometerhof.
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the layers should be compacted with a digger. The coarse material can be used
later on for stabilising the walls and banks.
Islands and small biotopes can also be made in the pond. Once I am happy
with the shapeof the pond, it must be sealed.Water is fed into the pond until the
digger is standing in 3o to 4ocm of water. Then a small excavatorbucket vibrates
the subsoil from half a metre to a metre deep. The depth depends on the local
soil conditions. The excavator bucket is inserted into the earth and vibrated,
which makes the fine material sink and makes the base of the pond watertight.
The effect is similar to vibrating concrete. To get the most use out of the pond
later on, a standpipe is put in at the deepest point of the pond during construction. The water level can then be regulated simply by adjusting the height of
'harvest'
the fish and
the pipe. This way the pond can be drained at any time to
plants. In caseof heaqr rainfall, I alwaysput in an emergency overflow pipe. The
pipe can take in large amounts of water and allow it to drain away safely.
This is the method I use on the Krameterhof. On loam soils the material
does not need to be separated - except for the humus layer which needs to
Stonesused os o
crossingond lo
store heot in o
woter gorden

be carefully removed, separated and put back again afterwards when carrying
out any kind of work. Sealing the pond is also much easier with loam soils.
I have already described the particulars of building pond walls in the section
'Experiences
with Different Types of Soil'.

Design ldeos
Once the pond is finished,I begin to shapethe banks.To do this I use stones
and treestumps.Stonesrising out of the waterwarm up in the sunveryquickly,
which raisesthe watertemperature.In winter,this reducesthe lengthof time the
surfaceof the wateris frozenand alsoreducesany dangerof the fish not getting
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enough oxygen. Water gardens containing fish and plants that prefer warm
conditions profit from this most of all. At this stage, I can let my imagination
run wild and make my vision a reality. From picturesque, gnarled tree trunks,
stone steps and crossings to bridges, everything can be done at very little cost.
The excavator just has to lay stones in the shallows or hammer logs into the base
ofthe pond as supports for a bridge.
My method for building ponds is completely at odds with conventional
methods where the pond is made watertight with a liner. I am convinced that a
wildlife pond should not have a pond liner as it prevents natural pond life from
developing. The'vibration method' can be used on almost every kind of subsoil
and is usually cheaper than building a pond with a liner, because the cost of
hiring the excavator is generally much cheaper than the cost of the liner and
underlay required. I would also not be able to work with this kind of pond any
further, because the sheeting would be too fragile and easily damaged. Growing
aquatic plants as well as changing the shape of the pond or working on it using
mechanised equipment would be out of the question.
Koi corp in o pond
qt l,5O0mobove
seo tever.

PossibleUses
A pond for aquatic plants, fish or crayfish does not have to be square or even
made of concrete to be used efficiently. The right way to create high quality
produce is nature's way. For example, I have successfully kept brown trout
(Sc/mo trutta), arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), carp (Cyprinus ccrpio), tench
(Tinca tinca), pike (Esox lucius), wels catfish (Silurus glanis), zander (Sander
lucioperca), koi carp, forage fish like roach (Ruti/us rufilus), rudd (Scordinius
erythrophthalmus) minnows (Phoxinus phoxinus) and also European crayfish
(Asfacus astacus)and swan mussels (Anodonta cygnea) in my ponds and water
gardens for decades.
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I have also cultivated aquatic plants up to a height ofr,5oom above sea level
suchas: manydifferentvarieties ofwhitewaterlily (Nymphaea alba),yellowwater
lily (Nuphcr luteum), bulrushes (Typhalatifolia), sweet flag (Acorus calamus),
fringed water lilies (Nymphoides peltata), water plantain (Alisma plantagoaquatica), water soldier (Stratiotes aloides), mare's tail (Hippuris vulgaris),
arrowhead (Sagittaria sagittifolia), yellow irises (lris sp.) and many others.
I grow the plants in the shallow areas of my ponds and in specially made
ditches. As these ditches are shallow the temperature of the water is higher,
providing aquatic plants, which prefer warmer temperatures with the perfect
conditions to grow. The plants can be easily harvested from paths running next
to them. As I grow unusually hardyvarieties without fertilisers or any additional
care, I can also replant them in very unfavourable locations and they will thrive
where other plants would be unlikely to. rvVhenbuilding new ponds and wetlands
I can make good use ofthese tough and hardy plants.
However, ponds and water gardens are more than just a way of making
money, they also delight the soul. Water is life. Anyone who has listened to the
frogs croaking in the evening or just sat by the side of the water quietly for a
whilewill knowwhv.
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In my experience, a great deal of the problems with conventional agriculture are
caused by the dependence of many farmers on subsidies, the government and
cooperatives. They do this, because they believe it will guide them in the right
direction. However, this is usually a terrible mistake, as these areas are frequently
strongly influenced by agribusiness, agrochemicals and the lobbyists working for
them. The training given in many agricultural schools, colleges and university
coursesoften seemsto be one-sided and focused on fulfilling the requirements,
wishes and demands of agricultural lobbyists. Scientific research projects are
supported by wealthy companies and guided in a direction that suits them.
There seems to be very little funding available for research into the principles
and practice of sustainable farming, permaculture and the interactions between
different plant communities. This is becausethese principles would not help to
increasethe use of pesticides,chemical fertilisers and specialisedtechnology, in
fact, theywould minimise it.
There are more and more people following the path of conflict instead of
accepting nature in all its diversity. The belief that nature can be improved upon
'pests'
should be fought against is a mistake. When an imbalance
and so-called
emerges,we have to establish the source of the problem and not iust treat the
symptoms.
In the majority of cases,the specialisation and modernisation of farming
practices has not given farmers the advantages they hoped for. It has only forced
farmers - who were still well respected when I was a child - to rely on subsidiary
income to keep themselves in business. Many farmers now grow large quantities
of a far narrower range of crops. To do this they need to invest in expensive
buildings foranimals, and crops,and specialistequipmentand machinery which
can usually only be used for one purpose. This specialisation makes it difficult to
react to the market and unforeseeable changes. The produce is usually marketed
by a bulk buyer who decidesthe price and conditions of purchase. This results in
a one-way dependence. Changing to another way of farming is usually difficult
for these farmers, because they generally have a large number of commitments
like subsidy contracts and agricultural credit. Even investments, which have
already been made, make farmers reluctant to change their methods, because
there would suddenly be no use for the new building that can hold a hundred
fattening pigs. So they go on as they did before and they remain at the mercy
of the market and subsidy cutbacks. lVhen there is a shortage of money, many
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farmers try to compensate for it by increasing production. This is completely
the wrong approach! One of the biggest problems is that so many farmers are
fixated on subsidies.Contrary to all of the promises, it should be clear to anyone
that the subsidy system, as it exists today, will not last. Subsidies should never
be the main source of income for a business!
The beneficiaries of industrialised agriculture are cooperatives,companies
and lobbyists for agrochemicals and agribusiness, but not farmers. We are now
familiar with the full consequences of this: intensive livestock farming, groundwater pollution and contaminated food to name but a few. We desperately need
to change the way we think.
The ones who suffer from this development most are the farmers' families,
who often cannot cope with the strain any more - and naturally the livestock
suffleras well, as they are forced to eke out a pitiful existence.
Fortunately, a brave few leave the path of conventional agriculture and dare
follow
their own ideas and vision. This is why it is so important to have courage
to
'patand determination. If you are used to doing all of your work by following
'recipes'you
will find that this path towards a new and genuine indeterns'and
pendence takes some getting used to. You will have to make all of your decisions
for yourself. What your neighbours are doing is not necessarily right for you quite the contrary: what everyone around you is currently growing or breeding is
alreadyavailablein abundanceand is therefore no longer interesting as a product.
This method also requires courage, but it is worth it if you proceed cautiously but
with determination. Ecological farming can also make senseeconomically, as the
Krameterhof shows. Before the business began to offer training and excursions, it
was a full-time farm. HoweveS I would not advise anyone to try the same strategy,
because it is your own strengths and interests that help a farm to grow and nothing else. There are plenty of niches in the market. You only need to use your intuition and take a good look around you. It is important to remain flexible and not to
invest money in rigid farming methods that will become unprofitable the second
the market changes. My experiences and ideas along with the old farming methods that I want to bring back should encourage you to think and act independently again. The goal is to find alternative farming methods for your farm that are
based on natural cycles and allowyou to live in peace and harmonywith nature.
The basis for farming is the fertility of the soil. In the next section I will
discussthis topic in greater detail.

SoilFertility
A healthysoil that is rich in microorganismsis a fertile soil. This is a fact that
a farmer should neverforget, becauseit is the main requirement for successful
farming. If this is alwaysensuredthen the farm will alwaysremain flexible.You
must payattention to natural processesand try to makeuseof them. If you treat
the land with care nature will work for vou. I want to stressthat it is vital for
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A mixed crop of soil-improvingplonts.

our attitudes to change in this area. Enough damage has already been caused
by conventional monoculture farming methods and the excessive amounts of
pesticides and fertilisers required to maintain them. The soil should not be seen
purely as a production plant, it is a diverseand sensitiveecosystem.Innumerable
creatures play a part in maintaining this system. It is only with their help that
the soil will remain fertile and of use to us.
ry plant has its own requirements and affects its surroundings and the
soil in a different way. If there is only one kind of plant growing in a certain area,
then the demands on the soil are unbalanced. If the crop is harvested completely,
the nutrient content of the soil will become lower and lower until it is completely
exhausted and only large amounts of fertiliser will briefly make it suitable for
growing again. Then the topsoil will be left bare through the harsh winter,
which makes it even more difficult for the microorganisms in the soil to thrive,
assuming they have not already been killed off by the chemicals. If the exhausted
soil is to be regenerated, we have to look after the soil life first. The creatures
living in the soil - earthworms, bacteria and fungi among others - are the key to
healthy soil. In order to provide them with the right environment, it is important
to avoid using pesticides and chemical fertilisers. The common practice of deep
ploughing in the autumn causes the soil to freeze and they both in turn destroy
not only the soil life, but also the natural layering and the build-up of humus. If
you leave these areas fallow for awhile, they usually regenerate on their own. This
process of regeneration is self-supporting. By growing plants that improve the
soil, nature can be helped and then nature will start to take care of itself.

Sepp Holzer'sPermoculture

GreenMonure
The correct plants to select naturally depend on the current state of the soil.
I try to bring the nutrient content in overfertilised areas back into balance using
very demanding plants. If I want to recultivate contaminated or exhausted soil,
I have to take care of the soil life first. In these areas it is particularly important

to geta goodlayerof humus.Thisiswhy I try to useasmuchbiomasson the soil
A goodmixtureof greenmanurecropsisveryimportant,sothat the
aspossible.
individual plants can propagate themselves. This increases the stability of the
system and also its value for the soil, soil life and beneficial insects.
When biomass is left on these areas it benefits the soil and the soil life. The
slow decomposition of the green manure crops in autumn and winter builds up
a productive layer of soil, which will be well supported by the regenerative power
of nature. The biomass and the loosening of the soil (caused by the rootsystems
from the plants introduced) leads to a good soil structure, which is the most

Colourfulmixture
of greenmonure
cropson o terroce.
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important requirement for good general plant growth. An additional advantage
is that a plot of land worked in this way always provides a large amount of ground
cover. This protects the soil from extreme weather (wind, storms, rain, heat and
sun) and the plants will retain water and nutrients. The plant cover works like a
quilt and protects the soil from frost, so that it freezes much later and the frost
does not reach as far into the soil. This means that the soil life can continue
working in the topsoil up until late autumn and continue into winter. As I walk
around the farm, I regularly check the condition of the soil in different places
throughout autumn and winter. If I can dig up earth that has not frozen yet from
beneath the snow, it is a sure sign of a job well done.

Green Monure Crops
Aboveall others, legumesmake the greatestcontribution to soil improvement.
With their varied and distinctive rootsystems(from shallowto deeproots) they
can grow in very different areas.The greatestadvantageof legumesis that they
can fix nitrogen with the help of bacteriaand releaseit into the soil. The bacteria
(primarily types of Rhizobium)live in closesymbiosiswith the plant's rootsystem and createroot nodules.In the root nodulesnitrogen,which is abundantin
the air, is fixed and releasedinto the plant's nutrient cycle.In return, the bacteria receivecarbohydratesfrom the plant, which helpsthem to grow.This symbiotic relationshipoffersthe bacterianothing but advantages.Once the plant dies
it rots down into nutrient-rich humus.After this, there are far more Rhizobiain
the soil than there were originally, so it is not only the original symbiotic partners that profit from the action of legumes,but also the entire area.
The best-known membersof this family of plants belong to the sub-family
Faboideae.
This plant family is very largeand is found all overthe world. Thanks

Lupinsimproving
the soil.
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to their symbiotic relationship with bacteria they grow well on dry and nitrogenpoor soil. Some of the members of this family are: peas, beans, clover and
lupins. However, legumes are not the only good green manure crops, a number
ofvarieties of cabbage,oilseed rape, turnip, sunflower and buckwheat are also
excellent at improving the soil, becausethey grow large amounts of leavesand
fiuit within a short period of time.
Theroot nodules
on thislupincon
nlanrlrr
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My Method
In autumn I usually leave green manure crops standing. Nature does all the
work for me: the first heaqr snow pushes down the plants and they begin to
decompose. In my opinion, this is the best and most successfulway to improve
the soil. The plants rot down slowly and the biomass does not compact so easily,
which would usually be the case with material that is cut down. The plants
grown in mixed culture vary so much in height and structure that the area looks
'overgrown'
quite
by autumn, which means that the biomass does not collapse,
but instead gets roughly packed together. On land managed in this way the air
circulation is always good and the conditions for soil regeneration are optimal.
A plot of land, which is managed using this method, provides enormous
advantagesand can also give an adequate yield. I can alter the land as often as
I like, growing different main crops and managing it using different systems
(orchard, paddock etc.) - or work it with or without the use of animals. The area
can also be used for gathering seedsor to grow honey plants. The proportion
of honey plants, medicinal herbs or culinary herbs - in other words the plants
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My method:in outumnI leovegreenmonurecropsstonding.
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grown in addition to the main crop - can be varied to suit different requirements
and the intended purpose of the land. Ancient cereals are also well suited to
this. The more diverse the plants are, the more stable the system is and the more
useful it can be.
Areas where green manure crops are cultivated have the advantage that the
composition of the plants can have a significant effect on animals and insects.
I often sow sunflowers and hemp, because these plants are an excellent source
of food for birds. To encourage useful nectar- and pollen-collecting insects
(bumblebees, bees, lacewings, hoverflies etc.) various local wildflowers such
as cornflowers (Centaurea cyanus), yarrow (Achillea millefolium), calendula
(Calendula oficinalis), golden marguerites (Anthemis tinctoria), scented mayweed (Matricaria chamomilla), spreading bellflowers (Campanula patula) and
comfrey (Symphytum fficinale) make a suitable addition.
Leaving green manure crops standing means that I savemyself more than
just the work of cutting the plants down: this way the plants can ripen, bloom
and produce seeds.I no longer have to reseedthe area. Many seedsare eaten by
the birds, stratified in their stomachs (the layer which prevents germination is
broken down) and are distributed in other areas.If I had to continually sow and
plant my 45 hectares of land, this in addition to all the other things I have to do
would take up far too much of my time. It would also be too expensiveto have
to constantly buy more seeds for sowing large areas of land - wildflowers are
incredibly expensivel

Theodditionof voriousfloweringplontswillhelpgreenmonurecropsto provideo
betierhobitotfor usefulonimolsond insects.
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Lupinsimproving
slopestobilityond
soilconditions.

On steepslopesand embankmentsI makesurethat there is a largenumber
very
of
deep-rootedplants like lupins and sweet clover in my seed mixtures.
These plants do not only improve the soil, but they also stabilise the slope
with their deep rootsystems(strong main and taproots). Their strong growth
and well-established roots also improve the capacity of the soil to retain
water. When you comparea slope of this kind with a meadow under similar
conditions, the difference becomeseven clearer.On the slope the lupin and
sweet clover roots are metres long, whereasin the meadow there are mainly
grasseswith roots measuringonly centimetres.In my polycultures,I havethe
'working'
soil and plants
to a depth of metres and not centimetres.On steep
slopesand embankmentsthis effect is of greaterimportance, becausewithout
it heavyrainfall would easilylead to high surfacerunofl the erosion of humus
and landslides.
A mixture of sweet clover, lucerne, vetch, peas, lupins, sunflowers and
different tubers like ferusalemartichokesand turnips is well suited to this. This
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mixture of plants and the slow processof decompositionwill activate the soil
life very quickly. With the help of this low-work method of not cutting green
manure crops, I managedto improve the poor and dry soil on my slopesto the
extent that I could grow demandingfruit treesafter only two to three years.This
is how I changedthe slopeson the Krameterhofinto the lush orchardsthat they
are today.

Mislokes
The widespread use of flail mowers, which are very common in Burgenland
and Steiermark, stands in opposition to the principle behind environmentally
fiiendly green manure crops. AII of the vegetation is shredded to a fine material.
The fact that this also kills everything from the tiniest creatures up to creatures
the size of a ladybird is not considered. The shredded material dries out quickly
and is mostly blown away by the wind or washed away by the rain. The result:
the soil is left bare and defencelessagainst erosion. Erosion dries out the soil
and deep cracks form (especially in
loam soils). Fine particles of soil are
carried away by the wind and this has
a negative effect on the soil life. Then
the soil's ability to retain water suffers.
Heavy rainfall leads to flooding and
landslides. The water table sinks as a
result of the lack of retention, which
causes springs and wells to dry up.
Last of all, the soil loses its natural
ability to regenerate. Mankind's use of
chemicals has an even greater effect.
Luckily, we are not powerless in the
Fiddleneck (Phocelio tonocetifoliaJ
face of these developments! Nature's
regenerative processescan be properly
supported with the help of green
manure crops grown in mixed culture.

Plonl list
I have put together the following list
to give you a quick overview of the
bestgreenmanurecrops.

Gold-of-pleosure (Come/ino soiivo)
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Yellow lupin
Narrow-leaved lupin
White lupin

Lupinus luteus
Lupinus angustifolius
Lupinus albus

annual, good for slope stabilisation and
building humus, grow well on sandy
and acid soils, forage plants, honey and
insect plants

Garden pea

Pisum s(rtivum

annual, good forage plant

Grass pea

Lathyrus sativus

annual, undemanding

Fodder vetch

Vicia villosa

perennial, light soil, good nectar plant

Narrowleaved vetch

Vicia sativa

annual or biennial, undemanding

Faba bean
Field bean
Broad bean

Viciafaba
Viciafaba minor
Vicia faba major

annual, loose soil, good forage plants
(rich in protein)

Yellow sweet clover
White sweet clover

Melilotusofficinalis
Melilotusalbus

biennial, also grow on dry soil,
permanent green cover, good as catch
crops

Red clover

Trifolium pratense

biennial or perennial, permanent crop,
forage plant

Subterranean clover

Triftlium subterraneum annual, acid soil, permanent crop,
good as a catch crop

Alsike clover

Trifoliumhybridum

perennial, forage plant

White clover

Trifuliumrepens

perennial, permanent crop, forage and
meadow plant, all soils, good as a catch
croD

Crimson clover

Trifolium incarnatum

annual or biennial, permanent green
cover

Persian clover

Trifoliumresupinatum

annual, frost hardy, also grows on poor
soll

Eglptian clover

Trifolium alexandrinu m

annual, frost hardy

Kidneyvetch

Anthyllis vulneraria

biennial, also grows on poor soil, good
as a catch croo

Birdsfoottrefoil

Lotus corniculatus

perennial, hardy, good as a catch crop,
permanent green cover

Lucerne

Medicago sativa

perennial, permanent green cover, also
grows on dry soil, good forage plant,
good for slope stabilisation

Black rnedick

Medicago lupulina

perennial, undemanding, good as a
catch croo

Sainfoin

OnobrychisviciiftIia

perennial, grows on chalky soil,
pioneer plant, permanent green cover,
honey plant, good forage plant

Serradella

Ornithopus sativus

annual or biennial, acid soil, prefers
sandy soil, forage plant
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Oilseedrape

Brassicanapus

annual (summervariety),biennial
(wintervariety),undemanding,good
catch crop

Turnips

summer and winter crop, similar to
oilseed rape, undemanding

Radishes

annual, forage plant

White mustard

annual, undemanding, pioneer plant,
frost hardy

Marrowstem kale

Brassico oleracea var.
medullosa

perennial,frost hardy,undemanding,
verygoodforageplants,goodyield

Rye
Wildrye
Sorghum
Millet

annual, very good forage plant

Sorghum dochna
Panicum miliaceum

annual, prefer sunny areas

Buckwheat

annual, good honey plant

Fiddleneck

annual, undemanding, grows on all
soils, good honey plant

Sunflowers

annual, good honey plant, seedscan be
left as bird food

Jerusalemartichokes

Helianthus tuberosus

annual, oil and fibre crop

Flax

Gold-of-oleasure

frost hardy,undemanding,needswelldrainedsoil. seedswell. tuberswill
producenew plants,very goodforage
plant

Camelina sativa

annual, undemanding and fast
growing, can grow in poor soils
(sandy), high drought resistance, fairly
diseaseand pest resistant, oil crop

Salad burnet

perennial, undemanding, also grows on
chalky soils, year-round plant cover

Mallow

perennial, year-round plant cover,
medicinal plant, good honey plant
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Woysfo ReguloteProblemP/onfs
It is important to always bear in mind that when we work a plot of land we are
changing the natural balance to a greater or lesser degree to make it benefit us.
cultivated plants are usually not as well adapted and strong as wild plants, so we
try to help them grow by doing things such as tilling the soil. Sometimes it is also
necessary to regulate competition. It is important to bear in mind that eyerything in nature has a reason. We must try to understand the natural processes
and influence them in our favour. Just fighting the symptoms of a problem will
not work - especiallyseeingas we have causedmost of these problems ourselves.
It is not just nature and its 'catastrophes' that are to blame when large areas of
forest are suddenly brought down during a storm, the managers in charge of
the unstable monoculture systems are also to blame. Bark beetle infestations
are a result of these unnatural farming methods as well. Short-sighted thinking
creates these problems in the first place. We have to admit these mistakes to
ourselves. Anyone who tries to look at nature with open eyeswill soon recognise
that there is a reason for everything and a solution to every problem.
Controlling and regulating things on a small scale is quite simple. Almost
any desired effect can be achieved with manual labour, which leads many
people to take their obsessionwith order too far. They often do not consider the
consequencesof their actions.
At this point I would like to make these consequences clear with the following example: I have a small garden and want to make it neat and tidy. I remove
all of the weeds in my vegetable patches. I keep the lawn short and the ground
'neat'.
under my fruit trees
What will I achieve by doing this? The answer: a
'artificial'
tidy, in other words,
garden. There is nothing left to stop the vegetable
patches and fruit trees drying out because of the lack of ground cover, so I will
have to water them more.
The humus production on bare soil is much worse and frequent watering
flushes out the nutrients, which means that sooner or later I will have to use
fertiliser. Chemical fertilisers are bad for the soil life, fewer creatures living in
the soil makes the humus production worse and the vicious cycle continues.
'tidy'
A
garden provides useful animals and insects with little refuge and no
habitat, which means that there are no natural defencesagainst pests. The list
goes on. This just illustrates the relationship between action and reaction in
nature. If I manage my land with an understanding of nature, I can achieve
great results with much less work. My methods for gardens are outlined in the
'Gardens'
section.
on agricultural land things are no different, the only difference is that the
work is carried out on a larger scale and must be better thought out. However,
what generally applies to small plots of land also applies to larger ones. Managing crops or pastures incorrectly and in an unbalanced way often leads to individual plants getting out of control and driving out the cultivated plants that
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you want to grow. I will use broad-leaved dock (Rumex obtusifolius), stinging
nettles (Urtica dioica) and orache (Atriplex patulc) as an example. These plants
indicate a high level of nitrogen in the soil. Overfertilising or overly intensive
pasture management usually causes this imbalance. To deal with this I have to
try to restore the balance and manage the land differently. It makes no sensejust
to treat the symptoms.
Problems with rapidly growing plants frequently occur in fallow areas or
on land that has changed from being managed using conventional methods
to being managed using natural ones. These areas often used to be intensively
fertilised and provide ideal conditions for these plants and suddenly not using
pesticides any more lets them come back up. Some farmers then begin to doubt
themselves and forget that this change is the right decision. Mistakes that were
made years or even decades ago cannot be rectified in such a short period of
time. Nature takes a while to recover.
With my farming methods - namely keeping livestock on the same land as
my crops - these plants do not posea real problem. Moving the paddocks ensures
that the land is never overgrazed.It has time to recoverwhile not in use or can be
used to grow crops. The danger of livestock diseasesis almost entirely prevented
by the paddocks being moved and theirvaried diet. If a particularvariety of plant
still appears in numbers that are too great in one area, there are still possible
solutions: I put my pigs out to graze in this area and support the process by
sowing peas, beans or sweetcorn between the unwanted plants. This makes the
pigs concentrate on these areas.The plants and roots will be partly eaten or the
digging will bring them to the surfacewhere theywill dry out. After this is done,
the pigs are moved on to the next paddock and I introduce demanding plants,
especially tubers like Jerusalem artichokes (Helianthus tuberosus), but also
sunflowers (Helianthus annuus) and hemp (Cannabis sativa). They absorb all
'weeds'.
They also
of the excessnutrients and make the conditions worse for the
grow tall and quickly on the nutrient-rich soils, so they will overshadowand kill
off any remaining problem plants. The cultivated plants provide livestock with
a valuable source of food. Jerusalemartichokes, for example, are perennial and
give a high yield of tubers. The plants can be eaten by the pigs or, if necessary
removed again. This method helps me to rid an area of unwanted plant growth,
balance out the nutrient conditions and still get a good yield.
Another possible way to regulate problem plants is covering and mulching.
With these methods we cannot only regulate harmless wild plants, but also
invasive plants like sorrel. To cover an area, I use cardboard, jute sacks and other
biodegradable materials (i.e. only natural materials). To weigh this down I pile
soil and mulch on top. The material covering the plants should not be airtight
of course; otherwise everything underneath it will die. The problem plants will
not receive any more light under this layer; they will die off and provide the
soil life with nourishment. Immediately after I have covered an area I sow the
mulch with seeds.For this I use the demanding plants I mentioned previously.
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All varieties of turnip are well suited to this method. The plants will develop
well, because the mulch soon provides them with high-qualiry humus. They
overshadowthe system and balance out the nutrients within the soil. As broadleaved dock requires light to germinate, a permanent plant cover usually prevents
it from reappearing. However, the broad-leaved dock is very hardy; its seedscan
survive in the soil foryears and can grow back from its roots. For these reasons
it is usually necessaryto repeat the covering process.This should be done early
in the year, because this will prevent the unwanted plants from seeding. The
covered area will also be sown with crops, which will need time to develop.
Careful observation will help you to quickly recognisewhen it is a good idea to
intervene. If a certain variety of plant is becoming over prevalent and emergency
measuresare needed, it will already be too late for the methods I have described
and controlling the problem will become more and more difficult.
You should never forget that every creature has its purpose in the cycle
of nature and can also be very important to humans. Cornflowers (Centaurea
cyanus), to name an example, are now relatively rare, because they have been
banished from cereal fields as a so-called weed. The fact that they are not only
pleasing to the eye, but also valuable medicinal plants generally goesunnoticed.
The stinging nettle is also a valuable plant. It performs a number of purposes
as a culinary and medicinal plant, for liquid fertiliser and for mulch. It is also
indispensable as a food source for caterpillars. In nature there is nothing bad,
and there is a solution to every problem. You only have to look for it. Every plant
has a natural rival. If you leave them enough freedom within the system they
will work for you. For example, the green dock beetle (Gastroidea viridula) can
become a useful worker. If you give them the opportunity to grow to reasonable
numbers, they can help you to keep the system in check. Balancing out the soil
conditions is the main priority. A single species can only become prevalent if
there is an imbalance.
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Old Vorietiesand PlontDiversity
My experiencesall show that old varieties of cereal,vegetable or potato - of all
cultivated plants in fact - make the best crops. They have a better flavour, are
generally less demanding and deal far better with local conditions than new
overbred varieties. In earlier times, every country, in fact every region had their
own cereal varieties. This also went for vegetables,potatoes and herbs. There
were numerous local varieties which were grown and propagated on only one
farm. Thesevarieties did not usually have names of their own. Through a process
of selection, they were bred over generations to become the plants best suited
to the local conditions. Therefore these varieties grow best in the areasin which
they were bred. This is why it is important to ask around in your area to find out
what local varieties there are and then to propagate them.
Hybrid seeds (Fr varieties) are entirely unsuited to permaculture systems.
These seeds have been bred so that most of them no longer have the ability
to reproduce. They do not breed true (in other words they cannot pass on the
characteristics and qualities of their variety every time) and must always be
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bought new again - much to the satisfaction of seed companies. They come
from homozygous inbred lines, are frequently sterile and are not suited to
varying local conditions. They give good yields, but are more susceptible to
disease,becausethey are not suited to local conditions. All of this coupled with
the crops being grown as a monoculture leads to the population of single species
increasing to large numbers and later leads to the use of pesticides.
Genetically modified seedsare even more questionable! In my opinion, it
is a crime against nature to alter the genetic make-up of a living thing in this
way. Anyone who treats nature with consideration and understanding will feel
the same. The results and repercussionsof using genetic modification in plant
cultivation and animal breeding cannot yet be foreseenand it seemsthat its use
can barely be regulated or kept in check any more. As a result of specialisation
and modernisation, we have almost entirely lost the plant diversity we once
had and, with it, many resources in farming and gardening. The fact that in the
EU the propagation and marketing of seeds has been taken away from farmers
and has been left to agricultural companies is particularly questionable. Once
I became aware of this, I made a great effort to propagate the seeds of every
conceivable cultivated plant suited to the Krameterhof The plant diversity on
the Krameterhof provides me with a kind of living gene bank. Visitors to the
Krameterhof are allowed to harvest seeds in small amounts for their own use
during tours of the farm.
I have established through my experience that the seeds of the strongest
plants, which grow on the worst soils and under the most extreme conditions
(high altitudes, frost etc.), are the most suitable for propagation, because
they have positive energy and establish themselves well. In academic journals
the opposite is often to be found. They claim that the seeds from the largest
plants, which grow on good soils, should be preferred. As far as I am concerned,
these seedswould be the worst choice. Although plants growing on good soils
do produce the most seeds, it is my experience that plants bred in this way
deteriorate. Seedscollected from the strongest plants on the poorest soils, on
the other hand, provide plants that can also deal well with difficult conditions,
because they are undemanding and still give satisfactory yields. For me these
are the best selection criteria. I also continue to breed hardier and more robust
plants which can grow and thrive on their own without the constant support of
fertilisers and water. Naturally, I pay attention to the taste of the varieties when
selecting seeds. Nutritious and high-quality food develops an intense flavour
and contains many valuable substances, to the extent that it works almost like
a medicine and protects people and animals from sickness and poor health.
Healthy food also develops this flavour. Anyone that has a sense of taste and
has been even partially protected from ready meals and fast food can use it to
determine the quality of seed-producing plants.
The numerous habitats and microclimates that I create are useful for producing seeds. In these places it is possible to prevent the cross-pollination of
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related varieties, because they can be isolated spatially from each other' When
you are growing different seeds, which can cross-pollinate within a small area,
it is important to create multi-layered, structured habitats. If there are hedges
and particularly tall raised beds between the individual varieties which are to
be preserved and improved, this should protect them from being pollinated,
especially if they are wind-pollinated. Varieties that are pollinated by insects
should be grown a fair distance from each other, so that they can be bred true
to theirvariety. From experience,there is one thing thatyou should do to grow
seeds successfully. Right at the beginning you should examine the natural
reproductive cycles of the plants you have chosen: how are they pollinated, are
insects required and, if yes, which? With wind-pollinated varieties you must pay
attention to the wind direction, becausethis is the direction in which the pollen
will be carried. If I want to prevent two varieties from cross-pollinating, I have
to keep a greater distance between them in this direction. It is simpler to select
varieties that flower at different times, because I can then completely rule out
unwanted pollination. Nevertheless,manyvarieties have arisen by chancecrosspollination on the l(rameterhof. From these I have propagated the best and
tastiest. So there are already a number of varieties of potato, salad and pumpkin
that I have had to invent names for.

Cereols

groin
AncientSiberion
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Breeding einkorn (Triticum monococcum), an ancient wheat, and
emmer (Triticum dicoccum), a very
early variery of wheat, is very interesting. Although both varieties only
give low yields per plant, it has been
proven that they are far richer in
protein and contain more minerals
'Ihey
than other varieties of wheat.
are extremely nutritious, nourishing and easy to digest. They also cope
well with very poor soil condit.ions.
Black emmer is even resistant to UV
radiation as a result of its dark colour,
which is not the case with any other
variety of wheat I have found. Spelt
(Triticum spelta) is very well known
and another old cultivated variety of
wheat. Spelt also thrives on poor soil.
It has a good flavour and is rich in protein, firrthermore it is popularly eaten
before it is ripe and can also be used
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Ancieni Siberiongroin in o test oreo in the ScottishHighlonds li even thriveson thisocid
heothlond.

The undemonding oncient groin olso grows on poor soils(here on soilwhere spruce
treesonce grew ot neorly I ,500metresobove seo level).
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as a substitute for coffee. Its positive qualities are so great that it is even used
to fill pillows to cure headaches, sleeplessnessand tenseness' I have cultivated
a number of different varieties of rye such as wild rye (Secalemulticcule), black
oats (Avenc spec.), naked oats (Avena nuda) and barley (Hordeum vulgare).
A particularly good old local variety of oats we used to grow that does well at
high altitude s is fichtelgebirgshafer.
On the Krameterhof I also cultivate an ancient grain, which originally comes
from Siberia. I was made aware of this ancient Siberian grain in 1957when I saw
an advertisement by a Viennese company in the magazine Osterreichs Weidwerk
that read, Ancient Siberian grain - particularly suited for seeding hunting
grounds'. I ordered a small amount to try the cereal out. To this day I still
cultivate cereal from the one kilogram of seed that I bought back then. It is very
similar to our old brandroggen;it grows on the poorest of soils and is perennial'
This means that if for example, you sow it in fune at 1,4oom above sea level, it
will ripen the nextyear in Septemberat the earliest, i.e. the earswill have grown
and can be harvested. If it is eaten by cattle or deer or is cut, then it gives a good
yield of green material and it compacts well. In this case,earswill grow one year
later. Up to 20 ears can grow on one stalk. It was another surprise for me when
this cerealripened in five months at myproject in Colombia, which is at sealevel
and the temperature is around 45 degrees in the shade. This demonstrates the
adaptability of this ancient grain.
You must be very careful with fertiliser when growing any undemanding varieties of cereal. If you use too much dung or liquid fertiliser, the grain will grow
tall very quickly, then subside and begin to rot in the soil. This manuring increases the nitrogen levels beyond the amount the plants can cope with. It is easier to
grow ancient grain in a gravel pit than on fertilised garden soil.
Apart from using them for bread grain and sowing, I also like to use various
kinds of cereals as green manure crops and pioneer plants when sowing new
plots of land for the first time, because they are very undemanding and grow
quickly. I also use them as feed grain. I sow paddocks with a mixture of cereals,
legumes and root crops and do not harvest them. The crops provide the best
feed for my cattle and pigs in a short period of time and require very little energy.

Brondroggen
Growingond Processing
Once we used to grow a number of local varieties of brqndroggen. An example of
this is the Lungau touernroggen, which I still grow to this day. As hardly anyone
knows about this method any more, I would like to quickly describe how we
used to grow brandroggen.
In spring, which is usually in May here, it was time for the fields to be burnt,
which the children would also help with. This was a task, which involved freeing
meadows from branches and plant growth once they were cut. All of the bulky
material was raked up, the young shrubs and spruces were chopped up, and
everything was put into a number of piles and burnt. Burning made sure that
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Rye on o ierroce on the Krometerhof.

the meadow did not become overgrown and made it easier to cut later on. It
also prevented branches and unsuitable material from getting into the hay. After
the piles were burnt, the asheswere raked over the area, then the brandroggen
was sown. varieties of rye grown on soil prepared in this way are known as
brandroggen (literally 'fire rye'), becausethey are sown after the plant matter is
burnt. The cereal grew very well on the meadows prepared in this way. At the
end of July or the beginning of August the brondroggenwas harvested with the
rest of the meadow grass,dried and put in the barn. on larger plots of land the
brandroggen was usually harvested in the second year at the end ofAugust or
the beginning of september for bread grain and seed. on the l(rameterhof we
still bind the sheaveslike we used to and gather them into stooks so that the
grain can ripen for two to three weeks in the field.
Then the sheaveswere brought into the barn. we put them in troughs and
carefully arranged them. we leant the sheavestogether in a circle working from
the middle outwards so that all the ears pointed to the centre, It was important
to make the best use of the available space.when one circle was finished and
there was no more space left, we tackled the next circle until all of the grain
was in place and the troughs were full. The grain was then stored there until
the other autumn tasks were completed and the wood was cut before the snows
came. In November it was time to start threshing the grain with a threshing
machine, which was powered by an old paraffin or petrol engine. This work was
ustLallycarried out when the weather was bad, because nothing could be done
out.side. It was laborious, dusty and exhausting work. In the threshing machine
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cut groinintosheovesthengothertheminto
we stillbind freshly
On the Krometerhof
stooksso thot they con ripenin ihe fleld.

the ears were chopped up and separated from the straw. Once one variety had
been threshed we tidied the threshing machine away to make room for the
winnowing machine. This was operated by hand and produced a stream of air
to separatethe material further. The light material such as the blind ears and
pieces of straw were quickly blown away and collected in a large pile that was
used later on as bedding for livestock. Often this material was mixed with bran
and hot water to form a paste to use as feed. Fine material, like grains that were
broken in the threshing machine and particles of sand, fell through the sieveand
were collected for chicken feed. Bulky material like stalks or small stones - there
were also often deer and hare droppings - was left for the chickens to scratch out
the grains. Finallil out of the main chute came the beautifully cleaned seed and
milling grain. Everything that came from this process was made use of on the
farm, which can only serve as an example to us in today's throw-away culture'

Tipsfor Polycultures
Growingplants in polyculturesis both possibleand practicalanywhere.As I have
mentioned many times before,monoculturefarming practicesare completely
unnatural, they causemany problems and should be stopped' Different crops
can grow well asa group, they can be harvestedat the sametime and processed
together(e.g,ashigh quality feed).Finding the mixtures that work bestand give
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the largest yield in your situation and on your land will take time, especially if
you have no experience in this area. As with all experiments, you should always
begin on a small scale and observe the crops as they develop before you try the
mixture on a larger plot of land. Now I would like to give a few examples of
polycultures I have had good results with many times over the years.
When growing cereals, catch crops such as clover, radishes, salad and
various medicinal herbs can be sown. These catch crops should be sown once
the cereal crops have flowered. while the cereals ripen the catch crops develop
very slowly. When the cereals are harvested, the catch crops suddenly receive
more light and begin to thrive. Then they can soon be harvested. This method
is tried and tested. Catch crops of mixed varieties of clover can be sown earlier.
The clover supports the cereal crops while they are growing and helps to prevent
rival plants from developing by providing ground cover. when the cereals have
been harvested the field can be used as a forage area.
Stubble drilling can also be used. The plants that are suitable for this depend
on the location and therefore growing season. Here the cereal harvest takes
place in September, so only forage or winter fruit, like winter rape and turnips
can be sown afterwards. They are still taking root in autumn, they survive the
winter and ripen next summer. Then they are either harvested or Ieft to improve
the soil, possibly they could also be tilled in. At lower altitudes where some
cereals are threshed in July a catch crop gives another good yield within the
same year. Fast-growing vegetables, turnips and salad are suited to this. After the
catch crop is harvested the field can be planted with winter crops in the autumn.
Naturally, this kind of intensive use is only possible when none of the crops are
grown in a monoculture. In order to provide the crops with the nutrients they
need, a balanced mixture of plants which improve the soil and fix nitrogen is
required. The polycultures will not exhaust the soil of any one nutrient, because
they have different requirements. It is also important not to harvest everything,
but instead to leave some of the crops as mulch and a source of nutrients for the
plants as green manure. when the second crop itself is used as green manure,
it provides an immediate and direct yield, which is normally forgotten: namely
seedsfor sowing other plots of land.
Further examples are maize, sunflowers and hemp, which can all be grown
with peas or beans. The tall-growing plants give the peas and beans something
to climb. In turn the peas and beans provide nitrogen and improve the growth
of the supporting plants. A culture of Jerusalemartichokes with maize, peasand
beans is particularly suitable and they can be harvested together and processed
in a forage silo. A catch crop of white clover, black medick and, on wet soil,
Alsike clover can also be used.
Peasand maize grown together provide a very good feed combination. They
can also be harvested and threshed together. Maize is a very energy-rich feed,
but it contains little protein, so adequateamounts of protein-rich feed should be
added to it - peas are particularly suitable for this.
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When growing flax a catch croP of
white clover is advisable. If the clover
is sown a little later, the flax will have
a head start and it will stop the clover
from becoming overgrown. When selecting catch crops it is important to
pay close attention to the combination
of plants, so that the main cropwill not
be overwhelmed and the plants will
not be in competition with each other.
Poppies also make a good addition to black medick and white
clover. Buckwheat, which is sown in
the spring, also grows very well with
white clover as a catch crop. Salad
or radishes can also be added. As
buckwheat needs a great deal of light
it cannot itself be used as a catch crop.
A good mixture for animal feed
that we use, is Jerusalem artichokes,
varieties ofkale and turnips. Jerusalem
artichoke tubers survive through the
winter and only the leaves and stem
Cereolswith o cotch crop of differenl
freeze. Turnips can withstand frost
vorieties of clover.
to a certain extent and the varieties
of kale mentioned survive a relativelv
makes
it possible to feed livestock naturally
long time in frosty conditions. This
for longer. If the snow is not too deep, the animals can even survive the winter
on this mixture of feed without requiring any additional feeding.

A polyculture
on
o terroceon the
Krometerhof:
o
colourfulmixiureof
greenmonureond
oroblecrops(e.9.
tobocco for seeds)
ihrives.
Amongst
them grow fruit
rrees.
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You will have to find the best composition of seedsfor yourself through
experimentation,becausethis dependsa greatdeal on soil conditions,moisture
Ievels,temperatureand factorslike wind and frost. The intended purposeof the
plot of land alsoaffectsthe kind of polycultureyou will need.If I want to createa
pick-your-ownareaor grow for market, I sowthe appropriatekinds of vegetable
and selectcatch cropsso that I can alwaysoffer a good range.However,if I want
to grow feed for livestockthat I am keepingin a meadow,cloverwith vegetables
as a catch crop would make an excellentsourceof food. Theseare just a few
examplesto encourageyou to start thinking about what kind of mixed culture
would be bestforyour own situation.
In the 'Gardens'sectionthere is a list of plants,which should help you to
choosea suitable polyculture for growing in a field. It includes information on
the most effectiveplant communities.

AlpineP/onfs
over the years I have had a great deal of experience with cultivating plants
fromAlpine regions. one of the most important things I have learnt from these
experiencescontinues to shape mywork: namely that all events in nature should
be observed closely. This is a wonderful and fascinating activity for anyone who
has an interest in nature, becauseyou never ceaseto learn and profit from it. The
example of yellow gentians (Gentiana lufea) illustrates this clearly:
For a time I tried to cultivate yellow gentians with no success.I tried to grow
the plant in sheltered conditions with the help of a variety of different growing
instructions - but I was unsuccessful. It was only when I left the seed trays outside the door for disposal and forgot about them (and the seed trays were exposed
to the elements for a number of months) that, to my surprise, I suddenly had the
result I had given up on. The gentian seedsripened at an altitude of z,ooom, in
other words, in the Alpine region! How did this happen? The explanation is that
the weather on high mountains during spring is very changeable. This means
that the mornings are frosty, during the day it is dry and warm and later on it
rains and snows again. This pattern of weather begins in spring and continues
into June, when it gets hot for a short period of time. Therefore gentian seedsget
wet, warm up and are frozen many, many times in their natural habitat - like the
seeds in the trays I left outside. The seeds germinate in the warmth of summer
(July). In the first year the tiny seedlings can hardly be seen. The young prants
are, of course, exposed to the same conditions in autumn and winter that the
seeds were exposed to the year before. Gentian seeds naturally germinate only
under extreme climatic conditions (i.e. frost). so it turned out that I had simply
tried too hard with my plants. Nature cannot be'improved' upon.
Ifyou want to grow yellow gentians you should take into account that they
germinate in frosty conditions, so they should be sown in the autumn, winter
or spring at the latest, as long as there are still a good number of flosty nights
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left. If this is not possible, there are ways to simulate these conditions' The seeds
can be placed in a plastic bag and mixed with earth fromwhere the parent plant
-1o to
grows. Then some water is added. The bags are then put in a freezer at
Ir5nCfor a number of weeks, before the seedsare sown. I think it is usually a good
idea to take some earth from near the roots of the parent plant when cultivating
alpine plants, e.g. growing other varieties of gentian like spotted gentians
(Gentiana punctata) or alpine plants like the hairy alpine rose (Rhododendron
hirsutum), arnica (Arnica montana), alpine bellflowers (Campanula alpina),
mountain pasque flowers (Pulsatilla montana), cowberries (Vaccinium vitisidaea) or bilberries (Vaccinium myrtillus). There are symbiotic fungi in the soil,
which the plants require to grow If I were to sow these alpine plants at lower
altitudes than they naturally grow, then the fungi would not be present. This is
why I have to introduce native soil. When sowing these plants in their natural
environments (at high altitudes and in alpine pastures) - e.g.with the intention
of improving the population - this is of course no longer necessary
Gentian seedsalso need exposure to light to germinate. The seedsmust not
be covered or pushed into the soil, or they will rot. In nature the seedsjust fall
to the ground around the parent plant and are left exposed to the elements.
Areas of churned up soil are good for germination. Soil is naturally churned up
by cattle, sheep and deer. Once the seeds have been sown on the poorest and

yellowgentions
In the foreground:
(Gentionolufeo)in bloom.
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most barren soil possible, they will be left to their own resourcescompletely according to my experienceit is not worth watering them or using fertiliser.
It is also important to pay attention to the difference in height between
the location of the parent plant and the place the seedswill be sown: a l,ooom
height difference will mean that the vegetation is so different that the plants
I,ooom lower should be sown three to four weeks later. This is to compensate for
the fact that the frosts come later at lower altitudes.
Many other plants can be propagated successfully using this technique.
A large number of people who have attended my seminars and visited the
Krameterhof have used my method successfully. After four to five years the
gentian roots will reach a sufficient size for harvesting (over half a kilo fresh
weight). Then they can be dug up and either used to make spirits (as a main
ingredient or as a secondary ingredient) or dried for health or pharmaceutical
purposes. Naturally I also harvest the plant seeds:as soon as the first seed pods
begin to burst open, I cut the plants down and place them in paper bags.When
the plants are dry the bags just need to be hit. The seedsfall to the bottom of the
bag and the stems can then be pulled out.
Many animal and plant speciesare now endangered and gentians are one of
them. The usual practice of nature conservationists is to put these animals and
plants under'protection', but they fail to take measuresto preserve the habitat
before it is too late. I would like to describe my own experiencesin this area:
forty years ago we had a large number of gentian roots in the mountain pasture.
we even dug the old gentian roots up to a depth of half a metre with a 'root
digger' - a 3o-cm-long pointed shovel. When doing this the small secondary
roots usually remained undamaged. The hole was filled back in with earth and
stones so that the following year gentian seedswould be able to fall onto the
churned, loosened soil and a thick growth ofyoung plants could grow using the
remaining secondary roots. The gentians grew very rapidly. Using this method
they were rejuvenated.
For manyyears now it has been illegal for us not only to dig up gentian roots,
but also to remove the plants or parts of them from our own land. It should be
perfectly comprehensible that if the gentian roots are not dug up they get worn
out from age (around 30 to 40 years), so the soil mats and compacts and the
roots die out. However, I have worked with these plants, so I have the experience
to know where and under which conditions gentians will grow healthily and
propagate, how to get the seeds to germinate and I also know that they do well
at lower altitudes with the help of symbiotic fungi. In my opinion it would make
more senseif the 'protectors' of alpine plants (park rangers and, in Austria, the
mountain rescue service) were trained to cultivate and propagate them, so that
farmers would not have to be fined, just because they want to profit from these
health-giving and valuable roots on their own mountain pastures. This would be
a much more effective way to protect alpine flora.
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these requirements the best. I have successfully bred mouflon, chamois, ibexes
and red, roe and fallow deer as well as various species of wild cattle such as yaks,
water buffalo and American and European bison.
Most domestic animal breeds have become very rare. I consider it our duty
to propagate them. In a time when the focus is always on high performance and
this unhealthy drive for profit has affected the breeding and keeping of livestock,
it is especially important to preserve diversity, which represents a significant
cultural heritage. Old domestic breeds are not only significantly hardier, they
are also more intelligent and adaptable than their over-bred and degenerate
cousins. Their natural instincts are good enough for them not to fall over their
own feet and their produce is of a far higher quality. These old breeds can be
kept under near-natural conditions, which for me is the main requirement for
keeping livestock.
Intensive livestock farming, on the other hand, amounts to torture of large
numbers of animals. People should really ask themselves if they would want to
be treated in such a way. In my opinion, the pain of animals is also felt by people.
Anyone who has seen the inside of a battery farm will know what I mean. The
fact that food produced in this way is not real food, but of very low nutritional
value must be well known to a reasonable number of people by now. The use
'meat
production' is
of growth hormones, antibiotics and sedativesin modern
out
that there
world
has
found
very common. Since the BSE crisis the whole
is nothing people will refrain from feeding to livestock. Also the enormous
amounts of stressthe poor creaturesare subjected to when they are transported
for days at a time is passedon as stress hormones in the meat. We are the ones
that are being damaged most by all of these crimes committed against our
fellow creatures. Fortunately, more and more people are beginning to question
their own consumer behaviour. If there were no longer a market for these cheap
'meat
factories' would soon come to
products, the cruel treatment of animals in
an end. Keeping livestock humanely, on the other hand, provides us with highquality and delicious food, gives the animals as natural a life as possible and
brings farmers joy every day!
On the Krameterho{, livestock are always kept outside in families and great
care is taken to meet the needs of different animal species. As the livestock are
always kept in family groups, the proportion of male and female animals also
has to be adjusted appropriately. The size of the area available to them depends
on the space naturally required by each species.With a little understanding and
insight it is quite straightforward to have h"ppy livestock on the farm.
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Keeping livestockoutside gives them o hoppy life

Pigsin o PermocullureSystem
Pigs are an inseparable part of Holzer permaculture. By allowing my livestock
to be free-range and using a system of paddocks, I reduce the work and the
amount of feed required to a minimum. I also receive high quality food in the
form of meat and bacon and I can sell on the young pigs that I breed. Finally,
the animals actually work for me by loosening the soil and tilling my terraces.
For me there is no more versatile or more helpful an animal, I only need to give
them the right opportunity. If I were to close them away in a pen, however,
I would have to work for my pigs instead. when keeping livestock, it should
be the first priority of every farmer to give his animals a good life. In the end,
they are the ones that provide the produce. Every farmer should be able to say
when looking at their livestock that if they were to swap places they would also
be happy.
Like all domesticated animals, pigs have lost many of their old characteristics over years of selective breeding. These 'high performance' breeds are no
longer suited to being kept under natural conditions. They would trip over
their own feet on rough terrain and they would scarcely survive the winter. In
addition, they no longer have the natural instincts that they need to be good
workers. For this reason I only keep old pig breeds on my farm. They fulfil all of
the necessarycriteria and are much more valuable, becausethey are only bred
on a small scale.

8r
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Chorocterislicsof q Few Old Pig Breeds
. Manguiitza
Mangalitza wooly pigs are medium- to large-framed with strong bones, powerful muscles and large lop ears. Their thick curly coat ('wool') is blonde, red or
black-brown (swallow-bellied) and protects the pigs from the cold and rain venlr
well. The brown and white stripes of the piglets makes them look similar to wild
pigs. Mangalitzas were bred all over Europe for their excellent bacon up until the
middle of the rgth century. They were gradually supersededas the production
of meat became more intensive and today they are an endangered breed. The'y
are very undemanding and are well suited to being free-range as long as their
paddocks are large enough to satisfy their need to move around. The thiclk
undercoat that protects the pigs s'o
well against the cold is moulted in
spring. If they have the opportunity t,o
wallow, they can cope incredibly weltl
with high temperatures. The matel'nal instincts of the females are particularly good. The animals are well
known as bacon pigs with a thick layer
of fat and high-quality meat.
.

'wool'
Mongoliizo pigs:their thick
protects them ogoinst the cold in winter
very well.

Swcrbion-HollSwine

Swabian-Hall swine are large-framed
animals with a long body and loP
ears. Their black and white colouring
makes them difficult to confuse with
other pig breeds. The animals are distinguished by their incredible gooclnaturedness. They are also extremeJly
hardy and their meat is of a very high
quality. Despite their excellent breecling qualities they are now endangered.

. Duroc
The duroc pig breed emerged in tbLe
north-eastern United States in the
middle of the rgth century from crossing Spanish pig breeds. The animals
have a reddish coat, are medium- 1-o
A Swobion-Hollpiglet tokes o breok from
'work'.
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large-framed with an arched back
and small lop ears. They are distinguished by their calmnessand docility
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and their strong resistance to stress.
Duroc pigs are also very hardy and
sure-footed, which makes them good
on diffrcult terrain. The fact that the
quality of their meat is very high is
also widely known.
. Turopolje
The turopolje pig breed comes from
what are, today, the pastures of the
river Sava in Croatia. In the riverside
Duroc wiih pigletsin o roundwood shelter.
woods of the Sava the animals were
kept outside all year round. In order
to adapt to this environment they
became excellent swimmers. This
allowed them to successfully find
food in the large flooded meadows.
Turopolje pigs are black and white
il',,
spotted, medium-framed animals
with large half-drooping ears. They
are well suited to pastures and a high
proportion of their diet comes from
foraging. Their meat is also of a very
high quality, however, like mangalitzas, they have a relatively large layer
of fat. The turopolje is a critically
endangeredpig breed.
Turopoljepigs ore olso o very hordy breed
Free-roaming pigs are still a
rarity in Austria and raise a great
deal of public interest. The strikingly
coloured and less well-known old breeds with their piglets especially fascinate
visitors and passers-by.This positive impression encouragesacceptanceof and
interest in endangered domestic breeds and makes it easier to directlv market
the products made from them.

Pigsos Helpers
Pigs make pleasant and helpful workers in many respects.The soil can be greatly
improved by the pigs' digging activiry. when they search for food they plough
through the top layers ofearth and loosen and aerate the soil.
It is easy to precisely direct the pigs by scattering loose feed (e.g. peas,
grain or maize) in the appropriate places. Compacted soil can be loosened with
minimal effort and well prepared for sowing afterwards. with this method I can
direct the animals for small- to large-scaletilling. The pigs perform physically
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'Stoff meeting'

demanding work with ease. On the l(rameterhof where there is a great deal of
rough t"rriin and the soil is so stony in some placesthat it cannot be ploughed,
the pigs are indispensable as living ploughs.
when building paddocks I take note of how the pigs can help me best.
Orchards and seedling nurseries make ideal placesfor them to work' In contrast
to goats and sheep, they do not damage the fruit trees. There are often large
amounts of windfall fruit in orchards, which can lead to the spread of fungus
and mould. If pigs are put out in these areas to pasture at the right time, this
danger can be averted to a great extent. As previously mentioned, properly
directed pigs can be a great help when regulating rapidly-growing wild plants.
An agricultural research project in Germany has investigated the effect of
large numbers of pigs (duroc and mangalitza breeds among others) on the plant
kingdom when they were allowed to roam freely. The vegetation charting showed
that the plant diversity in the areas grazed by the pigs doubled. The reason
suggested is that plants growing in very overgrown areas that would otherwise
not have the opportunity to develop suddenly had the chance to germinate and
grow when the turf was broken.
Pigs make a large contribution to the regulation of snails. Movable pens can
be used to place the pigs exactly where they are needed. Between the fields,
which have a large population of snails, a narrow strip as long as the cultivated
area can be enclosed.A fence of wire mesh is enough for short term use. Mobile
shelters like horse trailers, transporters or anything similar make suitable open
housing. The pigs must first get used to snails as a food source.To do this I mix
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'Pig ploughs'

of oll oges 'working'.

snails I have collected in with their normal feed. The animals soon acquire a
taste for them, start looking for snails themselves and eat all newcomers to
the paddock straight away. Pigs need a great deal of water to digest snails. This
must never be forgotten when regulating the snail population! Insects,which go
through the early part of their life-cycle in the soil, eg cockchafers,chafers etc,
are controlled by the pigs' rooting activity.
Pigs also serve as a good example of the cyclical nature of permaculture
systems: the soil is prepared and fertilised by the pigs, plants grow lush and
healthily in it, windfall fruit and roots remaining in the soil serveas feed - at the
same time snails and unwanted insects like cockchafer larvae are eaten - and
last of all I have the finest bacon from humanely kept animals.

KeepingPigsUsingq PoddockSyslem
on the Krameterho{, all of the land is managed as part of a paddock system.
This means that all of the livestock are kept outside the whole year round.
Animals that have their natural needs fulfilled remain healthy and happy, grow
well and provide good offspring. Having enough space to move and dig around
in is as important for the animals'welfare as giving them the chance to wallow
and build nests so that they can bring their young safely into the world. pigs do
not have sweat glands, so they have to rely on bodies of water and wallowing
to regulate their body temperature in hot weather. when they wallow, the pigs
cover themselves in a layer of mud, which protects the light-skinned breeds
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Muddypools
ore porticulorlY
importontfor Pigs.

and those with Iess hair from sunburn and makes a significant contribution to
preventing parasitic infestation. Wet areas and flowing water are best for the
pigs to make into their own muddy pools.
The amount of work for the farmer is minimised by keeping pigs in this
way. When keeping pigs outdoors it is vital to take soil conditions and any
hilly areas into account. The land must not become overused. It is important
to ensure a correct stocking rate and that the pigs do not graze for too long.
Continually observing the development of the pig population and the pasture
areaswill make it easyto prevent any damage from being caused.The stocking
rate of the pigs should be adapted to fit the amount of food naturally available
in the paddocks. Depending on soil conditions and vegetation, I keep between
three and twelve pigs per hectare in a paddock. Simple open structures made
of rough timber logs or stones are built for shelter. When choosing the right
place to put one ofthese shelters,you need to observe and understand the pigs.
Soon after they have been moved to a new paddock their favourite places to lie
can be clearly ascertained. From what I have been able to observe, pigs are very
sensitive to earth energies. In the places where the animals particularly like to
rest I build one or more shelters - depending on the number of animals and
their requirements.
Extra feeding is rarely necessary because in a paddock system there is
enough vegetation throughout the year and the pigs are kept outside all year
round. Even in winter they find enough food beneath the snow - the pigs like to
dig up Jerusalemartichokes, which taste like sweet potato.
When the pigs move from one paddock to the next, the churned up soil is
sown with a mixture of different crops (turnips, potatoes, cabbages,peas etc.).
In the next paddock I then use the pigs to do other things, such as reducing
the number of stinging nettles between the fruit trees. This paddock will
also be sown with a mixture of seedsafter it has been grazed' Then there are
further paddocks and the cycle continues. Once enough time has passed, the
B6
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Mixed herd of pigleis in front of o roundwood shelrer.

pigs can return to the first paddock. The system moves in a circle, which makes
additional feeding unnecessary because the animals work for themselves.
I always try to make sure that enough tubers and root crops remain in the soil
despite the grazing, so that the plants can propagate themselves.with Jerusalem
artichokes the pigs' digging behaviour is particularly helpful, becausethe soil is
not only loosened; it also spreads the tubers. once the area has been grazed,
the conditions are even better for propagation, regeneration and growth than in
'untilled'soil.
Naturally, the paddocks are simultaneouslyworking as arable land
in a permaculture system, becauseafter the pigs have done their work, the areas
are used to cultivate crops. Therefore, paddocks are not a waste of land, but are
in fact the most productive way of using rt.

Wild Cottle ond Old Domestic Cofile Breeds
For many years I have successfullybred old domestic and wild cattle breeds on
the Krameterhof. over the course of the years the composition and number of
the most common breeds here have changed. I did most of my cattle breeding
at the beginning of the 9os, when I kept a mixed herd of around
5o wild cattle in
a 25-hectarepaddock. The cattle I have bred over the years are European bison
(Bison boncsus), American bison (Bison bison), yaks (Bos poephagus mutus),
water buffalo (Bubalus Bubalus arnee),and also domestic breeds such as Scottish
Highland cattle, Hungarian steppe cattle and Dahomey miniature cattle. They
continue to be a part of my breeding programme today.

6/
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Americon bison ond Highlondcow in o poddock together'

A yok's thick hoir mokes it very well suited to cold conditions
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For me keeping wild cattle is, above all, about propagating and maintaining
the breed. To this end I am working in cooperation with a couple of zoos to
breed European bison, also called wisent, which are critically endangered.
wild cattle also provide excellent high quality food. For example, yak and water
buffalo milk and meat are a rare delicacy. All of these animals are particularly
hardy and undemanding, which makes the work required to keep them very low.
Happy livestock, high-quality produce and not focusing on high yields are both
the results ofand the key to success.

KeepingBovineSpecies
I always keep my cattle using a system of paddocks. with this method the land is
never overused and the soil and vegetation always have enough time to recover.
A paddock system is particularly important when keeping cattle, because
their weight can cause the soil to become permanently compacted. on the
Krameterhof bovine species form small herds and animals of different species
can develop a bond. only the water buffalo isolate themselves from the group
and tend to stay close to the water. They prefer one particular pond. I think
that it is very important to pay particular attention to the social relationships
between the animals. If you get the composition of the group wrong it can, as
with all livestock, lead to altercations. The animals develop a natural hierarchy,
which is why you should make sure that there is a dominant bull in the group.
The bull's rivals should all be significantly weaker. organising a herd like this
will help to prevent any serious fighting between rivals. I also arrange it so that
the enclosures are large enough to provide them with plenty of space to avoid
each other. Creating placesto rest and hide is vital. Visual barriers in the form of
wooded areasand hedgesplay a large part in this. The animals should not be put
on display so that they can be seen from all sides as they are in many zoos. It is
very important for the animals to have plenty of places to escapeto and for them
to be disturbed by people as little as possible. wild animals can be kept in an
enclosure without any problems as long as they are kept as naturally as possible
and retain their wlld animal character. In order for this to happen you must, of
course, familiarise yourself with the way they live. In contrast to their overbred
cousins, wild cattle know their own abilities very well, so the fencing around
the paddock must be as well thought out as possible. \A/hether the animals are
generally happy or not, a normal fence will not keep them in. Curiosity and their
instinct to play alone will allow them to overcome these barriers very quickly.
I have had the best results with two-metre-high electrified game fences.

Feed
I limit additionalfeedingto during the winter, becauseI usea paddocksystem.
Like the pigs,the wild cattlealsohavelush foragefieldsat their disposal,in which
they can find their winter food in the form of turnips, fodder kale, Jerusalem
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artichokes and many other plants. They also get hay, grain and apple and pear
pomace, which is left over fiom making juice and cider on the farm.
I have always found it interesting to observe which plants the animals prefer
when they change paddocks. Through lengthy observation I have determined
that animals with diarrhoea caused by parasites in their stomachs or intestines
eat poisonous plants such as lupins, monkshood, male fern, buttercups and
even poisonous mushrooms.
By observing throughout the year I have been able to establish that animals
which have a lush flora with a variety of poisonous mushrooms available to
them stay healthy. They also no longer need to be wormed. The district vet from
Murau, Dr. Fritz Rossian, has been examining our livestock and issuing the
necessary health certificates for the Tamsweg district council for decades. Dr
Rossian was very enthusiastic about this system. I have had the same success
with other livestock. You only have to make sure that these plants are present in
large enough numbers and are richly diverse. The animals can use their instincts
to decide for themselves when and which plants they require. Obviously, they
should not be put in a position where they have to eat these plants out of hunger,
because they cannot find anything else. For this reason you should under no
circumstances mix herbs or poisonous plants into the feed yourself. Only the
animals know what they need. Unfortunately, I have never found the time to
work out the dosages that would be required. This would be an important area
for scientific research. That which is applicable to animals is also applicable
to humans. Food is also medicine! It must be varied, nutritious and healthy,
which means it must be free from artificial additives and not contaminated by
fertilisers or pesticides.
Finally, I would also like to say something about my method of keeping
cattle in general: to be more specific, dehorning. It is unbelievably painful for the
animals and also has an effect on their behaviour. According to my observations
they act in a completely different and disturbed way. They butt each other in
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the stomach, which can lead to premature or stillbirths in pregnant cows. In
addition to this, I am of the opinion that dehorning cattle also affects them in
other ways. I think it is possible that animals also store and dispose of harmful
substances in their claws and horns. Dehorning as well as docking tails and
cropping ears is nothing more than mutilation as far as I am concerned. I am
convinced that we should be held to account for the way we treat animals. If we
keep this in mind and treat our fellow creatures with consideration, keeping
Iivestock will bring us joy and success.

Poultry
BirdConservolion
Before I move on to keeping and breeding poultry I would like to point out
the value and importance of local bird species.Numerous bird speciesare now
endangered as a result of the loss of their natural habitats. The draining of
meadows and wetland, river regulation, land levelling, unhealthy agricultural
methods and the increasing use of pesticides are causing the red list of
threatened and endangered species to grow each year. Urban sprawl and an ever
denser traffrc network continue to contribute to the loss of natural habitats.
I see it as my duty to help to change this sad situation with my own farming
practices. Birds play a valuable role in controlling the insect population and
help to propagate and seed numerous plants. Birds are incredibly useful and
beneficial creaturesand should be supported by every means available.
Even those with small gardens can make a valuable contribution to bird
conservation. Well-structured gardens as opposed to neat lawns and hedges
of fruit bushes instead of monocultures ofifer birds a habitat and a source of
food. The use of chemicals must be abandoned, so that the birds' natural source
of food is not poisonedl rhe greater the diversity of plant varieties within the
hedges, in the meadows or forests, the greater the diversity of the yield of fruits
and berries. Then a greater variety of insects will also start to appear. This will
ensure a balanced diet. Insectivorous birds like robins (Erithacus rubecula) and
wrens (Troglodytes troglodytes) will find a generous buffet and the population
of beetles, butterflies, greenflies and whiteflies will never become large enough
to cause any damage. Good forage plants for local bird species are the elderberry
(Sambucus nigra), Guelder rose (l4burnum opulus), wayfaring tree (Viburnum
Iantana),wild cherry (Pru nus avium) , bird cherry ( Prunus padus),fly honeysuckle
(Lonicera xylosteum), barberry (Berberis vulgaris), bramble (Rubus
ftuticosus),
dog rose (Rosa canina), wild privet (ligustrum vulgare), yew (Taxus baccata),
ivy (Hedera helix), spindle tree (Euonymus europaeus), dogwood (Cornus
sanguinea), snowy mespilus (Amelanchier ovalis), whitebeam (sorbus aria),
rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and many others. These trees and shrubs provide the
birds with a varied diet of berries, fruit and seeds. Once an adequate range of
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food has been ensured, it is time to create nesting sites. Open nesting birds
particularly like to nest in dense thorny hedges. Holzer permaculture provides
cavity nesters with many hollow old trees. Next, a number of different nest boxes
are prepared. The sizesof the boxesand of the entrance holes should be varied,
so that not only a small number of more competitive species like the great tit
(Parus major) are encouraged.
The birds do not need to be fed over the winter, because they will find
enough food amongst the diverse plant life of a permaculture system even in
winter. However, I have still planted a few forage plants for the birds close to
the house. This makes it possible to watch the birds closer up and learn more
about their behaviour and food preferences. The forage plants must be properly
selected and maintained. They should be planted in sheltered places, such as
next to trees. The food should contain seeds of different sizes (sunflower seeds,
flax seeds,millet and hemp seeds), so that more than just a few types of bird
are attracted. It is particularly important to make sure that the feed does not
become wet and is not contaminated by droppings. Unsuitable winter feed can
lead to the spread of diseasesand parasites! In order to observe woodpeckers
(Picidae), treecreepers (Certhiidqe) and nuthatches (Sitra europaea) a mixture
of fat and feed can be spread onto trees (in cracks in the bark) in winter. Another
possibility for winter feeding is cutting off the dried seed heads of indigenous
shrubs and bushes in autumn. The seed heads can be hung up in winter and will
provide the birds with ample food. During winter, birds should only be fed when
the ground is completely covered with snow However, the best thing that you
can do for the birds in your garden, is to provide them with good food by not
harvesting everything in your permaculture system. Supposedly untidy things
like piles of brushwood and thick hedgesare well-valued by birds: in winter they
can also find insects and other small creaturesthere!

KeepingPoullryHumonely
We keep birds extensively on the I(rameterhof and we are mostly self-sufficient.
It is, of course, possible to use poultry breeding as a source of income for a farm
without resorting to inhumane methods.
When keeping poultry I try to understand the birds' natural habitat and to
reduce the need for additional feeding by introducing selected forage plants.
The birds should be able to live as independently as possible and provide high
quality produce under the best conditions. Birds which have hatched naturally
are the most suitable for breeding. Incubator hatched birds do not have the
maternal instincts needed to be able to raise a brood independently. Often they
do not brood for long enough, leave the nest too early or do not look after their
young properly. Acquiring naturally hatched birds is not always easy, but it is
worth it. Many rare bird enthusiasts and breeders still believe birds that are
naturally hatched and kept free range should not be left to hatch their own
eggs. They check regularly for eggs and if any are found they catch the hen,
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duck or gooseand removethe eggs.The eggsare kept warm for a day and then
returned. I am convincedthat this behaviourhurts the birds'natural breeding
and brooding instinct more than it helpsit. Of course,sometimesa mother bird
will not hatch her eggsevenunder optimal conditions. However,I acceptthis as
geneticselection.The successfulmothers balanceout the losses.In the course
of time, the desirednumber of reliablebreedingpairswill establishitself. I have
had particularly good resultswith mallardsand Indian runner and crestedducks
as well as Styrian chickens.Thesebreedsare hardy and adaptableand help to
keepthe snail population down.
To protect my poultry from predators I plant hedges.For these protective
hedges,which I might for instanceput in a chickenenclosure,I usea number of
varietiesof very thorny plants. Thorn hedgesmade of different varietiesof rose
are particularly suitable. For one thing, they fulfil their function as a place for
the birds to take shelter,they are popular with the birds and, furthermore, the
fruits of the different rosesprovide them with a tasty food source.In addition
to that, I enjoy the beautiful flowersand the headyperfume of the rose hedges
everyday.The following wild rosesare recommended:the multiflora rose (Rosc
multiflora), a strong climber, has abundant flowers and an intense perfume, it
is alsovery popular with bees;the dog rose (Rosa canina),an easyto cultivate
wild roseand alsoan excellentmedicinal plant, its fruit is rich in vitamin c and
also makesdeliciousjam or fruit tea; and the Japanese
rose (Rosarugosc)is
alsovery suitable for a rosehedgeof this kind. In Austria it is called the 'apple
rose',which probably comes from the plant's large red shiny fruit (rose hips),
which are very tasty. It is also known as the 'potato rose',which comesfrom its
corrugatedleaves.
I construct mobile nesting sites for the poultry. They consist of two pieces
of rough timber positioned in the thorny undergrowth in such a way that there
is still enoughspacefor a hen and her clutch betweenthe piecesof wood. The

Muscowduckson the Krometerhof.
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advantageof this kind of nesting site is that they can be put together in different
enclosures if needed. In my experience, mobile nest sites are hardly ever
attacked by predators. Moving the sites seemsto repel the distrustful predators.
The thorns present an additional barrier.
Over the years, building ponds for breeding ducks and geesehas proven to be
particularlyworthwhile. For this purpose, I have created islands of differing sizes
which can only be reached from the bank using rickery wooden constructions
(usually a single plank is enough). Predators like foxes and martens shy away
from the water and shrink back from the unstable entrance to the island over
a bridge. On the island there are sheltered nesting sites and the area is planted
with differentvarieties of willow. This will also provide protection from birds of
prey. There should be twice as many nesting sites as there are ducks capable of
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brooding, to ensure good breeding results. The nesting sites should be dryand
well ventilated (but not draughty). In my experience, the birds prefer partially
dark, secluded placesto nest. It is especiallyimportant at the beginning of a new
breeding seasonthat these sites can be closed off. The birds need to get used to
their new habitat slowly. The ducks and geese must have accessto stretches of
open water all year round. If the pond freezes over completely in winter, they
will be left defencelessagainst predators. For this reason the inflow to the pond
should be at as steep an angle as possible. The water pressurewill then keep the
area of water around the inflow free of ice.
Ducks are omnivores, their diet ranges from young leaves, roots, aquatic
plants and grain to worms, amphibians and even small fish. They also really
like to eat snails! Geeselive exclusively on plants. They particularly like to eat
grass and meadow plants. They graze and fertilise small areas of meadow and
are also the best alarm system on the farm. As a result of their strong territorial
behaviour they announce visitors with their loud honking. As they are unerring
in this respect, they have long been used as guard animals worldwide.
Over the years I have also had experience breeding quail, pheasants and
other wild poultry. If the needs of these wild birds are successfullymet it is even
possible to breed very demanding native grouse like the capercaillie (Tetrao
urogallus) and hazel grouse (Bonasa bonasia). With enough sympathy and
understanding almost anything is possible.

EorthCe//orsond Open She/fers
As the animals on the I(rameterhof live outside all year round, building simple
and reliable shelters is especially important. The animals need dry places to
retreat to that are sheltered from the wind. I try to use as economical a building
method as I can. As I have said, the winters in Lungau are very harsh with
temperatures sometimes dropping below -z5og, so I decided to put the shelters
underground. I make use of the soil's ability to insulate and store heat. By doing
this, I can build the shelters much more simply and cheaply and, becausethey
are earth sheltered, create a draught-free and warm shelter, in which all livestock
can be comfortable. These shelters can be built differently to suit different types
of animal and the length of time they will be kept there. Over the years, I have
developed some very simple and efficient methods of building shelters, which
I will now explain in greater detail.

EorthSheltersos Pigsties
Building simple earth sheltersto house pigs is very straight forward. These
buildings are put togetherwith the smallesteffort and fulfil all of the important
requirementsfor pigs.First of all, a two- to three-metre-wideand one- to twometre-deepditch is dug at the foot of a slope.The locationmust, of course,be
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selected so that the ditch remains dry. Next, tree trunks are laid over the ditch to
form a roof. The roof should be gently sloped so that any water will drain straight
off it. To insulate the roof, sheeting or bitumen shingles are placed on top of it
and the whole thing is covered with a little soil or brushwood. The length as
well as the width of the building can be increased,but the logs for the roof will
have to be thicker. The width, however, should not be more than four metres for
statistical reasons.As the trunks are only lying on the soil and the pigs tend to
dig a little around them, they must have an excesslength of at least one metre.
The ditch must have low side walls for the same reason. This will ensure stability.
The building only has one side open, so that the pigs can go in and out. Now
all you need to do is throw straw or hay into the entrance and the pigs' luxury
accommodation is complete.
These earth shelters do not have to be'easily accessible'asfar as I am concerned, because the pigs do not need me. I only need to throw the straw into
the entrance and the animals will distribute it themselves.Cleaning out dung is
also unnecessary, because pigs are very clean animals. They go outside to relieve
'home'
clean. The reputation pigs have for being
themselves and keep their
'dirty'
only comes from the fact that they cannot move about in cramped pens,
which forces them to live in their own muck. If they have the option to move,
however, their sleeping places are wonderfully clean. Many people marvel at this
fact again and again when they are shown around. They say that they would have
no reservations about sleeping in a pigsty after that.

RoundwoodSheltersond EorthCellors
With larger building projects, I think it is particularly important that I keep as
many alternative uses available for my buildings and structures as possible. I try
to build them in a way that can be used for very different purposes with very little
or no alterations. This way I prevent the need for large-scale building alterations
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and the annoyance that comes with them right from the start. Now I also build
most roundwood shelters larger and I make them accessibleto vehicles. This is
so I can keep other livestock like cattle or horses in them with no difficulty. I can
also use these buildings as storagerooms with only minor alterations.
The shelter is designed so that it is closed on three sides and that the
entrance faces east. This way the shelter faces the rising sun and the first rays of
sunlight will wake the animals. If it is too hot for the animals at midday during
the summer, they are sheltered from the sun inside and have a pleasant cool
living temperature.
To build the shelter I begin by digging into a terrace. That way I do not have
to dig down, but just dig into the slope. Using this technique savesa great deal
ofdigging. Once the area for the shelter has been dug out, the excavatordigs a
narrow ditch at the back and to the sides approximately one metre deep. The logs
for the walls will be placed in this ditch. During this stage in the construcrion
the ditch remains open. To make each wall even, it is necessaryto place all the
logs and fill around them in one go. The logs can be leant against the inside of
the slope in the meantime. This work is easily carried out with an excavator.
The majority of excavators have grappler arms as additional attachments, which
are very well suited to this work. If one is not available, the logs can simply be
attached to the excavator with a belt or chain and lifted into the ditch. when
choosing timber you should make sure that the dimensions are large enough,
becausethe thicker the logs, the longer they will last. The type of wood also plays
a large role in this. Larch and robinia last the longest. The quality of the timber,
in other words factors such as how knotty it is or whether it is infested with bark
beetles, is, however, of minor importance. This allows you to make good use of
low-quality and therefore low-priced timber. I have constructed many of my
roundwood shelters out of timber from windbreak as I described in the chapter
'Landscape
Designl Once a wall has been put up the ditch is filled in and the
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excavatoris used to arrange the logs. With a two-metre-high roundwood shelter
the logs have to reach one metre into the soil. So you must use timber that is at
least three metres long. When all three walls are completed, the logs are all cut
to the same height. This is necessary because it is not always possible to put in
all of the trunks evenly, so you should allow a little leeway in the length of the
timber. The back wall should be somewhat higher, so that it can fit closely with
the top of the roof. This will increase stability even more. After a wall has been
cut to the same height, the individual logs are held togetherwith a cap log. To do
this, a log is cut in two lengthways, laid on top of the wall and nailed on. Once
this is done for both the side walls, work on the roof can begin. Logs are lifted
onto the shelter with an excavator.These are then notched with a chainsaw and
nailed to the walls. The notches improve the fit between the roof and walls and
prevent the shelter from giving way at the sides as well as improving general
stability.
Finally, the roof is covered with sheeting or roofing membrane and earth is
heaped over it. The best way to do this is the following: first of all, I place the
membrane on the logs. Next, a little earth can be put on the membrane. This
is to fill in the spaces between the logs a little. Making the roof more even also
helps to direct surface run-off. Now the sheeting goes on top. At this point it is
important to make sure the sheeting is not damaged, so the earth underneath
the sheeting must under no circumstancescontain any stones.Pond liner makes
the most suitable sheeting, because it is by far the most hard-wearing. Finally, an
additional layer of membrane is placed on top of the sheeting for security.Neither

ScottishHighlondcow ond Dohomey minioturecow in o roundwood shelter.
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the roofing membrane nor the sheeting should be taut, otherwise they could tear
under the weight ofthe very heavy load. Now the shelter is covered. The depth
it is covered to will vary depending on the soil. It should not measure more than
half a metre. Loam soil is particularly heavy, so less should be used. whilst covering the shelter with earth, soil should, of course, be packed around the side walls
as well. The best way to round out the whole building is to put buttresses against
the sides. They provide the soil on each side with additional stability.
The size and design of these shelters can of course vary but the width
should not go beyond four metres, because of the load on the roof. However,
there are few limits on the depth. I use rough timber logs, becausethey reduce
the work load, guarantee greater stability and ensure that the structure will last
Ionger. Naturally, the construction can also be made from finished timber, but
I consider my method to be much easier and cheaper. It is possible to build a
roundwood shelter of this kind with a width of three metres, a length of six
metres and a height of two metres with an excavatorand one additional person
within a day.That makes this one of the fastestand cheapestmethods of building
an insulated shelter or earth cellar. The cost of renting the excavator comes to
around 4oo to 5oo euros a day in Austria (around ro work hours). If you allow for
the cost of the sheeting, nails and your own labour, the total will be between 7oo
and 8oo euros, if you have the timber already.The lifespan of a building like this,
of course,varies depending on the type of wood used and the dimensions. If you
use larch or robinia wood with a diameter of 3o to 4ocm, it will last for around 3o
years. For a building constructed in a single day that is a remarkably long time.
A shelter of this kind is very well suited to cattle because of its height. As
cattle are not as clean as pigs, the shelter must be easily accessible.I have solved
this problem by building it three metres high so that I can easily muck it out
with a tractor. The costs are low, less work is required and the livestock are
h"ppy. That is the perfect combination for me.

Useos o StorogeRoom
Earth is the cheapestand best insulation. The temperature of the soil balances
out fluctuations and provides a steady room temperature, which is not iust good
for livestock, it means the shelters can also be used to store fruit and crops.
As my paddocks are also used to grow crops at the same time and the animals
change paddocks regularly, some of the shelters can be used as storage rooms
during the winter - and they are exactly where the crops are. So if I want to store
turnips or potatoes, for example, I only have to remove the straw or hay with
the tractor fork and, if necessary pour in a tractor bucket of sand. After this
small amount of work I just need to tip the crops in with the tractor. To insulate
the building for storage through winter I block the entrance with straw. The
insulation coupled with the temperature of the soil will stop the building from
freezing in even the harshest of winters. If I only need the building for storage,
it is easyto build a door and create an easily accessiblestorageroom.
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In addition to balancing out the temperature, the high levels of humidity
are an important advantage of these storage rooms. These days many houses
have cellars with heating systemsbuilt into them. concrete floors also replaced
the compacted earth floors in cellars a long time ago. However,this is disastrous
for storing fruit and vegetables.The heating means that the humidity is usually
so low that apples put into storagewither and wrinkle in the shortest amount
of time. However, the high humidity, around 8o to 9o percent in earth cellars,
and their fairly steady temperature between 8 and ropC is ideal for storing the
majority of crops.

StoneCellors
I have also constructed a few stone cellars specially for storing fruit and vegeables on the I(rameterhof. They have the same basic characteristics as a cellar
made from wood, only stone cellars are meant to last for ever. This means that
building one requires a great deal more work.
\vvhenbuilding a storageroom just for fruit and vegetables,
it is a good idea to
take a number of details into account. Good air circulation is important. Gravel
is laid on the floor for drainage. The ventilation pipes must be large enough to
provide the room with the required amount of oxygen. The air goes through a
ten-metre-long underground pipe into my stone cellar. The pipe reaches to a
depth of around one metre. on its way through the pipe the air is brought to
the same temperature as the soil. If the temperature of the air coming in was
t0t
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Stone cellor on the Kromelerhof.

Stone cellor for storingfruit
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not the same as the air inside, there could be an unwanted temperature drop in
the cellar. The result would be a build-up of condensation. The dripping water
could make the crops begin to rot or moulder. Even the diameter of the air inlet
and outlet pipes must be adjusted according to the size of the room. For a room:
earth cellar, for example, I use ventilation pipes with a diameter of at least r5cm.
If the air inlet pipe is sloped slightly downwards, it can also be used as a
drain pipe when the cellar is being cleaned. The air outlet pipe should be put in
at the highest point in the room. This also helps to prevent condensation from
building up.
Naturally, roundwood shelters and storage rooms must be checked regularly
like any other building. This is necessary in order to repair any damage promptly
and to be able to guarantee safety.
Building roundwood shelters and earth cellars is both possible and practical
all over the world. I have had good results with all of my projects. If you make
use ofthe balancing effect ofthe soil, you can create a pleasant, cool retreat in
hot places and a warm one in cold places.You just have to understand how to
make use of nature's resources properly.
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Possib/eUses
Fruit trees and bushes fulfil a number of functions within my permaculture
system. They provide vitamin-rich, healthy food, which can be processed to
create many different products such as jams, preserves,juices, vinegar, wine,
spirits etc. Fruit trees are also very well suited to growing in paddocks where
Iivestock is kept, because they are an excellent source of food. The windfall fiuit
make an especially good source of high quality feed for pigs. The fruit blossoms
provide a great number of insects with a rich source of food. Bees,which play
a substantial role in pollinating fruit trees, particularly benefit from the fruit
blossoms. If there are enough bee colonies nearby, the number of pollinated
flowers will increase dramatically along with the size of the yield. Wood from
fruit trees (mostly wild fruit trees), and especially from pear and cherry trees,
is highly valued as top quality joinery and industrial timber. The roots are very
popular with artists, because the burl wood can be used to make unique and
beautifully shaped objects such as wood carvings or other works of art. The
aesthetic value of the trees should also be considered. From spring to winter, a
blossoming, fragrant orchard in fruit brings joy to the heart and soul every time
you walk through it.
Planting fruit trees costs me no more than planting any other kind of tree.
The costs are not higher when I plant an orchard, because I just sow the trees
and then graft the varieties I want to grow. If you use this method, you will need
to have a great deal of patience, because it will take a long time for the trees
to give their first yield. As fiuit trees have so many advantages, I try to grow as
many of them on my land as possible. I can use all of my terraces for growing
fruit trees, crops and for keeping livestock at the same time.
I also plant cultivated and wild fruit trees in the forest to increase the
diversity of species there and to increase the range of functions available for my
woodland plots. From my point of view, there is no reason not to simply plant
fruit trees (cultivated and wild) together in a mixed culture in the forest. In
the state of Tirol, at least, the authorities agreewith me on this point: a young
farmer told me about a businessconsultation in which the introduction of wild
fruit trees was being actively encouraged near the town of Kufstein using the
striking tag line'jewels of the forest'.If all authoritieswere of the same opinion, I
could have saved myself many disputes and a great deal of time and frustration.
On the Krameterhof there are several thousand fruit trees of different
varieties and sizes. Selling fruit trees and bushes has been one of the farm's
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Fruittreesin blossomore not just pleosingto the eye;
lhey olso moke excellent honey plonts.

most important sourcesof income for some time. I have overseenthe design and
planting of many gardens, recreational areas and public grounds (from parks
and playgrounds to cemeteries). As my trees are not sprayed with pesticides,
fertilised, watered or pruned, they must develop into hardy and independent
trees in order to grow and thrive under these conditions. over the course of
time, they have also adapted themselves well to the climatic conditions in
Lungau where there are large temperature differences during the day and at
night and a greater danger of frost. This is why I have been able to guaranree
that my trees would grow well the year they were planted and the next without
taking any great risk. I knew that failure would be unlikely as long as I planted
the trees myself and the owner followed my instructions: leave the trees alone as
much as possible and do not tend them excessively.This guarantee has given me
a large commercial advantage, because I was the only one who was able to give a
guarantee ofthis kind and the only one to agree to replace any trees that did not
grow. These days I do not have the time to sell trees individually or to take on
small planting jobs, despite the demand still being very high. Time constraints
mean that I can only oversee a few of the larger and more interesting projects,
which my plants are best suited for.
Many fruit trees have been planted throughout the Krameterhof. They have

alsobeenplantedon steepandroclcyterrain,because
theyhelpto stabilisethe
slopewith their deeproots,which providesvaluablesecurity.Naturally,these
treesarenot for sale,insteadtheystaywheretheyhavebeenplanted.Thefluit
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here is either harvested,if the land is easilyaccessible,
we havethe time or there
is demand for it, or it falls from the tree and providesthe animalswith food. On
theseareasofland old and rarefruitvarieties,which generatea lot ofinterest from
distilleries,are generallygrown. My Subirapears,for example,are much sought
after in the production of schnapps.When I sell them I arrangethat the buyer
harveststhe pearsthemselves.This meansthat I only haveto givethe distilleries
the correct harvestingtime. Then they sendpeopleto harvestthe fruit and still
pay a good price for this hard-to-find pearvariety.At this altitude they developa
very intenseflavour,which enhancesthe quality and tasteof the schnapps.
A healthy mixture of cultivated and wild fruit trees grow throughout the
Krameterhof.Wild fruit treescan pollinate manycultivatedfruit trees.Wild fruit
treesare very good for making schnappsand vinegar.They can also be used for
making jams and juicesand for medicinalpurposes.I particularlylike to plant:
'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Crabapple (Malus sy/vesfris)
Wild pear (Pyruspyraster)
Wild cherry (Prunus avium)
Blackthorn(Prunusspinosc)
Rowan(Sorbusaucuparia)
Wild service(Sorbustorminalis)
Servicetree (Sorbusdomestica)
Corneliancherry (Cornusmas)
Snowymespilus(Amelanchierovalis)

View of fruittree terroceson the Krometerhof.
Thedifferentfloweringtimespreventso
compleie crop foilurefrom lote frosts.
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As the treesgrow in a mixed culture, they blossomat different times, which
meansthat a complete crop failure is prevented if the climatic conditions are
unfavourable(latefiost). This diversityand the different flowering times ensures
that there is plenty of pollen availablefor the blossomsto be pollinated, which
will ensurea good yield of fruit.

The Wrong Wqy to Culfivofe FruifIrees
From my childhood to this day I have sown, planted and tended thousands of
trees. Even as a child I was sorry for every twig I had to cut. This meant that
I was always a little negligent when it came to pruning my trees. As a result, a
sort of wilderness developed in my first garden, the BeiJSwurmboanling,over a
period of time. During my training to become an arborist at agricultural school,
I learnt that fruit trees should supposedly be pruned, fertilised and sprayed
with pesticides in order for them to grow well. We were also shown how to
catch, poison and gas voles to prevent them from damaging the fruit trees. It is
shocking that these practices are still described in almost all textbooks today.
During my training I also learnt about the conventional view of how fruit
trees should be planted: for instance, we dug a hole for a fruit tree measuring
one metre across and 4o-5o cm deep. Then we put in galvanised wire mesh,
which was bent at the edges to keep the voles away from the roots, and filled
in earth around the tree. The earth was first mixed with a shovel's worth of
chemical fertiliser and a great deal of water. After that, we hammered in a stake
and tied the tree to it with a leather strap in a figure of eight. Then branches at
an angle of less than 45 degrees from the trunk for apple trees and a 6o-degree
angle for pear trees were removed. We cut each branch back to an outwardfacing bud. This is intended to make the branches grow outwards from the tree.
Most of the inner branches were also removed, so that more sunlight could
reach the crown. This is meant to help the fruit to develop better. The branches
ofpear trees are at an angle of6o degrees,becausethey have deep roots, which
means that the tree can support branches at a steeperangle. The sturdy stake is
meant to stabilise the tree so that it is kept upright and grows better. Wind and
snow will not bring it down so easily. This sounds quite plausible. Poisoning and
gassing voles also makes sense - they eat the tree roots. They will, however, do
this in spite of the wire mesh, because they often dig straight down from above.
It is also possible that in time the mesh will rust and no longer be capable of
protecting the roots.
The intensive use of fertiliser when the tree is planted is supposed to help it
grow The pesticides to protect the tree from fungal diseasesand many different
'pests'
kinds of
are, according to experts, also justified. The economical argument
'tend'
fruit
should be clear to any layperson. The measures described here to
trees require a great deal of energy and ensure that the trees will continue to
need constant care. Trees cultivated in this way are dependent on human care
r08
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'addicted'
from the first day. They are
to regular fertilising and watering and they
are susceptible to scab, fungus and frost. They are easily damaged by the wind
'pests'
or snow and they are vulnerable to
of every kind. According to the rules
of these conventional methods, cultivating fluit trees at high altitudes should
not be possible at all.
When I finished my training, I received a certificate to allow me to purchase
the strongest poisons like parathion. We used these poisons during training.
Once I had internalised the conventional methods, I became almost ashamed
that I had a wilderness garden at home. So I practised what I had been taught
'tidied
immediately and
it up'. The trees were pruned, sprayed with pesticides
and fertilised. I bought chemical fertiliser and I bought mouse poison and gas
from the chemist's by the kilogram. I removed the turf in a radius of one meter
around each tree, hammered in stakes and tied the trees to them tightly. I cut
the espalier trees on the wall of the house back vigorously and bound them
tightly to the frame. I continued to
remove any grass that grew within
one meter of each tree. The voles
that I could not reach with poison
or gas, I gassed with my moped by
directing the fumes from the exhaust
pipe through a tube into the entrance
of the voles' burrows. This was also a
recommendation given by *y school.
I carried out these tasks for a whole
year with great energy. I also used
these methods on my customers' fruit
trees, of which there were many. The
following year, I discovered that all
of my espalier trees were in a pitiful
state. Although a few of them had
put out new shoots at the sides or
close to the ground, the apricot and
peach trees were no longer showing
any signs of life. I despaired, because
I could not work out what the cause
of all of this damage was. I had done
everything according to the textbook!
When I visited my customers in the
spring to sell to them and to prune,
fertilise and spray the fruit trees with

pesticides,it suddenlyoccurredto
me. At the Schuster-Bartl's
farm in
Ramingstein,
with whom I havehad

Heolthytree in my 'wilderness
gorden'.
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good business for manyyears and who have always welcomed me, suddenly the
reception was very cold. Mrs Schuster-Bartl - she was well known for being a
very strong-willed farmer - greeted me with the words: "Aha, here he comes!
You're the one who ruined everything with your chemical fertiliser and pruning
everything back. Well, have a look at what you've done: the espalier tree is dead,
one apple tree's had all its branches broken by snow and the young trees have
all been killed off by the frost! You'll be the one paying for all of this damagel" It
came as a real shock to me. Of course, I could not say that most of my plants at
home were also dead, otherwise I would have had to pay for the damage inflicted
everywhere.
Thank heavens there were customers I had not visited that year and so were
'expert
spared my
advice'.These customers were completely fine. Once I saw this
I breathed a sigh of relief and decided to clear my head and forget what I had
learnt. This put me back on the right track. Mrs Schuster-Bartl was completely
right: the harsh pruning and the large amounts of fertiliser made the trees grow
quickly. However, the branches could not lignify properly, so that they could
not grow in the extreme temperatures we have in Lungau. I turned independent
and healthy trees into dependent addicts and my harsh pruning only mutilated
them. It was a great piece of luck that my practical experienceshelped me to
find myway back to the right and natural path.

My Method
According to my method of planting fruit trees you should leave all of the
branches below the graft intact. This means that you should not cut them off!
Also you do not dig a metre-deep hole, attach a tree guard, hammer in a stake or
use chemical fertiliser. When I plant trees I just dig them in well and cover the
area with mulch or with nearby stones. The layer of mulch holds in moisture,
rots down and servesas fertiliser. The stones stabilise the tree by weighing down
'sweat',
the roots. The stones
in other words condensation collects underneath
them, which is helpful for the newly planted tree. The stones also balance out
the temperature. Finally, large numbers of worms can be found under them and
these provide the tree with valuable and nutrient-rich worm casts. Many other
important helpers like lizards, slow worms and ground beetles find a suitable
habitat between the stones. Once I have planted the tree, I sow the seeds of
soil-improving plants around it. Deep-rooted pioneer plants like lupins, sweet
clover, lucerne and broom are particularly suitable. Their deep roots help to
aerate the soil and prevent water from building up in the topsoil. Fruit trees
are particularly sensitive to a build up of water. They become stunted, they no
longer give the desired yield and are more susceptible to diseaseand pests. I am
often asked why a particular tree does not grow properly. The reason is usually
either that the location is wrong for the tree, whether it is too windy, warm,
cold, wet or dry or that the soil conditions are unfavourable. Compacted soil,
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above all, makes fruit trees difficult to manage. To improve the local conditions,
I create microclimates such as suntraps, windbreaks or raised beds to give the

treethe protectionfromthe elementsit needs.Toimprovethe conditionof the
like thosementionedabove.You mustalways
soil, I sowplant communities
observe trees closely, so that you get a feeling for when they are huppy. In the
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courseof time, you will get a good eye
for it and recognisestraight away by
the colour of the leavesand the bark
whether a tree is in the right habitat
or not. ryl/henI replant a tree, I dig
the other plants up with it. This way
I save myself the work of sowing
anotherarea.I dig the root ball up in
a squareplate shape,which is easyto
put down on the ground or replant.
The accompanyingplants strengthen
the root ball and protect the tree
from drying out while it is being
stored,transportedand when it is reestablishingitself.As I do not require
a net or mesh, I savemyself the work
that would otherwise be required
when securingthe root ball.
As I do not prune the trees,the
branchesretain their resilience.This
means that they can support themselveson the ground when they are
weighed down by fruit or snow. The

trees can stabilise themselves and they are less likely to grow at an angle. They
can adapt themselves to the terrain. When the branches are weighed down by
fruit it allows sunlight to reach the crown. However, if I were to prune and fertilise the trees in the way that experts recommend, then they would put the excess
energy into growing water sprouts, which results in a vicious circle. If I prune
the fruit trees, they lose their resilience.The branches cannot sink when they are
weighed down; instead they stick up rigidly in the air. At our kind of altitudes
(up to r,5oom above sealevel) these brancheswould not be able to withstand the
weight of snow and would break. Too great a load of fruit would have the same
result. Pruning the trees also createswounds, which increasethe risk of disease
(fungal diseases,fire blight). It also causesunnecessary stress to the tree and
requires a great deal of work fiom people. It is a shame that I did not plant fruit
trees on the mountain pasture as a school boy. TWenryyearsago, I began to go
up to the mountain pasture and sow and plant it with a variety of different fruit
trees. Today this fruit is particularlyvaluable, becausethe cherries ripen there in
September. By this point the harvest is long over at lower altitudes where most
cherries are grown, because the early varieties ripen at the end of June. At this
altitude plums, pears and apples develop a very intense flavour, because of the
harsh nights, so I can get a much higher price for them than fruit grown at lower
altitudes. Distillery and vinegar specialists are very aware of these adyantages, as
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well as those who are health conscious,It goeswithout sayingthat a culture of
this kind contradictsall of the rules of conventionalfruit-growing'
The sideshootsand branchesbetweenthe graft and the ground fulfil another
important function. They provide protection againstbrowsing.The twigs which
are just abovethe ground are eaten by hares,the ones aboveare eaten by roe
deer and the ones abovethose by red deer.The animals find food at the right
height for them, so they do not damagethe trunk. As the deer havefree access
to most of my polycultureson the Krameterhofand there are many tasty things
for them to eat,a greatdeal ofthem do wanderthrough,especiallyasthe farm
backsonto a largewild area.This meansthat my fruit trees require additional
protectionagainstbrowsing.

Fruittreesqre
nlnnlar{
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newlycreoted
terrqce.I sow
vorioussupporting
plontsoround
the trees.which
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growingconditions
for the tree os
greenmonure
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ProtectionAgoinsfBrowsing
In general, the need for browsing drops when wild animals find enough food. For
this reason, I always sow and plant everything I grow in large enough quantities
so that the deer, birds, hares and mice all have something to eat. Nature is fertile
enough to provide something for everyone. When humans become too miserly
and want everything for themselves, a great battle against our many fellow
creatures begins. To prevent large-scale damage fiom browsing, I introduce
a large number of distraction plants, which the animals prefer to my valuable
cultivated crops. Many plants like Jerusalemartichokes, various kinds of clover
and buckwheat make good distraction plants and I also use thern concurrently
as green manure crops. Avariety of types of fruit bush work well to distract deer
and keep them away from the polycultures. To prevent stripping, I plant extra
willow trees in the area and especiallyin front of slopes.The deer much prefer to
strip these than the fruit trees, becausethey are softer and more elastic.
If there is a particularly high danger of browsing and stripping or the area
available for cultivation is quite small, it is a good idea to provide additional
protection for fruit trees. To do this I use a homemade remedy, which I paint on
the trees or simply sprinkle over them. It is made of bone salve(the instructions to
make this are in the'Gardens'chapter), linseed oil, slaked lime, fine quartz sand
and fresh cow dung. These ingredients are mixed to a spreadable consistency.
If I want to sprinkle the salve on the plants, I add more linseed oil and use less
sand. It is sprinkled the same way as holy water is in a church. The salve can
also be applied with a brush or broom. The bone salve has an intense and longlasting odour, which repels the deer. The smell gets into the bark and lasts for
manyyears, in a way that is similar to mineral naphtha or beechwood tar, which
can also be used instead of the bone salve.As neither naphtha nor beechwood
tar have such an intense odour, it is a good idea to mix in singed hair, either pig
bristles or cattle hair. To singe the hair, put it in a metal container and light a fire
beneath it, so that the hair is singed by the heat. This produces a floury mass,
which is then mixed into the salve.The smell of singed hair is only noticeable
to humans for a short time, but it continues to be repellent to wild animals
and they stay well away from the salve. The linseed oil is made from flax seeds
and can also be bought in wholefood shops. The oil helps to bind the different
ingredients of the salve together and makes sure that the salve adheres to the
bark. The slaked lime is beneficial to the tree, becauseit emits heat. It also helps
to combine the bone salve and other ingredients. The cow dung helps to bulk
the salve out. It absorbs the other ingredients well, helps to repel animals and
gives the salve a good consistency.
If an animal now tries to eat anything, the obnoxious odour will keep it away.
If the smell of the salve begins to fade and the tree is under threat of being
browsed, the quartz sand remains and causesan unpleasant sensation between
the teeth. Once I observed a deer and her fawn from a raised hide as thev tried
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to eat someof my young fruit trees.I had alreadysprinkled thesetreeswith the
salve.For the first coupleof bites I could seeno reaction.Then in the next bite
there must havebeen a drop of my salve.The result:all of a suddenthe deer
beganto act as if it were crazy.It gagged,threw its head from side to side, ran
forward wildly and tried with all its might to wipe the taste from its mouth on
the grass.The fawn reacted in the sameway soon afterwards.I was in fits of
laughter and had to get down from the raisedhide quickly, becauseI could not
hold myselfup any longer.I wasextremelyencouragedby the effectof my salve.
Obviously the deer did not like the taste of it at all. The salvehas not let me
down to this day.
Other possiblewaysto preventdamagefrom browsingand stripping are
protectiveplants like wild roses,barberries,blackthornor other similarthorny
or prickly plants.Theyoung shootsof theseplantsare grazedthe most heavily
so theywill becomebushyand protectthe fruit treesbehindthem.

FruifVoriefies
From my experiments, I have discovered that supposedly very demanding
varieties - which, according to the experts, only thrive in warm climates and at
low altitudes - can also adjust to high altitudes and give satisfactoryyields. For
example, Golden Delicious thrives here at r,4oom above sea level and produces
large fruit, which store well. You should, therefore, not let yourself be dissuaded
'demanding
varieties' at high altitudes. Naturally,
from cultivating so-called
they must be sheltered from the wind and it is important that they grow in
climatically advantageouslocations. Microclimates, which reflect heat fiom the
sun using stones or bodies of water, for example, and protect the plants from
weather extremes by using the effect of structures like hollows or windbreaks,
are necessaryfor this. Under no circumstances should you turn to chemical
fertilisers, because this will put the tree out of balance and it will not survive
the winter. Fertilised trees grow faster and do not lignify as well as unfertilised
ones. This means that theyare not as frost resistant.According to expert opinion
and literature, fruit growing ends at l,ooom above sea level in Lungau. Despite
this, I cultivate a large variety of cultivated and wild fruit trees up to a height of
l,5oom above sea level.
It is particularly important to investigate the different local varieties that
grow in your area if you wish to grow fruit. These will probably be the best
suited to your location. Hardy varieties I have had good experienceswith can
be found in the following lists. The ripening times given are the average for an
altitude from r,ooom above sea level. They depend a great deal on the altitude
and climate. The White Transparent apple ripens in the middle of August on
the Krameterhof at l,room above sea level and can only be stored for a few days.
As this variety ripens around St Bartholomew's Day on 24th August, it is known
'Bartholomew's
apple'.The fruit quickly becomes floury and, when harvested
as
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late,is barelysuitablefor pressing.At an altitude of r,5oom,on the other hand,
White Transparentapplesripen in September,are much firmer and juicier, can
be storedfor overa month and arestill excellentfor pressing.The locationsgiven
are only generalguidelinesand should showwhere the best conditions for each
variety can be found. The condition of poor soils can, however,be improved
to a degree with green manure, by sowing supporting plants and creating
microclimates.This can allow the majority of varietiesto thrive on soils,which
first appearto be quite unsuitable.So do not let yourselfbe discouragedfrom
experimentingand gatheringyour own experienceswith thesefruit varieties.

RecommendedOld Apple Vorieties

Alkmene

Grows well on shady slopes,
not susceDtible to scab. rnildew
or frost, autumn apple

Mid-September

Dessertapple, can
only be stored for a
short time

Ananas Reinette

Demanding, small yield and
greater chance of canker on
wetsoil, flowers early, winter
aPpre

Mid-October,
good to eat until
March

Flavour similar to
currants, dessert apple

Transparente de
Croncels

Particularly suited to good,
loose soils, wood and flowers
not lrrlnerable to late frosts,
recommended for high
altitudes, good pollinator,
flow_ersearly and long, autumn
apple

Beginning of
September

Highly aromatic
dessert apple, easily
bruised, does not
store for long (until
October)

Baumann's
Reinette

Prefers well-aerated soil,
espalier tree, quite sensitive
to frost, flowers early, winter
apple

October

Yield is ample and
early, firm fruit,
dessertapple, good for
drying, can be stored
until Apdl

Bohnapfel

Undemanding, prefers slightly
damo soil. suited to harsh
conditions (not sensitive to
frost or wind), flowers late and
long, winter apple

End of October,
can be eaten
from February
to the end of
May

Slightly acid, becomes
juicy soon after
harvest, good for
pressing and cider,
good storer

Boiken

Very undemanding in terms
ofsoil and location, flowers
and wood frost hardy, suited to
harsh conditions, fruit is wind
firm, winter apple

Middle to end
of October

Sweet and fruity, given
favourable conditions
can be stored until
May

Danziger
Kantapfel

Undemanding, weather
resistant, suited to high
altitudes, good pollinator,
flowers moderatelv earlv and
long, not vulnerable to rc"b,
winter apple

Beginning of
October (can
be eaten off the
tree)

fuicy and aromatic
fruit, good for juicing,
can be stored until the
end ofJanuary
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Gravenstein

Particularly good on loamy
soil, early variety (sensitive
to frost), windfall, so should
be sheltered from the wind,
autumn apple

Mid-September

High-qualiry dessert
and juicing apple,
stores well (until
December)

)acquesLebel

Undemanding variety, fl owers
{iost hardy, flowers moderately
early and long, good for harsh
c o n d i t i o n s ,b u t p a y a t t e n t i o n
to wind-sheltering, winter
apple

End of
Septemberuntil
mid-October

Juicy,aromaticlluit,
doesnot bruiseeasily,
dessertapple,alsowell
suitedto drying and
makingcider,stores
well (until December)

James Grieve

Well-aerated soil, also suited
to cooler climates, flowers
vulnerable to frost, autumn
apple

Beginning of
September

Aromatic and juicy,
dessertapple, high
yield

Jonathan

Suited to better qualiry soils,
flowers moderately late, good
pollinator, very susceptible to
scab and mildew, winter apple

Beginning of
October, good
to eat until April

Rich in vitamin C,
good dessertapple,
stores well

KaiserWilhelm

Undemanding, flowers and
wood frost hardy, well suited
to high altitudes, fruit is wind
firm, so it can be grown in
windy areas,vigorous growth,
flowers moderately early and
long, winter apple

End of
Septemberuntil
mid-October

Dessert,juicing and
cider apple

Landsberger
Reinette

Prefers wet soil, also suited to
high altitudes, flowers long,
not sensitiveto the elements,
suited to windy areas,winter
apple

End of
Septemberuntil
mid-October

Good dessertapple,
good for drying, can
be stored until January

Boikenopples: they continue to produce excellent fruit ot high oltitudes.
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Maunzen

Undemanding, thrives in
harsh conditions and at high
altitudes, extremely fiost
hardy, flowers late, winter
apple

End of October

Juicy, acid fruit, can be
stored until March

Odenwdlder

Undemanding, very hardy,
suited to high altitudes, very
frost and wood hardy, winter
apple

Beginning of
October

Aromatic and juicy,
can be stored until
December

Ontario

Prefers sunny areas, flowers
moderately early and long,
wood sensitive to frost, well
suited to being an espalier tree,
resistant to diseaseand pests,
winter apple

End of October,
can be eaten in

Refreshing, juicy, acid,
high in vitamin C,
stores for a long time
(until June)

T--.,--,
,dr rudr

y

Sheep'sNose

Prefers good soil, avoid
extreme wet (danger of
canker), flowers late, wood and
flowers very frost hardy, suited
to harsh conditions and high
altitudes, winter apple

End of
September until
mid-October,
good to eat
until the end of
February

Mildly aromatic, very
good cider apple

Schmidtberger's
Rote

Prefers wet, healry soil, can be
grown in sunny areas as well
as in harsh conditions and
at high altitudes, sensitiveto
overfertilising, winter apple

Good regular
yield every
other year in
September

Juicy, acid fruit

Belle de Boskoop

Vigorous growth, fairly
resistant to scab and canker;
flowers early (sensitive to
frost), winter apple

Harvest from
the end of
Septemberto
mid-October,
can be eaten
from December
until February

Acid flavour, dessert
and cooking apple,
good for pressing

Stark Earliest

Hardyand undemanding
variery,alsoripensat high
altitudes,earlyvariety

Arrorrcf

Aromatic, poor soil
conditions lead to
small fruit

(generally
before
the White
Transparent)

White
Transparent

Early variety, frost hardy
(suited to harsh conditions
and growing as an espalier),
summer apple

August

Refreshing and juicy,
can only be stored for
a short time (around
r4 days),dessertapple

Winter Rambo

Prefers fresh soil, flowers
moderately late and long,
flowers are resistant to late
frost, very resistant to scab,
winter apple

Beginning of
October

Cooking and dessert
apple, can be stored
until January

Zabergiu
Reinette

Moderatelysensitiveto frost,
will grow on dry soil, low
susceptibilify
to scab,flowers
late and long,winter apple

Middle to end
of October

Sweet and aromatic,
dessert apple, large
crop, can be stored
until March
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Alkmene in full bloom; thisopcle voriely iswell suiled to shody conditions In ihe picture
it is being grown os on espclieron the western side of the Krometerhof

Subiro- o roredelicoc'yhighlysoughtafierin the productionof schnopps.
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Recommended Old Peor Vqrielies
As a rule, pearsshould not be harvestedlate, becausethey havea tendencyto
quickly becomeoverripeand they cannot be storedany more. It is important to
determinethe right time to harvest.

Beurr6 Alexandre
Lucas

Undemanding, dealswell
with fiost, suited to high
altitudes, good espalier tree,
early winter pear

October

Sweet, fruity,
refieshing dessert
pear, stores well
(until December)

Coloree de Juillet

Undemanding, suited to high
altitudes, ripens very early

August

Cannot be stored,
small, sweet fiuit

Clapp's Favourite

Undemanding, rnust be
sheltered from wind, not too
dry, espalier tree, also grows
in partial shade, summer pear

EndofAugust

Largeand iuicy

Beurr6 Hardy

Undemanding, very vigorous
growth, particularly good
in wind-sheltered areas
(premature windfall), fl owers
hardy, also suited to high
altitudes, autumn pear

Middle to end
of September

Pear

Comtesse de Paris

Prefers deep soil, wood is
frost hardy, flowers sensitive
to late frost, must be
sheltered from wind, very
good espalier tree

October

Tart and aromatic

Beurr6Gris

Undemanding, can be grown
in dry and windy areas,
relatively small fiuit, frost
hardy

September

Verygoodfor drying

Louise Bonne

Suited to well-aerated soil,
flowers and wood sensitive to
frost. wind firm. not in cold
or wet areas, danger of scab,
good espalier tree, autumn
pear

September

Aromatic, sweet
dessert pear,
stores well (until
November), very
good for drying

Conference Pear

Undemanding, not sensitive
to cold, avoid overly wet soil,
autumn pear

September to
mid-October

Very aromatic, good
yield

Souvenir du CongrAs

Undemanding, must be
sheltered from wind,
particularly suited to harsh
conditions, espalier tree,
fl owers moderately early

MidSeptember
until the
beginning of
October

Very large {fuit
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Gros Blanquet

Veryundemanding, hardy
flowers, hardyvariety, suited
to harsh conditions, summer
Dear

End of July

Coarse-grained,
aromatic, sweet
dessert pear, also
well suited to
cooking

Dovenne Boussoch

Undernanding, hardy, suited
to high altitudes, flowers and
wood verv resistant to fiost,
espalier tiee, autumn pear

MidSeptember

Tart, can only be
stored for a limited
time

Rote Pichelbirne

Particularly good on deep,
wet soil, sensitive to Iiost,
autumn pear

October

fuicy and sweet,
good for cider and
drying

Salzburger Pear

Suited to well-aerated soil,
vulnerable to scab under
unfavourable conditions,
summer pear

End ofAugust

Very aromatic
dessert pear

Speckbirne

Suitedto drv soil, flowers
early,sensitiveto frost

October to
December

Particularlygoodfor
cider,alsowell suited
to drying

Subira

Undemanding, thrives at
high altitudes and in harsh
climates

September

Exceptionally good
for schnapps

Williams'Bon
Chrdtien

Does not need much sun,
vulnerable to wind (windfall),
still gives good yields in
partial shade and at high
altitudes, espalier tree, late
summer Dear

End ofAugust

Particularlygood
flavour,very
aromatlc

RecommendedOld Domsonqnd PlumVqrieties

Bi.ihler Fri.ihzwetsche

Undemanding, quite resistant
to frost, diseaseand pests,
ripens early

Juicy, but not very
aromatic

Greengage

Undemanding, also grows on
poor soil, wood and flowers
quite sensitive to frost, grows
in sheltered areas

]uicy, sweet fruit,
cannot selfpollinate, very good
for compote and jam

Quetsche

Suited to damp, warm areas
and good soil (if it is too dry
the yield and fruit will be
small), sensitive to frost, but
very good as a windbreak
tree, self-pollinating

End of
September to
mid-October

Very sweet and
aromatic, can be
processed in many
different ways
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Kirke's

Undemanding, resistant to
cold, well suited to harsh
conditions and high altitudes

September

Large, sweet, juicy
dessert plum,
cannot self-pollinate

Czar

Prefers good wet soil in
sheltered areas at high
altitudes - ripens properly
up to r,4oo m above sea level;
hardv. but a little sensitive
to Ilost

August

Juicy and mildly
aromatic

Wangenheim's Early
Plum

Undemanding, suited to
high altitudes, resistant to
frost, ripens fully in harsh
conditions, self:pollinating

Middle to end
ofAugust (at
low altitudes),
midSeptember(at
high altitudes)

Juicy

Wild qnd SourCherries

Drinnisen's Gelbe
Knorpelkirsche

Relatively undemanding, its
colour means that it is rarely
targeted by cherry fruit flies
or birds

EndofJuly

Firm, pleasantly
aromatic yellowgold fruit with clear
)ulce

GroBe Prinzessin

Prefers good, deep soil, keep
sheltered from the wind,
resistant to cold, flowers
moderately early and long

Mid-July

Aromatic, bright red
with light coloured
flesh

BigarreauNoir

Prefers well-aerated. loamv
and sandy soil, only slightiy
resistant to frost, good yields
in windy conditions and at
high altitudes

Mid-July

Very sweet, redbrown fruit

Hedelfinger
Riesenkirsche

Adaptable, relatively resistant
to frost

J,rly

Juicy,dark brownred fruit

Kassin's Friihe

Relatively resistant to fiost,
flowers early

Juneto July

Sweet to mild, redbrown fruit, well
suited to juicing

Morello Cherry

Very adaptable, relatively
undemanding, needs little
sun, will thrive in wet places
in partial shade (north-facing
slopes,windy areas),wood is
frost hardy, good pollinator,
flowers very late

Beginning of
August

Acid and tart,
reddish-brown fruit,
well suited to the
production of juice,
wine, compote and
,am

Schneider'sSpite
Knorpelkirsche

Undemandingin termsof
soil, quite sensitiveto frost,
flowerslate

End of Julyto
the beginning
ofAugust

Mild, reddish
colouredfruit
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Apricol ond PeqchVorieties
I particularly recommendungrafted local varieties like the ungrafted vineyard
peach,asit is lesssusceptibleto leafcurl, a diseasedreadedbypeachgrowers.

Hungarian Best
(Apricot)

Undemanding, will grow on
poor soil, relatively resistant to
cold, but vulnerable to late frost,
fl owers early, self-pollinating

Excellent for the
production ofiam
and compote

Kernechtervom
Vorgebirge
(Peach)

Relatively undemanding, lives
long, quite resistant to the
elements

Sweet to tart
flavour

Wongenheim's
EorlyPlum
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Propogofing ond Groffing
Cultivatedfruit treesare not usuallypropagatedusing seeds,becausethe characteristicsof the desiredvariety will not be passedon true through the seeds.
This quality has been encouragedto the extent that many fruit cultivars can
now only be pollinated by different varieties.This meansthat everyflower,and
therefore every fruit, can produce different seedsand consequentlydifferent
characteristics.So,if you want to preservethe qualities of a certain variety,you
must propagateit vegetatively.Graftingis fundamentallyvegetativepropagation.
'scion'is not directly rooted, but insteadjoined to a rootstock.
The shoot or
The practice of grafting was developed,becausea tree with beautiful and
aromatic fruit doesnot necessarilygrow well. A grafted tree consistsof at least
two different plants with qualitieswhich complementeachother. This makesit
possibleto combine the positive growing characteristicsof the rootstock with
the qualities of the cultivated fruit to createa tree which grows healthily and
producesgood fruit.

Rootslock
'get
along' with each other.
For grafting to be successful both partners must
This means that only certain plants can be used as a rootstock. These are mostly
members of the same species,although related speciescan also sometimes be
used. As previously mentioned, the rootstock generally determines the growing
characteristicsof the grafted plant. It also has an effect on characteristicssuch as
the plant's resistance to diseaseor frost. This means that for everyvariety of fruit
there is a multitude of different rootstocks that can be chosen to match different
criteria. Today, dwarf rootstocks are used for most fruit trees, because they keep
the tree small and make it fruit earlier. An example of this would be the practice
of grafting many pear varieties on quince as a rootstock, because it does not
grow as vigorously and this slows down the growth of the pear. For my method
of grafting, however, I prefer rootstocks from vigorous growing seedlings (from
fruit grown from seeds) and wild varieties. Dwarf varieties used as rootstocks
do not grow as vigorously. They do not develop strong root systems, which is
one of the most important conditions for an independent tree. The weak roots
mean that the trees fiequently have to be tied to stakes so that they will not be
knocked over by the wind or snow. They also cannot supply themselves as well
with nutrients, which means that they have to rely on good soil or even fertiliser.
They are more sensitive to drought and they are usually much more susceptible
to disease and frost. For my requirements I need hardy and independent trees
which can thrive on poor soil and in unfavourable locations. These needs are
best fulfilled by rootstocks from vigorous and hardy seedlings. Their strong
growth means that they will fruit a few years later and also grow taller, which
makes harvesting the fruit a little more diffrcult. But I accept all of this happily.
On the one hand, dwarf rootstocks would not grow so well on the farm. On
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Cherryireesin full
bloom on the site
of on old spruce
forest.

the other hand, the characteristics of these rootstocks and the cultivation they
make possible would save me a great deal of work. If I take into consideration
the amount of work I save in terms of maintenance by grafting onto vigorous
rootstocks, the greater amount of work required to harvest them is put into
perspective. A further point which speaks for using vigorous growing rootstocks
is the fact that they live for much longer. So I can plant a fruit forest that will
continue to provide food for the next generation.

Scion
You should use strong and sturdy perennial shoots for scions.Water sProuts
are not suitable.The middle part of the shoot is used for grafting,which should
havethree to five buds on it. Scionsshould be cut during the dormant months
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in winter (January is best) and stored until they are grafted in the spring. It is
best to store them in a cellar in wet sand. Scions can also be cut and used fresh
for grafting. If you do this, it is best to use the shoots straight after they are cut.
If I find a nice tree somewhere that I want to take a scion from and take home
with me to enrich my orchard with, I have to stop the scion from drying out with
a damp cloth. If the scions are cut in spring or summer, cut the leavesoff and
leaveabout rcm on each leaf stalk.

Grofling
The aim of grafting is to bind the rootstock and the scion so that they grow
together. It is necessary to achieve a good contact between the cambium layers
of the rootstock and scion. The cambium is the cell layer between the bark and
wood, which is responsible for growth by cell division. Only when these layers
are well joined will the graft be successful. There are many different grafting
techniques, which can be used on different parts of the tree and at different
times. With a little skill and practiceyou can learn and carry out these techniques
for yourself very easily. Neat work is particularly important. All cuts must be
clean and you must not touch them, becausethis will contaminate the surface
'budding
knifel which is only
of the wound. For cutting you need a very sharp
used for this purpose.

The outhor demonstrotesthe technique of cleft grofting.
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. Whip cnd Tongue Grafting
For this method of grafting the rootstock and scion must be of the same
thickness. I usually whip and tongue graft my young plants after the first or
second year of growth in spring. I graft them at the root collar, which means that
I cut the rootstock to around rocm above the ground at an angle. The cut must be
three to four centimetres long so that the rootstock and the scion make contact
over a large area. It must be done in a single stroke, so that any unevenness is
avoided. If the cut is not successful,it must be done all over again. I then cut
'Whip
a tongue in the rootstock (see the diagram
and Tongue Grafting'). The
scion is also cut at an angle and cut with a tongue to fit the one in the rootstock.
It is important to ensure that there is a bud on the opposite side of the cut.
Both cut areas must fit together flush so that the cambium layers join together
properly. Now the scion is slotted into the rootstock. The graft is then wrapped
with raffra. The buds must remain uncovered so that they can still sprout. This
binding is to improve the contact between the rootstock and the scion. To stop
the graft from drying out or getting infected, it and any open cuts are painted
with grafting wax. The buds must naturally not be covered.

. CleftGrofting
A cleft graft is used when the rootstock is thicker than the scion. There are many
different types of cleft graft, but the simplest is the bark graft. I generally carry
out this type of grafting in May when the bark can easily be peeled back. The
method is very simple. The stem of the rootstock is cut straight at the desired
height and most of the twigs are removed. when doing this remember to leave
one or two small twigs as nurse branches. They are important for supplying
nutrients and also help to prevent sap from building up in the tree. The surface
of the cut is then neatened with a specialist knife called a pruning knife, because
clean cuts heal faster.A slit is now made in the rootstock without damaging the
cambium and the bark is peeled back. The slit should be around 4cm long. The
scion is cut at an angle as before. This cut should also be 4cm long. Again there
should be a bud on the opposite side to the cut. To help improve the success
of a graft, I also smooth off the edges of the area around the cut slightly (by
roughly rmm). Be sure to only smooth off the bark and not the cambium when
doing this. This technique uncovers more cambium, which in turn makes it
easier for the scion and rootstock to grow together. Now I push the scion into
the gap underneath the bark. The bud level with the cut on the scion should
be around the middle of the graft. Finally, the graft is bound with raffia and all
cuts are painted with grafting wax. The buds should again remain uncovered.
Depending on the thickness of the rootstock additional scions can be grafted.
If the rootstock has a diameter of roughly 4cm or more a second scion should
definitely be used. If the graft is successful,the nurse branches can be removed
the next vear.
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. Bud Grofting
Another method of grafting is bud grafting. In this case, only a single bud and
not the entire scion is joined with the rootstock. A T-shaped cut is made in a
smooth area of bark on the rootstock. Next the bark is peeled back slightly at
the sides of the vertical cut. Then a well-grown bud is removed from a scion with
a straight upward slice starting from the bottom (from the base in the direction
of the tip of the shoot) in the shape of a shield. Be sure not to include any wood
in the cut. Now insert the bud in the slit and push it in with the back of your
knife. The bark overlapping the bud should be trimmed flush with the top of
the T-shaped cut. Finally, the graft is bound with raffia and painted with grafting
wax. The bud should remain uncovered.
You can use an active bud as well as a dormant one. An active bud should be
budded in spring (May), and then itwill sproutwithin theyear. With a dormant
bud you should bud in the summer (July or August). Dormant buds sprout the
next year, hence their name. When grafting active buds you should use fresh
scions. The leaveson these twigs are cut to short stalks. You will know whether
the grafting has been successful if the leaf stalks fall off after around three weeks.
Once the buds have joined with the rootstock properly and have sprouted, I cut
the rootstock just above the graft and paint the cuts with grafting wax. When
bud grafting it is also a good idea to use more than one bud. This increasesthe
chance of success,becausenot every bud will necessarilysprout.
. Bridge Grofting
With the help of grafting I cannot only propagate fruit trees, but I can also save
damaged trees. If a tree is heavily damaged, the flow of sap is interrupted or
destroyed and the tree begins to dry out and die. If it survives, sooner or later
the trunk will give way, becausethe damaged area begins to rot and the tree is
destabilised. However, a tree in this situation can be saved relatively easily. I only
have to join the area above and below with scions (preferably from the same
tree), so that, in time, they can take over the transport and support functions for
the trunk, in other words, the damaged area is blpassed. I begin by cleaning the
wound and trimming all of the frayed areas. Now I graft scions above and below
the wound underneath the bark. You should always use at least three scions.
This method can even help to save heavily damaged trees. Trees treated
in this way are better protected from sources of damage (like browsing) in
the future, because they are no longer easily accessible.The tree also has the
resourcesto repair itself if it is damaged.
With grafting there are no limits to your fantasy: it is perfectly possible to
graft a number of varieties onto a single tree. This is a great advantage when I only
have space for one tree. As I have already mentioned, many fruit trees, especially
apples and pears, cannot self-pollinate, so they must have pollinating varieties
available. I can solve this problem by grafting on a branch from a pollinating
variety. Having a number of varieties on one tree in a small garden helps to
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ln o fruitforesi
everyoneishoPPY.

minimise the risk of crop failure. Different ripening times and differentvarieties
of fruit make it possiblenot only to havea more varied harvest,but alsocreates
a unique collectionand increasesthe happinessgainedfrom a singlefruit tree.
I beli
that anything that is fun should be allowed in the garden.There are
All you needis a little imagination.
endlesspossibilitiesfor experimentation.

Sowingo FruifFo sf
Usingseedlingsasrootstocksfor my fruit treesis avery simple,economicaland
practically risk-free method of cultivating a lush fruit forest or orchard. I will
now describethis method in greaterdetail.
Fruit trees generallyprefer high-quality soil. I begin by preparing the area
using soil-improving plants, so that my fruit treeswill thrive. The role of green
'Soil Fertility'. The amount of
manure in the creation of humus is coveredin
time this takes dBpendson the properties of the soil. The majority of acid soil
on the I(rameterhof,where spruceforestsonce grew took around two yearsto
improveto the pointwhere I could grow fruit treesand other demandingplants
without additional support. Green manure is not a one-off measure:it must
play a continuous role in cultivation, becausea fertile and healthy soil is the
key to success.Once I have prepared the soil, it is necessaryto loosen it for
sowing.I grazemy reliableworkers,the pigs,there and they dig overand loosen
the soil for me. This preparesthe areafor fruit treesand I can begin to sow the
plants. The best and most economicalsourceof seedsI have is in the form of
pomace (the pulp left over from pressingfruit for juice or cider), although the
material left over from the must when distilling schnappswill alsowork well if
l3l
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The rowon (Sorbusoucuporio) is
not only o beoutifultree, but its
fruitis highlysought ofter in the
production of schnopps.

the seedscan be separated after they have been heated. I leave this pomace to
ferment for around four to five weeks and distribute it over the area. During the
fermentation process the layers which naturally delay germination are broken
down. This stratification greatly increases the seeds' chance for success.As
the trees grow in their intended location from the start, they can best adapt
themselves to the soil and climatic conditions. The diversity of plants lessens
the chanceof browsing from deer. Fencing the area offis never a bad idea, as this
means it can also be used as a paddock. Once the trees have been growing for
one to two years, they can be grafted. I only select the best trees for grafting, so
I get the optimal plants for the location. Trees growing too close together can be
replanted. This method is not only simple and economical, it is also particularly
'unfavourable
well suited to
areas',because my trees have had time to adiust to
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the local conditions from when they were seedlings. This method should also
encourage you to experiment, because it requires very little effort and practically
no risk. It would be simple to turn a sPruce forest into a fruit forest using this
technique. I do not graft all ofthe seedlings in the area, becausethey can also
produce interesting {iuit. I have often received very sweet fruit ideally suited to
schnapps from cherry seedlings. There is a market for a great variety of kinds
of wild fruit, as I have already mentioned, and they should therefore not be
neglected. I also like to grow wild fruit in the form of fruit hedges, which can
serve as windbreaks to protect more sensitive cultivated fruit trees. In this
way they fulfil many different functions. The fact that the hedges provide an
environment for large numbers of useful animals and insects is obviously also
an advantage.

The'ShockMethod'
As a child, my route to school was very long and exhausting and took about
two hours even if I walked quickly. It was a simple cart path and went through
the forest and past fields. I would find no end of interesting things there; a root
or a nice pebble, and now and again a small tree which I would plant in my
little garden. Shortly before the end of June, the end of school, I found a few
small wild apple trees on a pile of stones on my way back home. I could not
resist and took them back with me. Although they were a good two metres tall,
I could simply pull them up without digging, because their roots had found
little purchase on the stones. Full of joy, I carried them back home and wanted
to show them to my mother before I planted them. Instead of the praise I had
hoped for, she scolded me and said that it was a shame for the beautiful trees,
because with fully-grown leaves they would not take root at this time of year.
Despite this, I took the trees to my little garden (BeiJ3wurmboanling), dug them
in as well as I could and, as always, covered the soil with leaves. I could not water
them, because the garden was too far away from the nearest source of water. I
did not have any great hopes of the trees growing. My mother had explained to
me that I was replanting the trees when it was already far too late and they were
already in full leaf. For this reason, I came upon the naive idea of removing all of
the leaves,becausethey seemed to be stopping the trees from taking root. Then
they stood bare in my little garden. I went to look at them every day in the hope
that I might see some sign of life. Severalweeks passed until one of the trees
suddenly, and to my complete surprise, produced new shoots. Once I discovered
there was no stopping me and, pulling her by the apron, I brought my mother to
look at the garden. She would not believe my story so I had to bring her, so that
she could see for herself. Even she was surprised and she asked me: "What did
you do to make the trees grow? What luck!"
'shock
method'. It is
Later on this experience inspired me to develop my
an emergency technique to allow badly rooted trees without root balls to be
replanted, even when they are already fully in leaf, in flower, or bearing fruit.
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Fruittreesplontedbetweenroisedbedsusingthe 'shockmethod'.
I begin by laying the trees in the sun, so that the leavesdry out. Naturally, the
roots should be covered, becausethey cannot tolerate sun. I use a wet jute sack
to cover the roots. To make sure the leavesdry quickly, the trees must not be
watered. The wet sackswill ensure that the roots do not dry out, but they will
not provide enough water to supply the leaves.After about a day, the leaves
will have dried out and the trees can be replanted. I do not soak the soil before
planting or water the trees afterwards. The only protection they receiveis a layer
of mulch to keep the soil moist. I would never be able to water all of the trees
on the Krameterhof becauseit would take far too much time and energy.Trees
planted using my method quickly develop new, fibrous roots, which supply the
trees with nutrients and water again. They can survive the initial lean period,
becausethey no longer have any leavesor fruit to support. If I were to plant a
tree in full leaf and fruit instead and not water it, then all of its energy would be
used to maintain the leaves.The roots would not get enough attention and the
tree would grow badly, if at all. This tree could be compared to a cut flower: it
is given plenty of water, yet it can barely support itself. Trees treated using my
'shock
method' concentrate on taking root and do not produce shoots until they
have the energy to do so. The trees are raised to be independent.
I have cultivated thousands of trees over the years using this method. I have
bought remainder stock, which are often just chopped up or burnt, from tree
nurseries at a very good price and planted them using my'shock methodl In my
experience, trees planted using this method grow best between raised beds. A
Iarge amount of moisture collects between the beds and the trees recover quickly.
After two to threeyears the trees have developed so well that I can dig around
the root ball and replant or sell them. In this way my childhood experienceshave
provided me with avery good business.
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Processing,Morkefingond Sel/ing
The diversity of an orchard provides a large range of processing and marketing
opportunities. The dessert and cooking fruit is harvested and stored in a fruit
or earth cellar. The fruit for juice, cider and vinegar as well as for making
schnapps or for drying is sorted and processed.Fruit can also be made into jam
or compote if there is a demand for it. Oil (from nuts) can also be pressed.As
grafting and processing fruit takes a great deal of energy, the market situation
should be carefully examined in advance. It is important to find out if there is
a large enough market for the product and if you will get an adequate price for
your efforts.
The successof your businessalso depends on the strength of its marketing.
With a large farm like the Krameterhof where we grow approximately r4,ooo
fruit trees of differentvarieties over an areaof 45 hectares,itwould be impossible
to harvest all of the fruit we grow and process it. This is not only because the
work required would be too extensive, but also because there are difficult-toaccessareas,which make harvesting very difficult. In our case, the best use of
these steep slopes is as a source of food for the pigs. The fruit trees grow just like
any alder or spruce - the only difference is that every year they produce beautiful
flowers and in autumn they yield fruit. They do not take any more or less time
to maintain than any other tree. The fruit trees feed my livestock every year for
a very long period of time without me having to do any work. Their flexibility is
one further reason to try growing them.
Changing from commercial fruit growing to a permaculture system is really
quite difficult. Usually commercial orchards are grafted on dwarf rootstocks and
tied to espaliers.These dwarf rootstocks do not develop primary roots, because
they no longer require them for support. A naturally growing tree on a seedling
rootstock which is not supported by a stake naturally develops strong primary
roots. It braces itself against the wind and develops into an independent tree
that requires no firrther maintenance. In the espaliergardensof commercial fruit
growing it is a good idea to make use of pigs. This means thatyou can leaveall of
the trees standing. They should no longer be fertilised or sprayedwith pesticides
and the yield should be used as a natural source of food for the pigs. For larger
livestock like cattle and horses this is not advisable, because the many wires
and narrow paths would present too many hazards. If the wires and stakes were
removed, however, the orchard would be left in a sorry state. In this case, you
must decide if you want to make a low-quality product, which for the most part
will not be profitable. Changing to a permaculture system is not only difficult
'addicted'
trees, but fieeing yourself of the mind-set of commercial
becauseof
fruit growing also requires you to radically change the wayyou think.
Whilst I was providing a consultation on changing a farm over to using permaculture techniques in South Tyrol, an elderly farmer told me that he had been
asked by the marketing cooperative to harvest his apples within a set period of
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time. When I replied that the apples would still be green, he explained that the
apples had to be green, otherwise they would be discarded as cheap pressing
apples. He was not happy with the rates: the farmer said that he had only just
received the invoice for the previous year and had to pay money back, because
the storagecosts were higher than the proceeds. I was surprised and asked him
why he was still harvesting apples and delivering them. "Well, yes," he said, "but
maybe things will go better this year." I told him that if I were him I would think
of alternatives. "No, we can't do that here, we have contracts and we can't just get
out of them. Also, what would people say?" Once he had admitted that he was
making a loss and all that he was left with was work and the expense of chemical
fertilisers and pesticides, he said, "Well, there's nothing you can do about that,
that's just the way farming is. I can't do anything about it, you should explain
that to my son."
We need creativity and courage to forge new paths. There are many ways
to be a successful farmer. The higher yield of intensive farming, as the example
shows, is no longer a guarantee of profitability - quite the contrary. The larger
amount of work and the financial aid required often eat up the profits. How long
will it take for farmers to free themselves of the shackles of cooperatives and
make their way to independence?

r36

Mushroom cultivation is, along with keeping livestock and growing plants,
an important branch of our production on the Krameterhof. I began to work
with mushrooms some time ago. Mushrooms were one of my most important
sources of income in the 8os. In Lungau and the neighbouring areas I sold
button, oyster, shiitake, and king stropharia mushrooms and many other
kinds with great success. However, the atomic disaster in Chernobyl in 1986
suddenly changed the situation. Despite the fact that our mushrooms were
obviously not contaminated, overnight it became impossible to sell them. This
hard economical blow caused me a number of sleeplessnights. In hindsight, it
does, however, make clear what the consequences of extreme specialisation for
a business can be. There will always be unforeseeable events, with unexpected
outcomes, to which only the few with enough flexibility and versatility can
adapt. Specialisation,on the other hand, createsonly risk and dependence.

Generol
Fungi are not plants; instead they belong to a separatekingdom. They are one
of the most important decomposers (saprotrophs) in the soil. They convert
accumulated biomass into nutrients that plants can absorb. Without them
the cycle of nature could not function. Anyone who wants to understand the
way that fungi live and function must first understand their structure. The
widespread opinion is that fungi only consist of the parts that can be seenabove
ground, in other words the cap and stem. In reality, a mushroom is nothing
other than the fruiting body of a fungus and can be likened to an apple on an
apple tree. The fungus consistsof the much largerand mostly hidden mycelium,
which is composed of thread-like cells (hyphae). If you compare the fungus
to an apple tree, the mycelium corresponds to the trunk, branches and roots.
Fungi, unlike plants, cannot produce organic material from inorganic material
(mineral nutritive salts) for themselves. They do not contain chlorophyll and
therefore cannot photosynthesise. This means that, like anirnals, they need
nutrients from organic material (from the substrate), which are absorbed by the
mycelium. Many fungi also develop mycorrhizae and form symbiotic associations with plants. The fungus' hyphae colonise the ends of the plant's roots, take
over a part of the plant's nutrition and help the plant to absorb water and mineral
nutrients. Nitrogen and phosphates are also made more easily accessibleto the
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plant by the decomposing activity of the fungus. The fungus also profits from
the symbiosis, becausethe plant supplies it with the products of photosynthesis
(principally carbohydrates).
Many plants form symbiotic associations because of their inherent advantages. If a plant does not have accessto its specific symbiotic partner, it will
grow poorly. Frequently poor soil or unfavourable climatic conditions are
blamed, whereas it is usually enough just to incorporate a little soil from the
plant's natural environment. The previously stunted plant will now thrive,
becauseit has accessto its symbiotic partner. These basic concepts are needed
to understand the way mushrooms are cultivated. The majority of cultivated
mushrooms require a substrate of either wood, compost or straw.
Mushrooms that live in symbiosis, such as ceps (Boletus edulis) or chanterelles (Cantharellus cibarius), require their symbiotic partner in the form of
forest trees in addition to a forest floor as a substrate.
If you understand what mushrooms need and the best ways in which to
fulfil these needs, you will quickly achieve success in growing mushrooms.
Mushroom cultivation does not require a large amount of space.It is possible to
grow enough mushrooms for your own consumption on just a zm' balcony. For
farmers, mushroom cultivation can also make for a lucrative source of income
with minimal costs and work. Before growing mushrooms on a large scale,
however, it is important to gather experience and cultivate different kinds of
mushrooms on different substrates.After some time spent experimenting, you
will be able to use your experiencesprofitably.

HeolthBenefrfs
Mushrooms have long been recognised as not only a healthy food, but also as
a form of medicine. This is why indigenous mushrooms like the honey fungus
(Armillaria mellea) have been used as a laxative for centuries. The giant puffball
(Calvatia gigantea) and agarikon (Laricifumes fficinalis) mushrooms were also
used to staunch bleeding. However, this old knowledge has mostly been lost.
Now that Asian medicine with its natural remedies has become so popular,
mushrooms are once again being considered as a medicine. One of the most
interesting East Asian medicinal mushrooms is the shiitake mushroom
(Lentinula edodes).This mushroom is not only a very popular delicacy because
of its excellent flavour, but its healing effect is astonishing. Its ability to lower
cholesterol has already been demonstrated in medical studies; it is also effective
against colds and strengthens the immune system. Moreover, it has been
scientifically confirmed that the shiitake mushroom has a positive effect in the
treatment of cancer. Although probably the most interesting thing about this
medicinal mushroom is that it can be cultivated almost anywhere and with very
little effort. Shiitake cultures grow on sycamore logs on the Krameterhof up to a
height of r,5oom above sea level.
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There are also a number of other medicinal mushrooms, which can easily
be grown on the Krameterhof. For example, the Judas' ear fungus (Auricularia
auricula-jud.oe),which can be used to treat nausea or to lower blood pressure,
or the lingzhi mushroom (Ganoderma lucidum), which is used to treat sleeping
disorders and strengthen the immune system.
Mushrooms are also a healthy food. Their high fibre contenr is known to aid
digestion. They are also low in calories and rich in vitamins and minerals, which
means they are often used in diets. Mushrooms are best eaten fresh, but they
retain much of their flavour and nutrients when they are dried. They also make
very good tea. Mushroom tea is very good at preventing and treating illnesses
and for detoxification.

Ihe Bosicsof MushroomCulfivotion
Most mushrooms need wood, straw or compost as a substrate. Mushrooms that
grow on wood or straw are by far the easiest to cultivate, because wood and
straw are already complete substrates. Compost mushrooms like button and
field mushrooms (Agorfcus spp.) or shaggy ink caps (Coprinus comctus) are,
conversely, much more difficult to cultivate, because they need a specific mixture
of compost made from straw or dung (usually horse manure). Producing the
substrate requires specialist knowledge and is usually too laborious to be used
on a small scale. This is why I limit myself to cultivating mushrooms that can be
grown on wood or straw. Most of the particularly tasty and healthy mushrooms
belong to this group anyway. You will not need any specialist knowledge to be
able to cultivate these mushrooms successfully.
Only uncontaminated raw materials should be used to grow culinary and
medicinal mushrooms. Mushrooms can absorb harmful substancesand retain
them. For this reason you should be especially careful when using straw or
compost as a substrate. If the straw or manure has been produced conventionally
it is, in my opinion, unsuitable for cultivating organic mushrooms. Even wood
can contain harmful substances. Trees near busy roads, motorways or industrial
areas usually contain large amounts of heavy metals. These harmful substances
accumulate in the bark and make the logs unusable for mushroom cultivation.

Growing Mushroomson Wood
The fact that most mushrooms that grow on wood are cultivated in almost exactly
the same way makes growing them much easier.Any differences are usually just
limited to slight preferences in terms of log size, type of wood, temperature and

humidity.If possiblethe mushroomcultureshouldbestartedin spring,because
this gives the mycelium enough time to colonise the wood and remain safe
from frost damage. The mycelium can still grow at low temperatures, but quick
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colonisation occurs best at temperatures around 2o"C. If the fungUs has the
chance to grow deep into the wood through the summer, then low temperatures
and frost will not be able to harm it. There are, however' different temperature
preferences for producing fruiting bodies. For instance, shiitake mushrooms
prefer temperatures between around +lo"C and +25"C, Enoki mushrooms
(Flammulina velutipes), on the other hand, produce fruit at low temperatures
in late autumn. This is why it is always important to cultivate different kinds of
mushroom, so that you will have a yield over an extended period of time. Many
different kinds of mushroom are suited to being grown on logs. Some of the
most common ones are Iisted below.

Mushroomsfor Growingon Wood
All of the mushrooms listed grow on the Krameterhof on hardwood. The oyster
mushroom varieties listed (Pleurofus sp.) can also be cultivated on straw. Fruiting body production occurs in most of these varieties from a temperature of at
least ro"C. Onlythe enoki mushroom fruits from temperatures of z'C. The black
poplar mushroom, on the other hand, grows fruiting bodies from around r5"C.
All of the oyster varieties, especially the king oyster mushroom, grow best when
the humidity is high.
. Shiitoke
The shiitake mushroom (Lentinula edodes)is one of the most interesting of the
culinary and medicinal mushrooms with its excellent flavour and many proven
'Health
Benefits'). It can also be cultivated on narrow logs
healing properties (cf.
or branches. Shiitake mushrooms can be eaten raw, or they can be used to make
tea.

. OysterMushroom
and
areexcellentculinarymushrooms
ostreo.tus)
Oystermushrooms(Pleurotus
particular
about
the
kind
of
they
are
not
arevery easyto cultivate.Although
wood they are cultivated on, they grow especially well on beach, maple and elm.

. King Oyster Mushroom
King oyster mushrooms (Pleurotus eryngii) are very popular becauseof their
excellentflavour.Their thick fleshy stemsarevery versatile.They can be grown
like oystermushrooms.
. Golden OysterMushroom
Golden oystermushrooms (Pleurotuscitrinopileatus)can be recognisedby the
way they grow in largeyellow clusters.They are excellentculinary mushrooms.
They can also be cultivated in a similar way to other oystermushrooms.
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. SheothedWoodtuft
(Kuehneromyces
Thesesmallmushrooms
mutabilis)growin clusters.Theyhave
a very intense flavour which means they are used predominantly as culinary
mushroomsin sauces
and soups.sheathedwoodtuftmushroomsareparticularly
undemandingin termsof cultivation.
. Nomeko
This excellent culinary mushroom (Pholiota nameko) is also known as the
Japanese sheathed woodtuft. Its requirements are similar to the sheathed
woodtuft.
. EnoKl
The enoki mushroom (Flammulina velutipes) is also known as the winter
mushroom, becauseit bears fruit in autumn and winter. It is used as a culinary
mushroom and for flavouring saucesand soups.

. BlockPoplorMushroom
Like the sheathed woodtuft, it is very aromatic and is mostly used for adding
flavour to dishes. The black poplar mushroom (Agrocybe aegerita) requires
much higher temperatures. It prefers softwood (poplar and willow).

. Judos'Eor
The fudas' ear fungus (Auriculariaauricula-judce)is popularlyused in Asian
cuisine.It is alsoa popularmedicinalfungus.Judas'earprefersto be cultivated
on elder,but it alsogrowswell on other kinds of wood.

Subslrole
For wood cultures I generally use whole logs as a substrate. It is also possible to
use a substrate mixture of sawdust and other plant material, although using a
mixed substrate involves a little more work and is a bit more risky. For this reason, growing cultures on natural wood is much better for beginners. In addition,
the wood is used in its natural form, which savesthe work of processing it, which
can be considerable. Logs have the additional advantage that they take up far
less space than other substrates. They also improve the look of any garden. It is
important that only hardwood is used for the mushroom species specified above,
although in my experience out of all the hardwoods, wood from stone fruit is the
least suitable for mushroom cultivation. The duration and yield of the crop differs
greatly depending on whether hardwood (beech, oak etc.) or softwood (poplaa
willow, alder, birch etc.) is used. Mushrooms colonise softwood much more
quickly, which leads to an earlieryield. However, softwood logs also decompose
more quickly, so the yield is much more shortlived. Cultures on softwood can
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grow through and give a yield in just six to twelve months. Hardwood usually
requires twice that time, but the yield lasts substantially longer. Naturally, the
duration and size of the yield also depends on the size of the log and the length
of the growing season. For instance, I have cultures growing on hardwood at
a height of r,5oom that have been cropping for over ten years.As a rule, under
good conditions you can expect a total yield of 20 to 30 percent of the weight
of the wood. This can be very profitable, because financially low quality wood
like firewood can be used for mushroom cultivation. In the long run, hardwood
generally gives higher yields than softwood.
One of the most important factors for successwhen growing mushrooms
in this way is using fresh and healthy wood. It must under no circumstances
have been previously colonised by other fungi. They will displace the cultivated
mushrooms and the crop will fail. This is why I use freshly cut wood whenever
possible. It is also advisable to cut off a slice of wood from each end of the log
before inoculation. This will reduce the danger of colonisation by other fungi.
Wood that has been stored for more than half a year is probably no longer
suitable. Tree stumps are an exception: they should be inoculated once they
have stopped sprouting. These stumps can still reject mycelia. You can recognise
healthy wood by it not having any dark or rotten areas.The cut surface must
be light in colour and firm. The wood must contain enough moisture for the
mycelium to grow through properly. Freshly cut logs have the best levels of
moisture; if you use older logs, you will need to soak them for a while to reach
the required moisture levels.
As hardwood can be used in practically any form, there is almost no limit
to the types of culture you can try. This means that, for instance, logs used as
short term slope supports can also be used to grow mushrooms on at the same
time. Tree stumps in the garden can easily be broken down with the help of
mushrooms. The mushrooms will make the garden look more pleasant, as well
as giving a good crop. As shorter logs are much easierto manage, I generally use
logs with a length from half a metre to a metre and a diameter of at least zocm
for growing mushrooms. These logs also take less time to colonise and therefore
give an earlier yield.

MushroomSpown
In order to inoculate the log, in other words to introduce the fungus into the
log, you will need healthy mushroom spawn. Mushroom spawn is nothing
other than mycelium, because mushrooms reproduce vegetatively (asexually)
as a rule. Inoculation using spores (sexual reproduction) is rare, because the
probability of failure is too great. Although the sheathed woodtuft mushroom
(Kuehneromycesmutabilis) and enoki mushroom (F/cmmulinavelutipes) are an
exception to this; they are easy to propagate by placing ripe caps on the ends
of moist logs and tree stumps (they prefer softwood: poplar and willow). If the
sporesfind the right conditions, they will germinate and the fungus will colonise
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the whole log. This method does, however, take much longer than vegetative
propagation. Naturally, all mushrooms can be propagated using spores. As
it does not take much time or cost much money, you should definitely try it.
However, ifyou only have a few logs available, inoculation is a much safer choice.
Mushroom spawn is usually available from specialist mushroom shops as spawn
plugs or grain spawn. Spawn plugs consist of wooden plugs or dowels that are
inoculated with the appropriate mycelium, whereas grain spawn consists of
mycelium growing on grain. It is important for the spawn to be healthy. The
mycelium of cultivated mushrooms is white. If there is a change in colour,
then this is a sign of mould. Also, a musty smell means that the spawn is either
contaminated or has expired. The spawn should be used as soon as possible,
becauseit can only be stored for a limited time.
. Propogoting Spown Yourself
You can create and propagate mushroom spawn yourself with a little practice.
Of course, propagating with spawn is a learning process, so you might not
get the results you want on your first attempt. The majority of failures stem
from carelesswork and the mould associatedwith it. Spawn plugs are not as
susceptible to mould as grain spawn or substrate spawn, which makes them a
suitable method of propagation for beginners. If you want to make more spawn
plugs, all you need are plugs or dowels. They must be soakedand boiled to reach
the required moisture levels and to rule out contamination by rival fungi. The
boiled plugs then go into a clean plastic bag. Once they have cooled, add a few
inoculated spawn plugs or some grain spawn. The bag is then turned over so
that the opening is at the bottom. This way the right amount of air can get in
without the danger of contamination becoming too great. After about a month,
the plugs will be fully colonised and ready for inoculation. It is also possible to
wrap boiled dowels in a piece of clean cotton cloth with some mushroom spawn.
The wrapped up dowels can then be placed in a flowerpot to keep them moist;
storing the substrate on soil keeps it wet, while excesswater can drain away.This
prevents water from building up and the dowels should be fully colonised in
roughly one month.

Creotingond Mqintoiningthe Cullure
To inoculate a log with mushroom spawn, you will need either to drill a hole
or cut a section out of it. The method used will depend on the type of spawn
available.With spawn plugs, a hole is drilled into the log and the plug is inserted.
It is important to achieve good contact between the plug and the wood, so the
holes should be only a little larger than the plugs. When you are inoculating
you should use plenty of spawn. The plugs should be distributed evenly around
the log to ensure that it is colonised quickly. It is also a good idea to seal the
holes again after inoculation; you can do this by pushing a fresh piece of branch
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into the hole and cutting the excessoff. Now the fungus is protected and it can
colonise the log quickly.
'notched
inoculation'. This is where a saw is used to
Another method is
one or two places depending on its length'
in
either
make notches in the log
The notches should have a depth of over half the diameter of the log, however,
it must retain its structural integrity, which is why I make the notches using
a chainsaw (see photo). These notches are then filled with grain or substrate
spawn. Next, I cover the notches with plastic sheeting or adhesivetape. This is
necessaryto prevent the mycelium from drying out or from being contaminated
by mould. Covering the notches also prevents the fungus from being eaten. This
is a good idea, becauseslugs, snails, birds and mice like to eat mushroom spawn
as well as cereal grain.
To reiterate, as mushrooms require a steady temperature and moisture
level for good growth, I place the culture in an area with plenty of shade. The
inoculated logs are stored closelytogether.To help prevent them from drying out
I cover them with leavesand jute bags.The best temperature for mycelial growth
for these mushrooms is around zo"C; at lower temperatures the mycelium takes
Ionger to colonise the log. However,temperaturesof over 3o"C should be avoided,
becausethev can kill off the mycelium. It is best to start the mushroom culture

Notching the logs

Notchedlogs

Covered inoculotionoreo

ln the inoculotionoreo the mycelium
is growing well through the wood
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in spring or early summer, because the mycelium needs two to three months
to work its way far enough into the wood. After this time, the fungus is safe
from frosts. The duration of the colonisation phase depends on the temperature,
moisture and the size and type of wood (hardwood or softwood). Although, as a
rule, it takes between six and twelve months. After just a few weeks,you can find
out if the inoculation has been a success.If the white mycelium is establishing
itself in the inoculated area, then the mushroom culture is healthy. As soon as
the mycelium can be seen in the notch, the fungus has colonised the log.
Once the log is colonised, I sink it into the ground by a third of its length
in its direction of growth (the thicker end should be at the bottom). The space
between the logs must be large enough so that the mushrooms growing on the
outsides of the logs can be harvested properly. Sinking the log into the ground
is very important for the successof the culture and means that it will need little
maintenance. This also allows the fungus to obtain moisture and nutrients from
the soil; helping to prevent the log from drying out and reducing the amount of

Oystermushroom
(P/euroius
oslreolus)
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work required to maintain the culture to a minimum. If you pull one of these
logs out of the soil after a few weeks, you will discover that the mycelium has
already grown through into the soil. Fruiting bodies have even been known to
spring up around the log. However, the main source of nutrients will still come
fiom the log itself.
If humidity levels are high enough and the temperature is correct, I can soon

expecta yield.Thecultureusuallycropsa numberof timesa year.Mushrooms
generally appear near the inoculation area and on the outside ofthe log. Ifthe
mushroom culture is in the correct environment, it will need practically no
further care apart from maintenance of moisture levels. It can remain in the
same place and will not require any special protection over the winter.

Tips
If after a few years, there has still not been a crop and the mycelium has not
grown through well, this means that the conditions for fruiting body growth
'Dormant'
are not optimal.
logs can, however, be activated by soaking them
for a few hours and striking them with a mallet or rock. The moisture and the
shaking stimulate fruiting body growth. This method generally has the desired
effect. I discovered this phenomenon when I first began to cultivate mushrooms
and some of my cultures were not successfirl.After waiting for a while I decided
to dispose of them. I took what I supposed to be uselesslogs on my tractor to
one of the wetlands and tipped them all in the shallow water near the bank.
I wanted the logs to at least provide hiding places for young fish and crayfish.
They also made the shallows of the wetland more attractive. when I came back
to the microclimate after a few weeks, almost all of the logs were covered in
oyster mushrooms. I could scarcely believe my eyes and tried to find the reason
'resurrection'
for the
of my cultures. what happened? The logs were most likely
dormant from lack of moisture. The bumpy ride on the tractor and being tipped
into the pond not only shook them thoroughly, but also saturated them with
water. In addition, the hollow around the wetland is naturally much more
humid as a result of evaporation. All of these factors worked together and led to
this unexpected success.
Another common problem is browsing. Humans are not the only creatures
who like to eat mushrooms; animals do as well. On the Krameterhof the nonindigenous Spanish slug (Arion vulgaris) particularly likes to eat mushrooms.
Slugs and snails can do a great deal of damage. This damage often remains
unnoticed, because there are never any mushrooms left. On the Krameterhof
we do not have any problems with these pests, because we have plenty of help
from pigs, ducks and toads. These helpers reduce the number of slugs and
snails to a harmless number. If you do not have such helpers available, there
are always long-established household remedies. one of these remedies is to
put down a protective ring around the culture. Make the ring from a mixture of
wood ash, sawdust and slaked lime. It is important to keep it dry at all times,
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number of offspring, becausethe eggsdry out and are sensitiveto UV light.
Furtherinformationon slugsand snailscan be found in the section'Helpersin
the Gardenand Regulating"Pests"'.

on Sf w
Growing Mushroorns
Thesedaysstraw is often a wasteproduct. In areaswhere cerealsare grown you
can all too often seeit being left to rot in enormouspiles in fields. However,this
'surplus'biomasscan be madegood useof. Strawcan, for example,be usedas
a building materialfor mudbrick buildings.It can alsobe usedas mulch and it
is an ideal substratefor mushroom cultivation. Many kilograms of mushrooms
can be grown on one small strawbalewith very little effort. The mushroomsalso
help to turn the slowlyrotting strawinto valuablehumus in just a short period of
which
time. Somanyof theseso-calledwasteproductsareuntaPPedresources'
is
there
system
agricultural
functioning
In
a
future.
in
the
use
of
could be made
Sustainability
nature.
of
the
cycle
into
back
no waste,everythingcan be brought
is the highest priority here.With minimal work, growing mushroomson straw
can be made into a lucrative additional sourceof income for farmers' They can
alsobe growneasilyin any smallgardenfor small-scaleconsumption'

Mushroomsfor Growingon Slrow
All of the previouslymentioned oyster mushrooms (Pleurotussp.) are suitable
for growing on straw.Another variety of mushroom that can be cultivated very
well on straw is the king stropharia mushroom (Stropharia rugosoannulata).
From a distancethis mushroom looks similar to a cep.It is an excellentculinary
mushroom and can be grown without any difficulty. It requirestemperaturesof
over ro"C for growing fruiting bodies. Its requirementsfor humidity are, however,much lower than thoseof oystermushrooms,which makesking stropharia
mushroomsa little lesswork to maintain.

Subslrqle
In principle, any kind of straw can be used for cultivation. There are,however,a
few basicrequirementsthat the substratemust fu1fiI.It is particularly important
that the substrateis healthy and in good condition. As I havepreviouslymentioned with regardto growing on wood, cultivated mushroomsarevery sensitive
to competition. Straw that has already been contaminated by other fungi is
unsuitableand cannot be used for cultivation. Healthy straw can be recognised
immediately without any specialistknowledge;it should be a natural golden
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yellow colour, must not have any spots of mould or dark areas and must not
smell musty.
Small compressedstraw bales are the easiestto work with, becausethey can
still be transported easily when they are wet. For me it is essential that the straw
comes from organic farms. Conventionally grown straw is not suitable as far as
I am concerned, because it might have been treated with or contaminated with
herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, chemical fertilisers and other chemicals
such as growth regulators. For this reason, you should use straw that has been
organically grown.
In addition, straw provides the main source of nutrients for the fungus, which
will absorb and retain any harmful substances Present. This is yet another reason
why conventionally grown straw is not suitable for producing food. Finally, the
chances for successfor a culture of this kind are much lower with non-organic
straw, because it is usually treated with fungicides. Fungicides are used to fight
fungi. Logically, a substrate treated in this way is not ideal for mushroom cultivation. The slightly higher price for organically grown straw is worth it in any case.
Since these mushrooms, as I have already mentioned, break down organic
materials (saprotrophs), straw is not the only available option. They can be
grown just as well on reeds, shredded garden waste or many other substrates.
However, these altrenative substrates are not as easy to work with and it will
require a little experimentation from time to time to get the correct composition
for a successfulcrop.

MushroomSpown
Straw cultures can also be inoculated using either substrate sPawn or plug spawn.
The one you choose is, in the end, a matter of personal preference'The requirements in terms of spawn quality are the same as those for mushrooms being
grown on wood. Spawn propagation also works in the same way. There is, however, another method to prolong the life of a straw culture. To do this I remove
some mycelium from a healthy bale that has been well permeated and introduce
it into a new bale. The mycelium will usually spread from a permeated to a fresh
bale with only a brief period of contact. This way I savemyself not only the effort
of buying new mushroom spawn everyyear, but also the task of inoculation'

Creolingond Moinloininglhe Culture
of a cultureis for the substrate
One of the most importantcriteriafor the success
dry strawmust be thoroughthe
initially
moisture
levels,
so
to havehigh enough
ly soaked.To do this I leavethe balesfor a number of daysin a containerfilled
with water.Submergingthe balesfully not only helps me to achievethe required
level of moisture,but under theseconditionsthe balesalso begin to ferment
slightly. This makes it easierfor the mycelia to colonisethem. Then I put the
bales out for a day or so to allow the excesswater to drain away.Once this is
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done, the straw fulfils all the requirements for inoculation. Next the bales are
brought to their final location. As with log cultures, this should be a place with
plenty of shade.
on the Krameterhof I use mywetlands to soak straw bales. I then place the
mushroom cultures on the banks. This saves long journeys and the high level
of evaporation from the nearby water ensures an optimum level of humidity. In
addition, this makes it easy to water the culture during dry spells.
When positioning the bales, you should make sure that there is enough
space between thern, because mushrooms will grow over the entire bale. Next it
is time to inoculate the bales. Ifyou are using substrate spawn, you should make
a number of holes in the bales with a stick. These holes should reach at least
as far as the middle of the bale. Now fill the holes with spawn and close them
again by pushing the straw together. If you are using plug or dowel spawn, you
should push them into the bales in an even distribution. The plugs should also
be pushed in as far as the middle of the bale.
With both methods it is important to use plenty of spawn, becausea large
amount of evenly distributed spawn is needed for quick colonisation. The
rnore rapidly the bales are colonised, the less likely it is that other fungi will
contaminate the culture. In a single straw bale, I inoculate in approximately
eight to ten places.As I have already mentioned, the length of time it takes for
colonisation depends a great deal on the temperature. The optimal remperarure
for mycelial growth for mushrooms growing on straw is a little over zo"C. If
the cultures are inoculated in spring or early summer, you can expect a yield
in roughly three months. Cultures inoculated in autumn, on the other hand,
will not produce a crop until the next spring. well-permeated straw bales are
not normally sensitive to frost. You can easily recognise a well-permeated bale
by the white pleasant-smelling mycelium of the cultivated mushroom that has
grown through the straw. You should also make sure to leave cultures that are
inoculated in autumn enough time to colonise.
Straw cultures require little additional maintenance. You only need to check
the bales regularly to make sure that they are moist enough. It is not a problem
if the straw dries out for a few centimetres around the outside of the bale as long
as the middle is still wet. often people well-meaningly overwater mushrooms.
Although the mycelium requires moisture, it is still susceptible to ongoing
dampness. If the bales are going to be left outside exposed to the elements, they
can be covered during heavy or long periods of rain. I leave all my straw cultures
outside throughout the year, however, without any additional protection against
the weather. The bales can, of course, be covered with brushwood to offer protection over the winter months.
Theyields usually occur in phases,provided that the humidityand temperature levels are high enough for the type of mushroom in question. For this
reason, the culture's yield depends not only on the size of the substrate, but
also on environmental factors. Straw cultures have a life span of between one
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and two years. Afterwards, the bales are worn out and can be used as fertiliser
or mulch.

Tips
Worn out bales make excellent mulch. They can also be used in the garden
as organic fertiliser. When doing this it is not uncommon for mushrooms to
suddenly appear in the vegetablepatches.

CulfivofingWildM ushrooms
Over the years, I have made numerous attempts to propagate and create
cultures of ceps (Boletus edulis), chanterelles (Cantharellus ciborius), birch
boletes (Leccinum scabrum) and a number of other mushroom varieties with
great success.These mushrooms live in symbiosis with forest trees. In order to
cultivate them, you must provide them with the correct location and symbiotic
partner. On the I(rameterhof this always occurs in a mixed culture, because the
various tree speciescomplement each other not only from an ecological point
of view, but also in terms of mushroom cultivation. Spruce trees (Piceo abies)
are, in fact, an important symbiotic partner for ceps and chanterelles on the
IGameterho{, however there are usuallyvery few mushrooms to be found in spruce
monocultures. A mixed forest is not only more stable; the humus composition
is also better. Pine needles rot very slowly on their own and, in the long run,
contribute to the acidification of the soil. Even the balance of water in mixed
forests is better and this, in turn, plays a large role in good mushroom growth.
There are many factors that are responsible for a successfulculture. Fulfilling them requires a very close observation of natural cycles. This means that
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cultivating these mushrooms is still not commerciallyviable to this day.
I would like to explain my method of cultivating wild mushrooms using
birch boletes as an example. First I create the correct growing environment. To
do this I might plant young birch trees on a terrace. Afterwards, I introduce the
mycelium into the soil between the young trees. Obtaining the mycelium in
the first place is somewhat more diffrcult. To do this I need an area where birch
boletes are already growing. To obtain fresh mycelium, I use a substrate mixture
of my own and spread it around the growing fruiting bodies. This substrate
consists of forest soil and sawdust soaked in liquid manure made from different
symbiotic plants.
I spread the substrate when the first mushrooms apPear and leave it there
for the length of the growing season.I check to see if the mycelium has grown
through by carefully examining the substrate for fine white mycelial threads. The
substrate can then be introduced at different depths in the soil around the birch
trees that were planted in the spring or around birch stumps that are still living
and producing shoots. It is also possible to carefully place the substrate directly
in the hole when planting trees. If this is done correctly and the conditions are
favourable, fruiting bodies can grow as soon as the next year.
Another very good and simple way to propagate mushrooms is to collect
ripe {iuiting bodies (with ripe spores) and to put them in a loose-weavebag
(jute or onion bag). The bag can then be hung up to dry. It is important that
it hangs in a well-ventilated area, so that it can dry out properly. Once the
mushrooms have dried out, I walk around the area striking the bag lightly with a
stick. This distributes sporesthroughout the area.Wherever they find a suitable
place to germinate, new mushrooms will develop. When doing this you should
pay attention to the direction of the wind, otherwise you will very quickly find
yourself standing in a fine cloud of mushroom spores. You can also hang the
bag on a tree branch, where it will be protected from the rain. A spruce with
wide, overarching branches, which is growing in an elevated location, is best
for this. The wide-reaching branches protect the bag of mushrooms from the
rain effectively and the high elevation allows the spores to be well distributed
by the wind. If you make a simple device to hit the bag, then there is practically
no work left for you to do. A piece of metal to catch the wind, with a strip of
wood nailed to it to hit the bag, will perform the job well. The wood will be
pushed by the wind and will continue to strike the mushroom bag, which will
releasespores that will in turn be carried by the wind. With this method I can
easily increasethe number of mushrooms on my land. It also means that we find
mushrooms in the most unlikely places on the I(rameterhof.
Many things are possible with wild mushroom cultivation, and there are
many areas that have not yet been investigated. Experimentation is, as always,
the most important thing. As soon as you begin to work in this area and attempt
something new, you will start to understand the causal relationships. In my
experience,you will not have to wait long for your first successes.
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In the media a method of harvesting mushrooms is being recommended
that, in my opinion, is completely wrong. According to this method, the mushrooms should be cut (the stem is removed), cleaned and the remaining parts of
the mushroom should be left behind. On my tours and at my lectures people
regularly ask me if this is the best method. In response I must explain some
basic facts about harvesting mushrooms: we gather and eat the unripe fruiting
bodies of fungi, because the ripe ones are inedible. So, because of this false
information from the media, the unripe mushrooms are cut and the rest of the
mushroom is left there to rot. The mould spreadsvery easily in the areasof the
fungus damaged by harvesting. Within one to two years the entire mycelium is
contaminated and damaged, and the mushrooms disappear.
I observed this effect for the first time in my youth when I grew a variety of
cultivated mushrooms such as shaggy ink caps and button mushrooms. It would
be much the same if I peeled an apple and threw the peel back in the apple barrel when it was full. The mould would spread and all of the apples would begin
to rot. Although almost everyone knows this, many people do not stop to think
when they are picking mushrooms and they destroy many good mushroom sites
without realising. It would be acceptable simply to pick the mushrooms and
clean them at home. If it is absolutely necessaryand the mushrooms cannot
be gathered so easily,they should at least be cut close to the ground. Then the
damaged area should be covered with forest soil, so that the fungus can repair
itself. The mycelium will recede and, under good conditions, it will quickly
grow new fruiting bodies. As false information about harvesting mushrooms is
being spread with such insistence, I get the impression that the intention is to
continue to suppresswild mushrooms, so that imported cultivated mushrooms
can replace them.
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KifchenGordens
The nicest areas around houses were once reserved for kitchen gardens' There,
farmers cultivated valuable fruit, vegetables and medicinal and culinary herbs,
which meant that they were available right on the doorstep. The purpose of
a kitchen garden was not only to grow food; it also served as a pharmacy just
outside the house, which was very important for the health of the family. Even as
young children we came to see the garden as an important part of our lives. We
watched our parents as they worked and we could experience the way the many
colourfrrl, sweet-smelling and delicious plants grew.
I can still remember the joy I felt when I pulled up my first baby carrots and
radishes in the garden. My mother scolded me, because the vegetables were
too small to be harvested, but I simply could not resist. They tasted so good
that I pilfered a few from the garden every now and then an)rway. As children
we were always huppy gardening, becausethere was so much to see:all manner
of insects, from earwigs and ladybirds to bumble bees and butterflies could be
found there. The garden was full of buzzing creatures flying around, the plants
smelt wonderful and we could always find something to eat. We found it so
interesting that we always went there in the hope of discovering something new.
In hindsight, the most important thing was that we, in a manner of speaking,
grew up around the plants and that we could experience the way everything
lived and thrived for ourselves. The days were usually too short and it was often
dark before we had finished investigating the garden. On these expeditions
through our Gachtl, which is what gardens are called in Lungau, we also learned
how each of the plants were cultivated and where they grew best. We grew up
with nature around us and we learnt through play. We could see the way that
everything grew, flowered and smelt so wonderfully and also the way it could
be prepared into good food. They were gardens for the heart and soul and for
the health and well-being of the whole family. These days a kitchen garden
'therapeutic
garden'.As a result of increasing
like that is usually described as a
mechanisation, many farmers turn the areas around their farmhouses into
parking places and garagesor they build roads around them. By the 5os and
6os this tendency had developed to such an extent that many farmers were even
ripping out their old grain silos and existing storagebuildings. Old bread baking
ovens, which were once built outside, gave way to asphalt parking places. Sadly,
many kitchen gardens also disappeared.Very few people were willing to take on
any of the work involved in keeping a garden of their own. Fortunately, people
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Thegorden wos rightby the woll on the eostsideof the Krometerhof.
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are now beginning to think differently. Many people are once more becoming
aware of the fact that the quality and flavour of home grown organic produce is
far superior to the food bought from a supermarket.
In these fast-paced times when so many people anxiously rush their way
through life, more and more will discover gardening to be a relaxing balance
to their working lives. For many people their own small garden is their only
opportunity to come into direct contact with nature. Happily, medicinal and
culinary herbs are also returning to the garden. The healing properties of
many medicinal plants have been scientifically proven and are used in modern
complementary medicine. This development within the last few years gives me
the hope that even more people will soon take an interest in nature and feel a
part of it again, instead of believing that they can control it. Creating youl own
garden is exactly the right way to begin'

Memoriesof our Gqchil
Our Gachtl directly bordered the eastern side of the house, where it remains to
this day. It was enclosed with a picket fence and had a variety of fruit bushes'
I remember the redcurrants, blackcurrants and white currants by the fence and
the strawberries that reached all the way to the wall of the house. A gooseberry
bush and an intensely sweet-smelling double-flowered rose bush grew in the
sunniest part of the garden. This was the best place for them, because these
bushes are very susceptible to mildew; the reasoning being that damp, which
lasts longer in the shade, encourages mildew. In the dry and stony places we
grew thyme, lavender and sage. In the nutrient-rich places we planted mint,
lemon balm, sun bonnet, motherwort and lovage,all of which can also cope with
light shade. Between these herbs grew poisonous medicinal herbs like monkshood and foxgloves, which catch the eye with their very beautiful flowers' Our
mother told us again and again: "You must not touch or eat these herbs, they are
poisonous".Poisonousplants are rarely found in gardens today. Possiblybecause
people are afraid that, if left unattended, children might eat them and poison
themselves. When I was older, I discovered through my various experiments
that poisonous plants play an important role in the interactions within nature.
Now I am convinced that they make a significant contribution to a healthy soil
life. A varied diet is, in my opinion, incredibly important for the development of
soil organisms. After all, an earthworm cannot go to see a vet. The normal and
medicinal plants available to animals - however small they might be - should
be as diverse as possible. I also think it is very important for children to learn
something about the medicinal and poisonous properties of plants, the things
that they hear and learn makes an impression on them and influences the way
they rleal with nature in later life.
To the left ancl right of the garden gate grew the edible plants that my mother
used the most: lovage, chives, leeks, onions and garlic. They were planted here
so that they were very quick to reach, as she did not have much time to cook.
l6l
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Naturally, she had to work in the fields
and with the livestock too. She would
frequently pass the job of quickly going into the garden to collect chives or
other herbs to us children - the soup
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was often already on the table and
everyone had arrived to eat.
On the sunny side of the garden
were beds for vegetables like beans or
peas. If the soil was warm enough, we
planted the runner beans in the middle of May becauseof the altitude (the
garden in the Krameterhof is r,3oom
above sea level). Mother planted lettuce between them to protect the
beans, because they are sensitive to
the cold. Lettuce does not present
any competition to beans. As a catch
crop radishes and carrots are also very
suitable. In the other sunny and nutrient-rich beds we grew kohlrabi, cabbages, turnips, radishes and broccoli.
Salad plants could always be found as
a catch crop: butterhead lettuce, iceberg lettuce, loose-leaf lettuce and
endive. However, my mother always

kept parsleyawayfrom the saladplants:"lt doesn'tgo with the rest,"shesaid.
By the wall of the housestooda damsonseedling(Prunusdomesticasubsp.
insititio),which we did not prune. The fruit was ungrafted,which meansthat
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the suckers went on to grow into new trees that produce the same fruit as the
parent tree. The quality of this fruit was excellent, it was very aromatic and
ripened from the end of September to the beginning of October.
The areas around the fence and in the garden (sunny, shady, dry or wet
soils) were given to the plants that were suited to them. This is, without doubt,
the recipe for successin any garden, becauseplants that are in the right places
will thrive and are not as susceptible to disease.They also develop the highest
nutrient content (essentialoils, bitter substances)in the locations that they are
naturally suited to. For instance, if you plant thyme appropriately to its natural
environment in a warm, dry place (sandy or stony), then naturally it will not
grow as high as it would on good garden soil, but it will develop a more intense
flavour, which means that its nutrient content will increase. Although thyme
cultivated on good garden soil will grow up to 3ocm high, it will grow spindly
and will have little flavour. The spindly thyme will also not possessthe healing
properties that many people expect from it. Next to the thyme we grew both sage
and lavender. It was certainly an impressive array of scents for such a small area!

ThePhormacyon the Doorsfep
The wide selectionof medicinal herbs turned kitchen gardensinto an indispensablesourceof valuablemedicinesfor everyfarm. This wasuseful,because
doctorsand midwiveswereoften diffrcult to reachand alsotook a long time to
arrive. Farmerstended to askthemselvesvery carefullyif they neededa doctor at
'luxuryi So in everykitchen garden
all, becausethey could not easilyafford this
therewasan evenmixture of medicinal herbsthat might be needed.Everyfarmer
poulticesand
had their own recipesfor medicinalcreams,tinctures,compresses,
teas.The farmerspassedtheserecipesdown through the generations,mainly
within the family, and they constantly improved them. This is why remedies
i63
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vary so much from farm to farm. If people with specific ailments lived on the
farm - such as those in need of permanent care - then the farmers would take
these particular needs into account when choosing the medicinal herbs.
If someone in our family fell ill, the first thing my mother did, was to go
into the garden. For every ailment she knew a herb, which she used in various
different ways. She made a tea from mint, lemon balm and marsh mallow and
coughs would disappear. Since then the soothing effect of marsh m allow (Althaea
fficinalis) on sore throats, hoarseness and dry coughs has been thoroughly
investigated and scientifically recognised.
The herbs were not only used for acute complaints and as medicine, they were
also used for cooking. My mother used more or fewer medicinal herbs (lovage,
thyme, garlic etc.) according to taste and the health of the family, in a variety of
dishes. Many of these herbs are only known as culinary herbs today. These plants,
which are mostly used these days without realising, are very important medicinal
herbs. Lovage, for instance, encouragesthe appetite, stimulates digestion and has
a diuretic effect. When thyme is freshly cut it has an antibacterial effect and its
ability to regulate means that it makes dishes, especially meat and sausagebased
ones, easier to digest. Perhaps this is why the flavour of thyme complements these
dishes so well? Freshly cut garlic has antibacterial and antifungal properties.
Eating garlic regularly can even lower cholesterol levels. Finally, it is also an
excellent medicinal plant for preventing thrombosis, because it helps to prevent
blood clots. The antifungal properties of garlic can also help to protect plants:
garlic tea (brew a few cloves of crushed garlic for a short period of time and leave
them for a day) can be very efflective against all kinds of fungal diseases (e.g.
mildew), and lice are discouraged by the pungent smell.
Medicinal herbs were also used to treat sick livestock on farms. For instance,
the farmers on practically every farm made their own calendula cream. It
alleviates every kind of injury by encouraging wounds to heal and bringing
down inflammation. The farmers often successfully used it to treat udder
inflammation. Calendula was made into a tea and then used to clean wounds.
Since then I have found that calendula also has a beneficial effect on the soil: the
plants secrete substancesfrom their roots which discourage nematodes, which
(when there are large numbers) can be very harmful to crops plants. For this
reason I continue to sow these effective and also beautiful medicinal plants in
different areas - preferably on deep, wet soil - and collect the curled seeds in
autumn for sowing the following year.
Valerian is another example. Its relaxing properties arewell known. Valerian
tea was used in veterinary medicine for the treatment of colic and cramps. Cats
are an exception to this, because they react very sensitively to valerian. Also
chamomile, which is calming and works against cramps and flatulence, does not
only help people with digestive problems, but also horses, dogs and chickens.
Many medicinal herbs that were used grew outside the garden on the edges
of paths and fields and on slopes. Mugwort, mullein, comfrey, greater celandine,
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therefore
usedforcoldsondto heolwounds.
stinging nettles,lady'smantle,coltsfoot,dandelions,tormentil, cranesbilland
chicory are just a few examples.
Becauseof their inconspicuousappearancethey are not seen to be what
they are: somethingspecial.Now their medicinalpropertieshavebeenalmost
forgotten!
Preparationsmade from medicinal and wild herbswere still widespreadin
the 4os and 5os. In the following yearsfast-actingand at first glanceeffective
tablets beganto be acceptedon eventhe remote farms and they replacedmedicinal herbs.Fortunately- after many peoplehavehad to strugglewith the sideeffectsof medication and some have had to take tablets in order to overcome
the side-effectsof other tablets - we are now beginning to rememberthis old
knowledge,which has been handed down for generations.Unfortunately,over
the years many recipes have been irrevocably lost. When I was growing up
I got to know many practitioners of natural medicine. When we children had
a cough or stomachpains my mother often collectedpoultices and salvesfrom
our grandmother,who lived in Sauerfeldnear Tamsweg.A poultice is a mixture
madeof natural productsthat is spreadon baking paper (or similar) and placed
'montanasalve'wasparticularly
on the chestor back of the personwho is ill. The
effective.It wasusedto quickly alleviatewhooping coughand colds.The farmers
made it from the flower petalsof different medicinal herbs,of which the peony
'montana rose' (red flowered) made up the greatestpart. This salve had
or
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such an intense and pleasant scent that we children never resisted when we
were smeared with it or had it applied as a poultice. However, we behaved very
differently to another very effective method: applying roasted onion slices, garlic
and horseradish. we made this with lard and applied it with hot cloths. The
medicinal properties of these methods were astonishing.
Many farmers also made drawing salves.To make this they used tree resin, in
other words, liquid larch pitch. They mixed this with different medicinal herbs
and made it into a poultice. I remember that the effect of the drawing salve
was often so intense that the paper had to be removed, because the sensation
became unbearable. The effect was so powerful that it could treat inflammation
and festering wounds in a very short time.
Finally, the farmers also made a bone salve from actual bones. For this they
savedthe bones from cattle and pigs throughout the year in a specially prepared
chest. In the chest there was a ventilation grate to allow plenty of air to circulate
so the bones could dry out; this grate kept the chest from being invaded by mice.
The bones were smoked, because for storage reasons most meat was smoked.
In late autumn the bone salve man (Beinsalbenbrennermq.ndl,literally'bone
salve burning man') came. This was usually a retired farmer, a woodcutter or
herdsman who earned a few schillings as additional income for his autumn years
by making bone salve.We children were always happy when this man arrived,
becausehe told us so many stories from his life. We helped to crush the bones so
that they would fit into the cast iron pots. Two ten-litre cast iron pots were used.
The crushed bones were put in one of these pots and a wire grate was placed on
top. In the second pot, which was the same size, we emptied a mug of water (a
quarter of a litre). We buried this pot in the wet, mossy soil at a distance from
the house. The pot was flush with the soil and upright. We placed the first pot
with the bones inside it upside down with the grate facing down, on top of the
second one, which was buried in the ground. The grate was only there to keep
the bones in. We sealed the spacearound the two pots with clay and wet earth.
Then the Brennerma.ndl ('burning man') laid wood over the covered pots and
started a fire. Experience was needed to do this, because there could not be
too much or too little heat: it had to be exactly right. Naturally, we children
wanted to put more wood on the fire to make it as big as possible. If we tried
this he would rap us on the finger with a piece of firewood and tell us why we
were not allowed. As I have already mentioned, a specific temperature had to be
maintained for the fat to be drained from the bones and for it not to be burnt
by too much heat. It required great care to ensure that the seal stayed intact and
wet. If it were to become damaged, sparks could have reached the steaming oil
inside the pots and caused an explosion. At the end of the process,there would
be a glutinous brown mass in the bottom pot and in the top pot only light grey
flakes ofused up bone.
We used this bone salve to treat wounded livestock. The men who came to
castrate the pigs, for instance, usually had a salve of this kind. Becauseof the
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pungent smell, which is similar to mineral naphtha or wood tar, it was rarely
used on people. During the summer we spread a watered down form of it on
the draught animalswith a rag at haymaking and harvest times, to protect them
from flies and horseflies. This provided the animals with very good protection,
so that our work could be carried out without interruption.
Through experimentation I have discovered further possible uses for this
product, e.g. as a deterrent against bark stripping in forest cultures, or to protect
fruit trees from being gnawed by rodents. This remedy provides excellent protection for many years. The bone salve can be mixed with linseed oil, fresh cow
dung, slaked lime and very fine quartz sand until it is of a paintable consistency.
You can still make this salve for yourself but you will need to obtain the
requisite bones from a slaughterhouse. These must be placed on a grill and
smoked. (We used smoked bones, becausewe smoked most of the meat to make
it last longer. Naturally, we did not have fridges and freezers back then.) Whether
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the salve would be as effective medicallywith unsmoked bones, I cannot say.We
used the rest of the burnt bones in the garden as fertiliser.
I would now like to describe a few very simple recipes for remedies, which
can be also be made by people with small gardens without any great difficulty.
There was a time when these remedies could be found in almost every'home
pharmacy'. As the potency of medicinal plants can vary from place to place,
the recipes should be adapted. With a little experiencethe correct strength can
easily be determined.

ColenduloSolve
When making this salve the whole plant including the stem, leaves and flowers
is used. First, two heaped double handfuls of calendula (Calendula fficinalis)
are cut finely. Heat roughly half a litre of lard (available from a butcher) and
carefully fry the calendula whilst keeping it moving. Other fats or vegetable oils
can also be used (e.g.olive oil). The mixture is coveredand left to stand for a day.
Then it is lightly warmed, filtered through a cloth and poured into a container.
If you make it with vegetable oil, you must first incorporate a thickening agent
such as beeswax. For one litre of oil you should use between zoog and z5og
wax, which has already been warmed and melted. Mix the melted wax into
the filtered calendula oil well, and then leave it to cool. The more wax you use,
the stiffer the salve will be; so, if you prefer a very creamy salve you should use
Iess wax. Calendula salve can be used to treat all kinds of injuries, because it
encourageswounds to heal and keeps inflammation down.
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Lemonlhyme ond ThYmeOil
Sprigs of thyme should be picked during dry weather at midday, because that
is when the scent is most intense. They should then be placed in a bottle with
cold pressed sunflower or olive oil. The oil should be about two fingers above
the sprigs of thyme. The bottle is now left in a sunny place such as a windowsill
for 14 days. Then the flowers are sieved out with a cloth. To make the oil more
potent, the process can be repeated with new flowers. The oil should only be
used on children with caution. Keep an eye out for possible reactions on sensitive skin. This old remedy is recommended for sprains and rheumatism; it
should be rubbed in regularly to the affected area. It is also recommended for
people who have suffered strokes.

ChicoryTeqfor Diqbetics
Steep equal amounts of chicory ro ot (Cichorium intybus) , dandelion root, stinging nettles, French lilac and bilberry leaves in hot water. For three tablespoons
of the plants you will need one litre of water. The tea should only brew for a short
period of time and can be taken every day. Chicory was once used by diabetics.
The farmers also used to make fresh juice from it, only a teaspoonful of which
was taken to lower blood sugar levels.

Tormentil
A powder can be made from dried tormentil roots (Potentilla erecta) and stored
in a jar. They can, for instance, be ground up in a coffee mill; the finer the
powder the better. As a result of its ability to stop bleeding, it is used to treat
heavily bleeding wounds. The powder is used directly. The wounds heal very
well without leaving large scars.

Vegetoble Potch
In addition to a kitchen garden, many farmers also had a large vegetable patch
that was fenced offand, like the garden, was replanted each year. In the vegetable
patchwe grewwhite cabbage,whichwas used to make sauerkraut, and provided
us with the vitamins we needed in winter. Farmers also planted turnips, chard,
beetroot, swede, stock feed carrots and black radish. Turnips, chard and stock
feed carrots were used to feed the cattle. We could hardly wait until mother
finally put the first Krautspeck (bacon cooked and smoked with sauerkraut)
on the table. The whole house and surrounding area smelled of freshly cooked
Krautspeck and sauerkraut. When the postman came to the door he would cry
'Ah,
it's Krautspecktoday!" Naturally, mother could do nothing less than
loudly,
to invite him to have a good portion.
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Ihe Mosf lmportonfWorkin Our Gochfl
When I was a child, we always broke up the soil in the garden in spring. This was
particularly tiring work for us. Afterwards, we divided up the beds with straight
paths. We then positioned the young plants in these beds. The plants had to be
planted early to give them a head start in harsh Lungau. They could also go in a
container on the windowsill or in a cold frame to start them off.
A cold frame consists of a simple wooden box that is covered with a window
or clear sheeting. In the spring, we would place a 3o-cm-thick layer of straw and
dung at the bottom of the cold frame and cover it with garden soil. The dung
warms up through the process of decomposition and functions like underfloor
heating for the bed. The cover of glass or sheeting has the same eflect as a
greenhouse.When creating a bed like this, you should choose a location that is
sheltered from the wind and as sunny as possible, in order to make the best use
of the spring sun. The plants selected must, of course, be made hardier before
they are planted out. Doing this in stagesis particularly important so that any
damage to the plants' growth is avoided. The plants must get used to the harsh
temperatures outside gradually. The easiest way to harden the plants up is by
increasing the periods of time the cover is removed. Towards the end of the
process,the cover can even be left open by a crack overnight. My mother would
begin to harden off the first plants around Saint Joseph'sDay (r9th March). As
soon as the plants were large enough and the overnight frosts were over, she
planted them out in the garden. She pushed dry branches into the soil for the
peas and beans to climb. She maintained the garden borders, where different
bushes, medicinal herbs and flowering shrubs grew. She removed dead flowers
and stems, spreading them over the soil around the plants. She then coveredthe
material with a few spades'worth of soil. From time to time, she thinned out
the plants by digging up those that were growing too close together and either
planting them elsewhereor giving them to the neighbours.
Our garden was very large and the vegetable patch was even larger, which
naturally made it a great deal of work. As my mother could not look after the
vegetable patch on her own, us children had to help with the raking and weeding.
Raking was certainly not our favourite job, although I enjoyed weeding. Some'weeds'
times mother would just pull up the larger
and leave them amongst the
plants - usually on a sunny day so that the roots dried out quickly. In this respect,
my small garden was somewhat untidier than my motherwould have liked, which
made her wonder how everything grew on my dry BeiJ3wurmboanling (a steep
and stony slope, a Boanling is the edge of a meadow). She said that she could save
a great deal of work with my method, because the plants would grow just as well
or even better, but she could not use it, because the neighbours and her friends
'untidy'.
would say that the garden was
So we raked and weeded it industriously.
In autumn we harvested the winter vegetables. We pulled them up and
put them into piles. Then we took a wooden chair and a chopping block to use
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as a work surface. We cut off the roots and leaves with a knife. This was done
carefully, becausethe crops must not be damaged, otherwise theywould start to
rot in the cellar.The storagecellarwas a frost-free earth cellar under the house. It
was separated into rooms with larch posts. Each crop, such as potatoes, turnips
or chard, went in a different room.
In autumn the cabbageswent into the large fermentation barrel in the cellar
- a large wooden barrel which was sunk into the earth. On the front wall of the
cellar was a large pile of sand. We placed the best cabbagesfrom the garden,
complete with their roots, in here. We obtained the seeds for the next year from
these plants. On special occasions,such as Christmas, we would cook one of the
heads of cabbage.
We were very happy when there was a fresh cabbage salad with the Christmas
roast (usually pork, prepared in the oven with potatoes and flavoured with
garlic, caraway,thyme and marjoram). When we came back from church we
could smell the roast some metres away before we reached the house and we
would run happily into the kitchen shouting, "We're having roast today!" Having
this roast and fresh cabbage salad was very unusual back then; there were no
fridges or freezers,and people certainly did not have meat every day.
After the cabbageswere removed, the stalks would begin to sprout again
They would turn completely yellow from the lack of light in the cellar. As
children, although we were strictly forbidden, we always wanted to get hold of
them because they were so delicious. Mother needed the roots and stalks for
replanting the garden in spring. From the roots and stalks strong shoots would
grow, which then grew flowers and seeds.Once the seedshad ripened mother
cut the whole plant including the stem, put it in a bag and hung it up in the
loft. This way the seeds could ripen and dry out. When the pods opened, the
seedswould collect in the bag. All she had to do to sow the plants in spring was
to beat the bag a few times against a tree or rock. The rest of the seedswould
fall out and then she removed the dry stems. As well as salad and vegetables,
the garden provided us with many medicinal herbs, which we used fresh or we
dried or pickled them for winter. we also preserved fruit and berries: we dried
them, made jam, juice, and schnapps from them or put them in vinegar. Then,
as previously mentioned, we harvested and dried the seedsin the garden. We
dried the strawflowers for floral arrangements throughout the year, for instance
for church festivities. In winter there were few opportunities to get fresh flowers.
we were also very careful with our money. so we made full use of the garden;
and apart from the tools for working it, we did not have to buy anything. Seeds,
young plants, dung and liquid fertiliser were already on the farm, we did not
need anything else.
Although I want to preserve and reintroduce old farming techniques, not all
the ones that we used were actually necessary.Today I maintain the garden with
much less effort. My childlike methods of dealing with unwanted plants have
found their place in the main garden. I make sure that none of the soil is Ieft
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'weeds'
on the
bare. I achieve this with mulch, by weeding and then leaving the
soil as well as ensuring full plant cover.
My work in the garden is limited to lightly and carefully working and loosening the soil in the spring and repairing raised beds when required. It is not
necessaryto dig over the soil to introduce manure, because a nutrient-rich layer
of humus develops from the plants that have been pulled up and left. Digging
soil over is a particularly bad idea in autumn, because it leaves the loosened soil
unprotected against winter frosts. This means that the soil life will not have the
necessary protection, so it must either leave or fieeze to death. However, I try
to protect the soil from the frosts in winter, so I leave the plant cover in place.
This protection provides as much warmth for the soil and soil life in winter
as a winter coat does for me. Also, the soil does not freeze as quickly, which
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means that my'helpers' can work for longer. In nature this works in exactly the
same way. In autumn the trees shed their leavesand they collect on the ground
like a blanket. Even ifthe leavesfell for another reason at first, I am convinced
that this protective effect of nature is intentional and important. In addition,
the biomass remains where it has fallen and turns into valuable humus there.
exactly where it is needed.
I think that the familiar method of digging soil over to introduce manure is
a bad idea, becausecow dung does not work its way 3ocm under the ground in
nature. Dung always belongs on the surface where there is more air and there
are plenty of organisms. Only there can it be properly converted into valuable
humus by the soil life. If I introduce manure, I place at most one spade'sworth of
soil over it, or cover it with a little mulch. There is often too much time invested
in working in the garden. So the backaches suffered by those who like digging
soil over, should cause them to stop and think. Too much work in the garden
does not always bring the successthat people hope for and it is not good for
their health.
I do not think watering is necessary in the garden either; except during
extremely dry weather. With permanent plant cover or mulch, the soil can be
protected from drying out. This savesme not only having to water anlthing,
but it also gives me an independent system with independent plants. Excess

Todoy o foir degree of 'unlidiness'prevoilsin my gorden. Howevel the soills covered
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watering also washes away nutrients, which makes additional manure necessary. We need to escapefrom this vicious circle and, especially in gardens; we
need to free ourselvesofthis obsessionwith tidiness, becausebare areasofsoil
are left defencelessagainst environmental effects.

NofurolFerfiliser
AlternoliveCompostingMethods
Composting is a way of producing high-quality fertiliser from organic waste.
It is by no means necessaryfor a high-yield garden to have a compost heap.
Mulching throughout the year and the skilful use of polycultures mean that
additional organic fertiliser is not necessary.However, anyone who wants to
compost anyway, can easily create an unconventional and easy-to-maintain
compost heap. To do this, two raised beds running parallel to each other should
be positioned so closely to each other that you can only just walk between them.
The beds should be built at as steep an angle as possible whilst still holding
together (6o to 7o degrees).Organic waste is left between the two beds each day.
Each time you do this, cover the waste with a spade'sworth of earth, straw, leaves
or similar material. Gradually, the organic material will come up to 6o percent
of the height of the raised beds. The top layer should be covered with earth
and planted or sown with vigorous growing vegetables(pumpkins, cucumbers,

Strongond heolihy plonts- even without using monure
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turnips etc.). Start at the furthest end of the bed and keep going until the gap
is filled up. The best situation is when the dimensions of the compost heap
ensure that the gap can be filled and will rot down within a year. The next year
you can begin on the opposite side and throw the high-quality compost that
was made the previous year on the beds to the left and right with a spade. As
many earthworms will be living in there, you should be careful when digging.
Afterwards, you can walk through the furrow that is left or climb over one of the
raised beds to the side. Planks or large stones can be used to walk on. Using this
method you can cultivate vegetablesand compost and breed earthworms in a
very small space.
Any conceivable type of material can be used for composting: grass clippings, chipped material, leaves,hay, straw, algae or mud fiom a pond, kitchen
waste, cardboard etc. - any organic material that decomposes is suitable. The
smaller the material and the more active the soil life is, the fasterthe compost will
become humus. The spacebetween the raised beds is protected from drying out
and retains heat, which helps the decomposition process.The plants growing on
the raised beds should be chosen so that the compost still gets enough light, but
is also protected from the sun. In partial shade the optimal conditions for the
decomposition processdevelop and the compost quickly turns into the highest
quality manure.
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Mulch
Mulching also suppliesthe soil with valuablenutrients. It is nothing other than
surfacecomposting;it involvesspreadinga layerof organicmaterial overthe soil
to serveasground cover.The soil receivesa protectivecoverfrom this, which prevents it flom drying out, becomingerodedor sufferingfiom the extremeeffects
of weather.Leaves,straw,cardboardand plants that havebeen pulled up whilst
weedingarewell suitedto this. Greenmanureplants (clover,lupins and mustard)
are particularly good. In the mulch layer a constant processof decomposition
takes place,through which the mulch is turned into high quality fertiliser. For
'breathe'.
the materialto rot down oxygenis requiredand the soil alsoneedsit to
r/Vhenmulching you should alsomakesurethat the material is spreadasloosely
aspossible.If the soil poresbecomesaturatedthe soil life will suffer.

A looselyspreod
loyerof mulch
prorecrsmy
vegetobleplonts
in ihe rockgorden.
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The thickness of the mulch layer depends on the material that I use. I only
spread moist or wet material thinly, so that it can rot down slowly and will not
begin to moulder. Dry material (such as straw or hay), on the other hand, can be
spread much more thickly (zocm or more), because it is looser and has better
air circulation. Naturally, it must not be packed down tightly. In addition, dry
material does not compact as much as other kinds of biomass, when it rains.
In contrast to expert opinion, I do not think that mulch material should be
shredded. Experts are probably of this opinion, because the material will rot
down more quickly, can work as fertiliser and also is easier to spread around
plants. I do not shred the material, becauseI think it is better that the nutrients
are releasedslowly and that the mulch layer is less likely to compact.
Working with mulch is really very simple: in spring you only need to scoop
the mulch a little to the side and you can then sow or plant again. The areas
where you sow and plant remain free of rival plants, while the other areas are
still protected by mulch. This way unwanted plants can be prevented from
growing, while those that have been sown or planted can develop unhindered.
With a good mulch cover there is hardly anything left to weed. If you mulch
all year round, you must regularly introduce new material. In accordancewith
the principle of mixed cultures, it is important to vary the plants and materials
you use for mulching, otherwise plants will only receive the same nutrients.
Variety keeps the soil and plants healthy. As with compost heaps, there are a
great number of creaturesthat live underneath mulch - among them the muchIoved earthworm. This is one of the reasonsthat once you have been mulching
an area for a while, digging over or loosening the soil in spring will not be
necessary.Mulch is also very effective under shrubs, trees and hedges,which is
not surprising, becauseit mirrors what happens in nature already. It was people
who first decided that leavesunder trees were 'untidy' or 'unattractive'.

LiquidFertiliser
When I was young, the farmers understood the effect and preparation of liquid
fertiliser well. Depending on the effect they wanted and which plants were
available, they prepared different mixtures. In this way everyone developed their
'recipe'.
own
with the appearance of chemical fertilisers and synthetic pesticides, the knowledge of how to use liquid fertiliser has died out in many places.
Instead of this many people learn how to spray and fertilise 'correctly' without
poisoning themselves.The long-term damage that is causedto our environment
by the use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers is not obvious to the majority of
people. Unfortunately, many people are willing to accept a short-term increase
in yield using these methods. Anyone who wants to treat nature responsibly
should say goodbye to the use of chemicals in fields and in gardens. Nature
provides plenty of plants that, as a result of the substancesthey are composed
of are well suited to the production of effective plant feed and liquid fertilisers.
To make some plant feed you need to place either freshly cut or dried plants in
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cold water for one day. Then the feed can be sprayed on your plants. The effect
of this can vary greatly. Plant feed made from stinging nettles is particularly
popular and can be used universally: the large amounts of nitrogen gives it the
effect of good fertiliser and it strengthens the plants. Plant feeds of this kind
can be very helpful with vigorous growing vegetables like courgettes, cucumbers
and cabbage, however they should not be used with plants with low nutrient
requirements like peasand beans, becauseof the danger of overfertilising. Plant
feed made from fresh stinging nettle is also very good against aphids. The aphids
seem not to like the smell and the burning effect of the nettle's poison that is
retained by the fresh feed is an additional factor. I think that it makes more sense
to make cold water plant feed rather than tea, because tea needs to be boiled,
which requires a large amount of energy, especiallyif you want to produce large
amounts. I consider boiling unnecessary.If I need stronger plant feed, then I
can just leave the plants in the water for longer and stir it regularly. The feed
will begin to ferment and turn into liquid fertiliser. Liquid fertilisers are so rich
in nutrients that they should always be diluted before they are used. They have
- just like cold water plant feed - a good fertilising effect, they strengthen the
plants and, therefore, also work naturally to prevent plant diseases,stunted
growth and even the prevalenceof a single organism. Strong and healthy plants
are more resistant to disease;also insects usually prefer weakened plants. These
natural plant-based pesticides are very easy to make at home and cost nothing!
It is really quite surprising that they have faded into the background so much.

My Method
It is best if locally growing plants are used. It makes no sense to bring plants
from a long way away or to import products for this purpose, even if it is
recommended in specialist journals. Almost all plants are suitable for making
liquid fertiliser. Roots, stems and leavesshould only be left in a container long
enough for the nutrients to be released, and the liquid fertiliser will develop
from these nutrients.
The production of liquid fertiliser for regulating pests must be observed
closely over a long period of time. For my plant feed and liquid fertilisers
I selectplants with that contain certain substances- such as essentialoils, bitter
substancesand poisons. When choosing the plants, I am guided by the instincts
and experiencesthat I have accumulated over the years.Therefore, I continue to
try new plants and mixtures, becausethere is still so much to experiment with
and learn about in this area. If I have not used a plant mixture before, I start by
making a test tea. For plant feed I use fresh spring water. Tap water is usually
artificially processedand sterilised. Also filtration, irradiation, and chlorination
'dead'
can be necessaryto comply with drinking water regulations. This water is
and no longer has any value for me as drinking water. I am, of course, very used
to the fiesh springs on our farm and I always avoid drinking the water when
I come into the vicinity of a town. The taste alone horrifies me. If you have drunk
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this water for long enough, you probably no longer notice the taste. This works
in a similar way to the taste of ripe strawberriesand tomatoes that have not been
sprayed with pesticides,which people often do not notice any more. If there is
no spring water available,you can also use collected rainwater. It is better than
treated tap water in any case. You can use any container with a lid; it can be
made of wood or even plastic. I do not use metal containers, however, because
my plant feed could react with the metal during the fermentation processand
produce unwanted by-products. At short intervals (every few days) I test the tea
on things like areasof mould, aphids or scale insects and seewhether it has the
appropriate effect. If the effect is satisfactory the liquid fertiliser is ready and
I can use it. If however,the effect if still too weak I must continue to experiment.
So I add more of one plant or another or I leave the tea to ferment for longer.
This way more substanceswill be released and their effect will be intensified.
After observing for a long time and experimenting in this way you can create
your own recipe for an effective liquid fertiliser, that is the most appropriate to
your local conditions.
While the mixture is fermenting it is important that there is enough oxygen
in the container. This is why I leave the lid open a little during this time and
stir the plant feed regularly with a length of wood. In warmer areaswith strong
sunlight the fermentation processis much quicker. On the whole, fermentation
is complete in a month at the latest in areasthat are not particularly sunny. I can
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tell the liquid fertiliser is ready because it is not foamy any more and it has a
dark colour.
I do not think it is necessary to give an exact description of the plant mixture, temperature, quantity of water and plants or the amount to use. The safest
and simplest way is to experiment and find out the suitable mixture in the concentration that is necessary for your area for yourself.
For instance, a mixture of plants that I often like to use consists mainly of:
nettles (Urtica dioica, Urtica urens; they provide nitrogen), and comfrey (Symphytum oficinale and Symphytum x uplandfcum; provides potash). I also like to
add tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), horsetail (Equisetum arvense)and wormwood
(Artemisia absinthium). This liquid fertiliser is effective and improves the hardiness of the plants. It also works against aphid or scale insect infestations and
against red spider mites, which is mostly a result of the wormwood. If I have
'pests'
too many of these
on my plants, I just increasethe amount of wormwood
until it has the desired effect.

Helpersin the Gordenond RegulofingFellow
Creofu s
I would like to state that, in principle, there is nothing to fight in a healthy
environment, because nature is perfect. Therefore, I must think about what
effects my system has on nature. If I try to familiarise myself with natural cycles,
then a great deal of thoughtlessly carried out actions become unnecessary
or even wrong. Every creature has a purpose. The system will only become
'unbalanced'
if it is incorrectly managed by human beings. Before you begin to
'pests]
you should think about the causesof this damaging presenceand
fight
change the conditions. Problems must be solved at the source. It is not enough
just to treat the symptoms.
Here is an example: if I have too many aphids on my fruit trees, that means
there are not enough natural predators (among these are ladybirds, earwigs,
hoverflies, Iacewings, various spiders, beetles and birds) and frequently there
is not enough shelter or suitable habitat for them. If, on the other hand, I have
a good habitat underneath the trees that are infested with aphids, and the
ground is richly structured with stones, branches and leaves, the number of
'open
creatures which prey on aphids will increase. They will find an
buffet'
and the overpopulation of aphids is quickly cut back. It is not necessaryto take
additional measures.
'pests'
There was hardly ever an overpopulation of
in our garden. This was
mostly a result of the diversity and good structuring of old kitchen gardens.The
more diverse a system is, the more stable it will be. Monocultures are favourable
environments for the sudden large-scaleappearanceof a single kind of creature,
'pests' jump
from one feed plant to
because they find a surplus of food. The
tB0
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another, so to speak, because their natural predators do not find the right
conditions in this wasteland. In a polyculture these problems can never arise,
becausethere is always a wide variety of plants available. The spread of disease
is also checked by this diversity. The valuable, helpful and beneficial creatures
need suitable environments and places to hide and hibernate of their own.
These factors ensured that the Gqchtl of my childhood was protected from
large-scaledamage resulting from pests. I can only remember a few times when
the cabbagewhite population was much greater and descendedon our vegetable
patch. This overpopulation can be explained by continuous natural fluctuations
in the population of pests and useful creatures. Nature works using the system
of supply and demand. An increasein useful creatures balancesout the increase
in pests again after a while. If you resort to using chemicals in these situations, it
will have the opposite ef,Fect,
becausemany pests are more resistant to pesticides
than their natural predators. So some of the pests will survive the attack and
all the useful creatureswill die, which can make the following wave of damage
far greater. We checked the overpopulation of cabbagewhites on the vegetable
patch quite simply by spraying a liquid fertiliser composed of wormwood, stinging nettles, gentian root and horsetail on the cabbages.
Someof the most important creaturesin the garden are: slowworms, lizards,
hedgehogs, birds, amphibians, spiders and predatory mites. There are also
many insects such as ladybirds, ground beetles, hoverflies, lacewings, earwigs,
ichneumon flies and dragonflies. Only a small amount of energy is required to
provide all of these helpers with a suitable habitat. The most important thing is
for the garden to be richly structured and to resist making everything straight
lines and tidily swept. The creaturesneed placesto hide, nest and hibernate and
a wide range of food to be happy. This is exactly what you need to provide them
with. The edges of the garden are particularly well suited to this. Here you can,
for instance, grow wild fruit and flowering hedges or even a variety of different
tBl
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wild flowers. It is a particularly good idea to put in tree stumps or gnarled hollow
tree trunks. These can provide good areas for these creatures to breed and they
are also very attractive to look at. Piles of wood, branches or brushwood can also
fulfil this purpose.
Birds and bats can be encouraged with nesting boxes and the berries and
fruit growing in a wild fruit hedge. Stones or piles of stones can also offer varied
habitats, which can even be combined with a herb spiral if used carefully.
Areas of water and wetlands enrich a garden greatly, because a population of
amphibians andl dragonflies can develop there.
Only a small amount of work is required to create sheltered areas of this
kind and, with :l little creativity, they can make the garden even more pleasant
to look at.

Voles
Voles rarely appear in large enough numbers in our garden to causedamage.The
reason for this ir; the following: in the confi.rsionand diversity of plants the voles
find enough to eat. They chew the roots of many different plants and shrubs;
there is, howev,:r, no complete crop failure, because there is enough food for
everyone. In the areas that have been gnawed on, the individual shrubs can
repair themselves quickly and many new fibrous roots will grow around them.
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The voles also take many pieces of root away and store them for the winter,
or feed them to their young. However, they regularly lose individual pieces of
root in their extensive networks of tunnels. These tunnels are collapsed by rain
or are colonised by other animals, and the voles must rebuild them. The lost
salsify, black salsify, Jerusalem artichoke and carrot roots, to name a few, bpgin
to sprout in the tunnels and new plants develop in the most unlikely places and
in the most inhospitable areas. These are frequently places where you would
never have thought to plant anything. The tunnels themselves drain off exCess
water and aerate the soil.
Many insects, plants and animals are territorial: they claim certain areas as
their territory and defend them. According to my observations and experignce
it does not make any sense to fight voles, because once the territory becomes
empty it will be used by new voles coming to the area. If I fight them (yith
poison, gas or by catching them), the territory will only become free for otlpers.
The lower population density will be balanced out by more and more erflpty
territories. Voles will produce more offspring or even just produce more mgles.
Instead ofcatching, poisoning or gassingpests, it is better to consider the cycles
of nature. If I let the voles work for me, I will have aerated, loose and welldrained soil and also lush, diverse vegetation. The vole will no longer appear as
a cause of damage. Moreover, poisoning and gassing will contaminate the soil.
If the voles are exterminated on a large scale, the soil will no longer be welldrained or aerated; it will harden and become more acid and mossy. This will
lead to many plants losing their habitat. The energy required to repair darr age
to the soil is much greater than the supposed damage caused by the voles eaping
crops. It is important to make sure that there are always enough decoy plants
available to them. Decoy plants are particularly tasty plants, which the anirrrals
prefer to eat. Jerusalemartichoke and black salsify make very good decoy plants.
If there are enough available, the voles will leave the fruit trees alone. It is not a
question of what can I do to fight the 'pests] but what can I do for them, so that
theywill not causedamage and even work to my benefit.

Slugsond Snoils
Thesituationisdifferentwith thenon-indigenous
spanishslug(Arionvulgaris).
Where we live the slugs breed on an enormous scale; in many places people
have little idea of how to deal with this menace. whilst giving consultations
in southern Styria and Lower Austria I discovered that on farms and in places
where vegetables were being grown there were up to 15 slugs per square metre.
Many farmers complained that the cattle would no longer graze, because the
grasswas so full of them. "Growing vegetableswithout using slug pellets ig no
longer an option," was the opinion of the troubled landowners. The owneqs of
gardens in town told me that the slugs would crawl up the houses all the way
up to the balconies. In many cases,espalier trees and climbing plants had to be
removed from house walls to discouragethis.
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method is very effective in my experience:

take a watering can, cut the spout to half its original length so that it is much

wider. Fill the watering can with a mixture of very dry fine sawdust, ideally collected from a carpenter or joiner's workshop. The sawdust must, of course,come
from untreated natural wood and not be varnished or contain any other harmful
substances.I take the sawdust from a carpenter's workshop, because the wood
there is completely dry and the sawdust is much finer than you would find in
a sawmill. More,over, sawmills mostly work with fresh wood. I mix the sawdust
with one part wcod ash to ten parts sawdust, or with quicklime powder (around
r:zo). Alternatively, you could use both, the only important thing is that all of
the ingredients are bone dry. I fill the watering can with these materials and
pour a finger's width border of the mixture around the outside of the lettuce or
vegetablepatch. Make sure to fiee the border areaofvegetation first. This border
of sawdust mixture should remain as dry as possible.This means that from time
to time, especiaLllyafter is has rained, you will have to replace it. The firre dry
sawdust mixture adheres to the foot of a slug or snail the moment it tries to get
to the lettuce or vegetable patch. The ash and quicklime extract moisture, which
prevents them from getting into the crop. Ifyou sit in the garden in the evening,
you will be able to see how the slugs and snails turn around when they reach this
barrier and go back the way they came. Successeslike these will quickly take the
fear out of a slug or snail invasion.
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There are many ways to regulate these pests naturally. Here is one more.
Slugs and snails lay their eggs in dark, moist places. If you provide them with
an ideal habitat to lay their eggs, you can regulate their population. To do
this I make rows of freshly cut grass and leaves in the garden. They should be
piled higher and compacted more than mulch, and should be kept as moist as
possible, so that they provide the best conditions for egg laying. Slugs and snails
will travel great distances to use places like these. On a particularly sunny day
I then go into the garden and turn over the rows of grass with a gardening fork.
Whole clusters of eggs will have adhered to the rotting grass. If you turn the
rows of grass over at midday when it is at its sunniest, the eggs will rapidly be
destroyed by the heat of the sun and the W rays. The overpopulation of slugs
and snails can quickly be counteracted with this method. If your neighbours
also use it, the effect will be even greater. This method also demonstrates how
much damage the improper use of mulch (using fresh material, piling it too
high and not loosely enough) can cause.
Apart from these measuresit is, as already mentioned, important to have the
natural predators of slugsand snails as helpers in the garden. Excellent examples
of these are hedgehogs,shrews, lizards, toads and many kinds of ground beetle.
The well-known edible snail (Helx pomatia) also helps to regulate the frequently large populations of slugs by eating their eggs. So not all snails are
harmfull

- Nolure'sPloughs
Eorthworms
Earthworms are among the most important helpers in every garden. We have
many local varieties on the Krameterhof. The brandling worm (Eiseniafoetida),
common earthworm (Lumbricus tercestris) and red earthworm (Lumbricus
rubellus) tend to appear in large numbers in healthy soils. You can easily recognise the brandling worm by its dark red colour and its distinctive yellow bands.
Common and red earthworms do not have this distinctive banding. Brandling
worms are epigeal, i.e. they live on the soil surface. Red earthworms, on the
other hand, only spend their youth on the surface and later they burrow into
the deeper soil layers. Finally, common earthworms, which many think of as
'typical'
earthworms, create burrows to live in and search for food at depths of
up to three metres.
These three kinds of worm complement each other wonderfully in their work
for gardeners: the brandling worm processeslarge amounts of organic material
and provides the best compost. The common and red earthworms reach deeper
layers of soil with their tunnels and aerate the soil well. The tunnels also work
like an ingenious drainage system. The soil can retain more moisture; it does
not dry out as quickly and is better protected from surface erosion. Plant roots
can extend through earthworm tunnels better. Naturally, both of these types
of worm also produce nutrient-rich compost for the garden. Earthworm casts
contain much more of the plant nutrients nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus
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and calcium than can be found in the best garden soil. With their crumbly
consistency they also provide a good soil structure. As a result of these factors,
the vegetation develops much better with the help of earthworms. The plants
are healthy and therefore more resistant to disease.
This is why it is important to provide the best possible living conditions for
these valuable helpers. As earthworms are sensitive to UV rays, it is a good idea
to make sure that the garden has permanent soil cover. This can be achieved
with a mixed crop that is selected so as to avoid large areas being harvested
all at once. Mulch also provides soil cover and attracts earthworms. If you find
very few earthworms in your garden, you should by all means attempt to breed
them yourself, particularly since this is easily acheivable in very small areas.
Breeding earthworms is inexpensive and requires very little time. You can also
'dispose'
of youl organic waste. As an end product you will receive high quality
compost for flower pots and the garden, and many energetic helpers. If you
begin breeding earthworms on a large scale,you can even develop an additional
source of income through the sale of worm compost and worms. In Europe and
the United States there are a number of companies entirely dedicated to the
breeding of earthworms.

BreedingEorlhworms
In order to breed earthworms successfullyyou must researchtheir natural habitat. Your own system will be designed accordingly. On a small scale, a wooden
box with a capacity of one cubic metre is enough. Earthworms require a soil
substrate of a mixture of straw, cardboard, soil and a little dung. In my other
attempts I have also used different materials like natural fabrics (cotton, hemp
etc.). The soil should be loose and well aerated.To ensure this, it is a good idea to
incorporate layers ofbranches, leavesand roots into the substrate.Any cooking
waste can be used as food for the worms. Onions and garlic are the only things
I do not give to my earthworms, because I get the impression that they do not
like it very much. The worms particularly like used coffee filters complete with
coffee grounds. It is important to provide a regular supply of organic matter,
so that the worms continue to get fresh food. The amount of food should be
adjusted to the amount of earthworms. If the worms can break down their food
as quickly as new food accumulates, the rate is optimal and harmful build-ups
of mould will be prevented. Room temperature is ideal for the worms. A steady
balance of moisture and a good supply of oxygen are also necessary.To avoid a
build-up of water, holes should be drilled in the bottom of the worm box. The
soil should be neither completely dry or completely weq too much water will
make the worms pale.
You should observe the worms regularly. You will quickly recognise whether
or not they are comfortable in their environment. Intuition is an important
factor in creating the optimal conditions. In my greenhouses I no longer breed
earthworms in boxes, but directly in the soil. To do this I use the soil substrate
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already mentioned, cover it with earth and put some worms in the pile. In the
middle of this pile of earth I make a shallow depression. I can put fresh organic
waste there each day and cover it with a few handfuls of soil. If when I'm feeding
the worms the pile seemstoo dry, the waste quickly makes it moist again. If the
system is designed so that it is well ventilated, feeding the worms every second
or third day will be enough; this means that they can be left to their own devices
over the weekend quite happily.
Along with the valuable humus and the numerous earthworms and worm
eggs, breeding these useful creatures has yet another advantage:you will learn
to observe and put yourself in the shoes of other creatures. Your ecological
understanding and empathy will improve. From time to time when the weather
is wet, I place the worms I have bred along with some soil and worm eggs in
a bucket and scatter them over new terraces and raised beds in the evening.
I use the nutrient-rich and fine crumblyworm humus for especiallyvaluableand
demanding plants and also for the flowers on my balcony.

Chorocterisficsof Town Gordens
How ChildrenExperienceNolure
In principle, a garden in town has the same purpose as a kitchen garden. It
is my opinion that town gardens are more important today than ever. If you
live in a town and do not have the opportunity to grow up around animals and
plants in forests and fields, you can at least experience a little nature in your
own garden. The size of the garden is of little importance. The therapeutic
effect of experiencing the marvel of creation inyour own garden is a much more
imDortant factor.
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I think back to my childhood when I planted my first horse chestnut, which
I used to play conkers with, in a window box. My mother said to me, "If you
plant that horse chestnut in the soil a tree will grow out of it." She preferred
her plants to be in window boxes on the sill in the kitchen instead of in the
garden. My horse chestnut developed into a splendid little tree. I cannot describe the effect this had on me, because all of my later successescame back
to that one experience. If children have the chance to grow up around nature,
then they will be able to learn from it. It is incredible how much there is to
discover. Intensive observation will inspire them with ideas that they will want
to implement straight away. Learning begins and successwill follow. Children
do not give up easily, they are curious and have special accessto nature. Their
urge to discover motivates them to try again and again if they do not succeed
the first time - that is the most important thing: to never give up and to learn
from your mistakes. Children need praise and to have successes,this makes
them strong and encouragescreative and independent thought. Children still
have room in their heads to retain their own observations and experiences of
natural cycles. These memories will stay with them for their whole lives. My
childhood experiences have helped me always to come back from the wrong
path and find a natural life in harmonywith nature. If you isolate children from
nature, cut them off from their roots in a manner of speaking, they will not
understand causal relationships and cycleswithin nature. As they have no roots,
they will find it harder to handle problems. That is why if you live in town you
should still give your child the chance to sow radishes or carrots in the garden
or in a window box, and to watch them flourish. This will allow them to make
observations about insects and experience the colour and smell of plants. The
desire to discover nature exists in every child, if the parents do not educate it out
of them or forbid them to go any further into its secrets. How often have I heard:
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hove the chonce
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"Don't get dirty, the ground is filthy'] or "Come away, leave that alone." The same
goes for when children point out a butterfly, a bumblebee or a beetle to their
parents. It is not uncommon to hear: "Leaveit alone, yuck, that is horrible, come
away. It's poisonous, it'll bite you and, anyway, you'll get dirtyJ' In my opinion,
this is one of the biggest mistakes a parent can make. You should give the child
your attention and ask: "Oh, what have you found there?". Try to find out what
kind of worm, beetle or butterfly it is. You could look through a book on insects
with your child in the evening and work out what they found. This way your
children could grow up having a relationship with nature even if you live in
town.

DesignChorqcferislics
On the whole, everything that applies to a kitchen garden can also be applied
to a town garden. If there is only a small area available, then it is even more
important to design and use it optimally. In small town gardens, for example,
valuable space can be gained by creating raised beds and terraces. The same
principles apply in this situation as those already described in the chapter 'Landscape Design'. These techniques will provide microclimates, visual barriers,
windbreaks and protection from erosion. As a result, incoming pollution will
be minimised (especiallyfine dust) and noise pollution will be mitigated. All of
these factors are beneficial for a town garden and should not be underestimated.
Before the landscaping begins, the existing soil must be examined. When
doing this all of the factors previously mentioned in the section'Soil Conditions'
are important. It is possible for the soil in town to be so heavily polluted, that
you will have to replace it with uncontaminated soil from an organic farm before
you can begin work on the garden. Although this is costly, with some soils it is
sadly necessary. Over time, an active soil life should develop in this soil, which
will find the best conditions and will be encouraged by the use of mixed crops,
and the lack of chemical pesticides or chemical fertilisers. The regenerative
power of the soil will be enormously improved by this, to the extent thatyou will
be able to grow high-quality produce in town. If the soil is heavy loam, which is
water and air permeable, it is possible to loosen and aerate it by mixing in sand,
straw, leavesand chipped material (wood chip). Ifyou are using an excavator for
landscaping, you must first find out whether there are any telephone cables or
gas, water or sewagepipes in the ground and exactly where they are.
When shaping a small garden it is particularly important to make the most
of the sunlight. If you do not select your plants carefully, the whole garden will
quickly become shaded. This is why tall-growing trees should not be planted. If
there is a house or shed wall available, the masonry stove effect of the bricks that
I have already described will be atyour disposal. The heat retention and radiation
qualities of the wall makes it suitable for fruit trees that need a large amount of
heat (peach and apricot), and can be planted as espaliertrees.A system oftiered
terraces - in other words, using vertical surfaces in every possible way - is of
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great advantage in small areas. On the different terraces, shrubs and fruit trees
can be planted at staggered heights. The trees can then be used by grapes, kiwi
fruit, cucumbers, pumpkins, courgettes, peas and beans as climbing aids. This
way the heat retention and radiation aspects of the walls will be used effectively.
The interaction between the nutrients released by the individual plants in symbiotic communities of this kind is shown to best advantage. You can create a
'jungle
garden' that offers a place to recuperate and relax, in addition to
real
providing delicious produce. Naturally, you must find out how high the different
shrubs and trees will eventually grow before you plant them. This way you will
saveyourself the work of constantly having to prune and trim everything back.
In gardens where the sunlight reaches areas abruptly because of tower
blocks or other buildings, you must make sure that it does not hit any frostsensitivetrees, which are in full flower, too suddenly (e.g.apricot, peach or early
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cherries). Although these trees can withstand light overnight frosts without
taking damage, abrupt sunlight can put them into shock, which can lead to the
loss of all their leaves and flowers. In this situation you should place trees in
areaswhere a shock of this kind can be avoided, instead of positioning them by
the sunny house wall, which would otherwise be optimal. Overnight frost can
thaw slowly in the shade,which has less serious consequencesfor the tree. The
fruit will ripen a little later and might not be as sweet, but this compromise is
necessaryfor there to be a harvest at all.
The conditions that can be found in town gardens vary greatly. This is why
it is important always to remember the principles of permaculture and to treat
your own patch of land with empathy and creativity. Then you will find plenry
of ways to grow vegetables, medicinal and culinary herbs, berries, fruit and
mushrooms in only a few square metres.

Terrocesond BolconyGordens
Permaculture principles can be made a priority and put into practice on balconies, terraces,small green areasand even in houses. In fact, I even had a small
'gardenl
plant tub in my first
I was sceptical at first, but you really can grow
anything, no matter how big or small, in a container like that. I have planted up
balconies and terraces in many different towns. To start with there are usually
just ornamental trees or bushes like cotoneasters, junipers or dwarf Alberta
spruces on the terraces or balconies, mainly because they do not need much
'green'.
care and are
Usually, everything is very homogeneous; this is probably
becauseit is stipulated by the house rules or there is too little flexibility. Balcony,
terrace and even normal gardens can be found with hardly any variation in
design or plant selection throughout all of Europe. I continue to hear from the
owners of gardens like this, that nothing else would be able to grow on the ro'h
or zo'h floor anyway, and certainly not fruit or vegetables in any case! Then they
often comment that they do not know what the neighbours would say if they
suddenly saw radishes, peas or even beans growing in a plant tub. I encourage
people to just break this taboo and make their own balcony or terrace garden
into an edible garden regardless.My methods and suggestions have been put
into practice successfullyagain and again.
Let us use the example of a small terrace, two metres by three, that is
facing away from the street. At this point I should mention that you need to
keep an eye on the amount of pollution coming from roads or factories when
cultivating food in town. On busy streets it is better not to use the sides of the
house that face the road to produce food. It is also a good idea use the walls
of the house by planting climbing plants like clematis. This can also create a
microclimate by adding an insulating layer that can cool the house in summer
and help retain heat in winter. Areas that are a little more sheltered and at the
back of the house are, however, very well suited to the production of food. At
the front of the terrace you could place two concrete troughs with a combined
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capacity of around one and a half cubic metres of soil. Drill one or two holes
with a diameter of approximately rocm in the bottom of each trough. Put some
bricks or wooden posts under each trough so that there is a spaceofaround r5
to zocm between them and the ground. In this spaceput awaterproof tray. Now
you can insert a hardwood trunk in through the hole in the tub. Make sure that
the trunk is narrow enough to fit through the hole, whilst still leaving space for
water to trickle through. As long as the trunk fits in the space available, it can
be as tall as you like. This acts as a climbing aid for grapes,kiwi fruit, courgettes,
cucumbers, pumpkins, beans, peas, roses and various other climbing plants
and it can also be used for the cultivation of culinary mushrooms, as I have
'Mushroom
described in the
Cultivation' chapter. If you select a particularly
attractive trunk (with pleasingly twisting side branches), the garden will look
even more pleasant. Directly around the hole in the trough (around the trunk)
place enough broken bricks or gravel to provide drainage and prevent a build-up
of water in the trough.
The trunk in the trough can now be drilled in a number of places and
inoculated with mushroom mycelium. Then the trough is filled up to around
two thirds with healthy soil mixed with broken bricks. You should not use
commercial potting soil for this, becauseit contains large amounts of peat, which
is harvested at the cost of our moors and does not have any kind of fertilising
effect! Earthworms are also introduced into the trough. Then the planting
and sowing can begin. The climbing plants are wrapped around the trunk and
various vegetables (lettuce, radishes, peas etc.) can be planted or sown next to
them. The more you manage to make use of different levels, the more green
material you will be able to fit in a small space. An arrangement of plants at
staggered heights achieves this best. Plants that grow to different heights can be
positioned so that no competition will arise.
Fill the tray with water. The hardwood trunk (the criteria for selection can
'Mushroom
'sucks'
be found in the chapter
Cultivation')
the water up from the
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tray and balancesout the moisture of the soil in the trough. If the trough is left
outside in the elements, enough rainwater will collect in the tray to keep the
trough moist. Otherwise, it will need to be filled up by hand, or the plants will
have to be vratered. Ifyou have a gutter, you can keep the plants supplied with
water automatically. Fix a section of drain pipe into the tray from the gutter
and put in an overflow that leads back again (include a sieve,and position the
overflow at .leastrocm higher than the inlet pipe). However, in cities you should
be careful about using this method of irrigation, because the roofs there are
often very dirty and ash, soot and many harmful substancescould accumulate in
the gutters. I{ on the other hand, your house is in a less heavily populated area,
you can use this method of irrigation and go on holiday without having to worry
that your balcony garden will dry out.
Organic waste from the kitchen can also be incorporated into the soil in
the troughs each day with a trowel. The waste should always be used fresh and
placed in a different area each day. It should be covered with leaves or mulch
whilst making sure that plenty of air can reach it. The organic waste provides
the worms with food and the plants with high-quality fertiliser. Over time the
trough will, of course, fill up and the result will be a substratewith an enormous
amount of worm eggs and young worms that can then be used in plant tubs,
flowerpots or in the garden.
The liquid fertiliser that I have already described can also be used to protect
the plants o,n a terrace or balcony and increase their resilience (against aphids
and fungal diseaseslike mildew among other things). The mixture you use will
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depend on the number of plants and the available space. The plants required
for the liquid fertiliser can be obtained on a walk through the countryside or
through a fcrrest. Some liquid fertilisers develop a very intense odour. If the
smell bothers you, something can be done about this easily: simply stir in some
stonemeal and the odour will be neutralised, valerian can also be used. If you do
not want to make liquid fertiliser you can use herbal tea instead. Chamomile tea,
for instance, has an antibacterial effect and can be used to prevent root diseases.
Tansy is very effective against root lice and can be used to treat rust. The tea
can be used as soon as it has cooled. It is a matter of preferencewhich method
you decide to use, because the plant mixtures are just as potent when they are
prepared as a tea, an extract or as diluted liquid fertiliser. Your own experiments
will, over time, lead you to the best mixture for your balcony.
With time the climbing plants will stabilise and become woody (grapes,
kiwi), so that they will no longer need additional support. This means that it
is not a protrlem when the trunks inoculated with mushrooms lose their loadbearing capacity over time.
In exposedareasthe plants should be protected overwinter. On a balcony the
fluctuation tretween cold and warm temperatures is often particularly extreme.
You could, for example, protect the concrete troughs in winter with some jute
bags. Sensitive climbing plants should be protected from the overly intense
winter sun with the help of rush mats, becausesunlight causesmost of the frost
damage! In addition, the soil in the troughs should be coveredwith leavesor jute
bags over winter to stop it freezing through. This way the earthworms will also
survive the colder months.
The yield of mushrooms, grapes, kiwifruit, fruit and vegetables in this
small area clearly shows that the plants are constantly supplied with additional
'masonry
stove effect'
nutrients by the intensive work of the earthworms. The
created by the radiation of heat from the house wall also has a very positive
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effect on the growth of the plants. The plants can spread even further with the
help of climbing aids, so that a wonderful pergola of leaves develops on the
terrace, which can provide shade and serve as a visual barrier. The size of the
system can be increased according to preference, there are no limits to your
imagination! A further positive effect is that, even if it is on the zo'h floor, this
garden will give children the opportunity to experience and grow up around a
piece of nature. Various butterflies, bumble bees and bees will quicldy arrive in
these mini gardens. Birds can also make their nests there. The fact that a mini
garden like this can also produce a pleasant climate indoors and fill the air with
beguiling scents is just incidental. Therefore, urban permaculture does not just
represent a nutritious use of space, it also increasesthe standard of living and
promotes garden areasas recreational spaces.

BypossTechnique
Neighbours usually appreciate the beauty of a flourishing permaculture system.
If your neighbours also become interested in permaculture, you could create
a terrace system reaching from storey to storey. Climbers like grapes and kiwi
plants can grow up the front of the building from one flat to the next using a
balcony as a climbing aid. On the balconies, troughs with soil can be prepared
so that the plants can put down new roots (lead the plant into the trough, heap
soil over it and possibly weigh it down with a stone). The plants will then draw
fresh strength and nutrients from the soil and will grow from one storey to
the next (in other words, the'bypass technique'). Each storey can be overseen
and harvested by the people living there. In this way a communal garden will
begin to emerge. If one of the residents goes on holiday or is going to be away
for a longer period of time, there is no danger of the system not being able to
function. The plants are rooted in containers on different storeys, where they
are provided with water and nutrients. A system of this kind is vertical as well
as horizontal, as it can travel in any direction. Creative thinking is, of course,
needed here, becausethere are so many possible ways to use, design and plant a
system like this. Naturally, attention must be given to the structural integrity of
the building with the additional weight of the planters.
With the increasing accessto nature, people's empathy for each other will
grow So urban permaculture can improve the climate of the town literally as
well as figuratively by promoting interpersonal relationships. Plants can be a
bridge between people.
If politicians and businessesput the philosophy of sustainability into practice, then towns and cities could turn into green oases. All courtyards, car
parks, playgrounds, open spaces, walls and roofs could gleam with luxuriant
green vegetation and people could benefit from positive side effects such as less
contamination by dust and harmful substances. To do this we need to change
the way we think in a broader sense. Permaculture systems do not function in
isolation from outside influences, they demand cooperation!
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Plonf Lisf
The following list will give you an overview of the locations required by various
plants and information on favourable plant communities. It is still important to
observe the plants in order to find the best combinations for the conditions on
your plot of land.

Vegelobles

Bean
(Phaseolussp.)

Savory (a culinary plant with an
intense flavour and light effect
against aphids), maize (servesas
a climbing aid) and many rnore

Undemanding, belongs to the
legumes (increases the amount
of nitrogen in the soil), sunny to
partial shade,prefers loose soil,
low nutrient requirements

Pea
(Pisum sativum)

Maize (serves as a climbing aid)
and many others

Undemanding, belongs to the
legumes (increasesthe amount
of nitrogen in the soil), sunny to
partial shade,prefers loose soil,
low nutrient requirements

Cucumber
(Cucumis
safivus)

Peas,beans, garlic and basil
(preventsmildew), good King
Henry and Jerusalemartichoke
around the edges (windbreak)

Prefersgood soil, sheltered
areas (sun traps), high nutrient
requlrements

Good I(ing Henry
(Chenopodiumbonushenricus)

Good around the edgesof
pumpkins and cucumbers; serves
as a windbreak

Undemanding and hardy, but
prefers good soils, sunny to partial
shade, frost hardy, wild vegetable

Carrot
(Daucus carota)

Onions, leeks,peas,beans,
lettuce and black savory

Prefers good, loose soils; sunny to
partial shade,medium nutrient
requlrements

Potato
(Solanum tuberosum)

Marigolds (to discourage
nematodes),peas,beansand
omons

Prefersgood soil (not too wet),
sunny to partial shade, high
nutrient requirements

Garlic
(Allium sativum)

Included to discourage fungal
d i s e a s e si n s u s c e p t i b l ep l a n t s
(cucumber); is not particularly
choosy itself

Prefers loose, light soils;
sunny areas,medium nutrient
requlrements

Chineseartichoke
(Stachys sieboldii)

Peas,beans, beetroot and black
savory

Prefers good soil, sunny to partial
shade, fiost hardy, tuber

Cabbage
(Brassica oleracea)

Peas,beans (to improve the
soil), marigolds (to discourage
nematodes), southernwood, basil
and mint (repels pests with its
scent and essential oils), lettuce
(ground cover)

Good, moist soil, high nutrient
requlrements

Pumpkin, courgette
(Cucurbita ssp.)

Beans, peas (to improve the soil),
maize, tomatoes, good King
Henry and Jerusalem artichokes
around the edges (windbreak)

Prefer good, moist soils, pervaslver
sunny areas, high nutrient
requ[ements
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Leek
(Allium
ampeloprasum)

Carrots, garlic, tomatoes,
radishes(to keep pestsaway),
parsnips and skiuet

Prefers good, moist soils; high
nutrient requirements

Maize
(Zea mays)

Beans, peas, tomatoes and
lettuce (ground cover)

Prefersnutrient-rich,moist
soils;sunnyareas,high nutrient
requirements

Chard
(Beta vulgaris)

Beans, peas, cabbage, radishes,
lettuce and mint

Good, moist soil; good ground
cover is particularly beneficial

Pepper
(Capsicumssp.)

Tomatoes, leek, lettuce and
cucumbers

Good, moist soil; sunny and
sheltered areas (sun trap)

Parsnip
(Pastinaca sativa)

Lettuce, black salsify, onions and
leeks

Good, loose soil, frost hardy, tuber

Beetroot
(Beta vulgaris)

Beans, peas, onions, radishes,
lettuce, borage and cabbage

Undemanding, but prefers moist
soil, good ground cover is a large
advantage; medium nutrient
requirements

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa)

Radishes, cabbage, kohlrabi,
onions, leeks, borage, beans,
mint, spinach and many more

No particular needs, medium
nutrient requirements

Wild rocket
( D i p lo t a xi s t e n u i f t l ia )

Well suited to being a catch crop
or plant cover

Undemanding, sunny to partial
shade, annual, vegetable (salad)

Black salsify
(Scorzo nera hispani ca)

Onions,garlic,lettuce,carrots;
goodasa decoyplant nearfruit
treesfor voles

Prefers good, loose soil; low
nutrient requirements

Celery
(Apiumgraveolens)

Cabbage, peas, beans, leeks and
cucumDers

Prefers good, moist soil; high
nutrient requirements

Spinach
(Spinacia oleracea)

Beans,peas, radishes, lettuce and
cucumDers

Prefers good, moist soil; medium
nutrient requirements

Tomato
(Lycopersicon
esculentum)

Garlic and basil (to prevent
mildew), spinach, beans, leeks,
lettuce and peppers

Prefers good, moist soil; sunny
to partial shade, high nutrient
requirements

Jerusalem artichoke
(Helianthus tuberosus)

Good around the edges of
pumpkins and cucumbers;
serves as a windbreak; good as a
distraction plant near fruit trees
for voles

Good, loose soil; fiost hardy,
pervasive (very competitive), high
nutrient requirements

Wild asparagus
(Asparagus fficinalis)

Lettuce and other low-growing
olant cover

Undemanding, hardy, sunny areas,
frost resistant,wild vegetable

Skirret
(Sium sisorum)

Onions, leeks, lettuce, carrots,
parsnips and peas

Good, loose soil; sunny areas
hardy, frost resirt".rt, r1"g.t"dl"

Onion
(Allium)

Carrots,parsnips,skirret, lettuce,
chicory black salsiff,radishes
and beetroot

Good,loosesoil; sunnyareas,
medium nutrient reouirements
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Narrowleaved inula
(lnula ensifolia)

Good soil, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Valerian
(Valerianafficinalis)

Undemanding, but prefers moist soil, partial shade, frost hardy,
medicinal plant

Balsam herb
(Tanacetum balsamita)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy,
medicinal and culinary plant

Sweet basil
(Ocimum basilicum)

Good, loose soil; sunny areas, annual, culinary plant

Mugwort
(Artemisia vulgaris)

Very undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal and culinary
plant (good with pork)

Comfrey
(Symphytum fficinale)

Undemanding, but prefers good soils, sunny to partial shade,
medicinal plant, liquid fertiliser

Mountain arnica
(Arnica montana)

Marshy soil, undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Winter savory
(Satureja montana)

Good, loose soil; sunny areas, hardy and fiost resistant, culinary
plant, keeps aphids away from beans

Borage (Borago
fficinalis)

Undernanding, but prefers good soils, annual, sunny to partial
shade, good for improving heavy soils, medicinal and culinary plant

Watercress
(Ncsfurtfum fficinale)

Moist to wet areas (on banks), partial shade,frost hardy, can be
added to salads

Dill
(Anethum graveolens)

Good, moist soil; culinary plant, sunny to partial shade, annual

Southernwood
(Artemisia abrotanum)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal and
culinary plant, tastes of lemon

Scented mayweed
(M atr i cari a ch amomilla)

Undemanding, annual, sunny areas, medicinal plant

Heath speedwell
(Veronicafficinalis)

Undemanding, poor soils, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy,
medicinal plant

Marsh mallow
(Althaea fficinalis)

Good soil, sunny areas, does not get along with many other plants
well, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Garden angelica
(An g elica archang elica)

Good, deep, moist soil; partial shade, biennial, frost hardy,
medicinal and culinary plant

Safflower
(Carthamus tinctorius)

Also thrives on poor soils, annual, sunny areas, dye plant - yellow/
orange flowers

Yellow chamomile
(Anthemis tinctofia)

Undemanding, also thrives on poor and dry soils; sunny areas, frost
hardy, dye plant - yellow flowers

Tarragon
(Ar t em isi a dr acun c ulus)

Undemanding, but prefers good soils, sunny areas, sensitive to frost,
culinary plant with a very intense flavour

Lady's mantle
(Al chemilla ery thro p o da)

Very undemanding, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal
plant
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Yellow gentian
(Gentiana lutea)

Undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Fennel
(Foeniculumvulgare)

Good soils, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, culinary and
medicinal olant

Bergamot
(Monardasp )

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant,
can be used to make tea

Dense-flowered mullein
(Verb oscu m den sifl orum)

Undemanding, sunny areas, biennial, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Motherwort
(Leonurus cardiaca)

Undemanding and hardy, sunny to partial shade, frost resistant,
medicinal plant

Floundstongue
(Cynoglossumfficinale)

Undemanding, prefers good, moist soils; biennial, sunny to partial
shade, good decoy plant for voles

St. John's wort
(Hyperic um p erfo ra tu m)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Sweet flag
(Acorus calamus)

Marshy areas, on banks, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy,
medicinal and culinarv olant

Ciarden nasturtium
('Tropaeolum majus)

Undemanding, sunny to partial shade, annual, can be added to
salads, good decoy plant for aphids

Cihervil
(Anthriscus cerefolium)

Undemanding, annual, sunny areas, culinary and medicinal plant

Small-flowered
v,illowherb
(Epilobium p arv iflo r um)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Ciarlic mustard
(Alliaria pettolato)

Garlic flavour, undemanding, partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal
and culinarv olant

Coriander
(Coriandrum sotivum)

Good, moist soil; annual, sunny areas, culinary plant (fresh leaves
and seeds)

Cornflower
(Centaurea cyanus)

Undemanding, dry soils, annual, sunny areas, medicinal plant

Curly mint (Mentha
spicata var. crispa)

Good soil, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal plant, can
be used to make tea

Florseradish
(Armoracia rusticana)

Undemanding, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, culinary plant

Lavender
(Lavandula ang ust ifo lia)

Well-drained soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, discourages aphids,
medicinal plant

Lovage
(Levisticum fficinale)

Prefers good soils, hardy, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy,
culinary and medicinal plant

Meadowsweet
(Filipendula ulmaria)

Good, moist to wet soils (on banks), partial shade, frost hardy,
medicinal olant

Marjoram
(Origanum majorana)

Good soils, sunny areas, medicinal and culinary plant
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Milk thistle
(Silybummarianum)

Undemanding, sunny areas, biennial, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Masterwort
(Peucedanum ostru th ium)

Good, moist soils; partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Musk mallow

Also thriveson poor soils,sunnyareas,frost hardy,medicinalplant

(Malva

moschata)

Feverfew
(Tanacet u m p ar th e nium)

Undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Evening primrose
(Oenotherabiennis)

Undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, rnedicinal plant, flowers
open at night - moths

Agrimony
(Agrimonia eupatoria)

Well-drained soil, sunny to partial shade, Iiost hardy, rnedicinal
Dlant

Oregano
(Origanum vulgare)

Good, moist soil; sunny areas, frost hardy, culinary plant

Parsley
(Pet ro s elinum cr i s pum)

Prefers good soil, partial shade, biennial, culinary plant

Peppermint
(Mentha piperta)

Undemanding, but prefers good soil, sunny to partial shade, frost
hardy, medicinal plant, can be used to make tea

Pennyroyal
(Mentha pulegium)

Undemanding, but prefersgood soil, sunny to partial shade,
sensitive to frost, medicinal plant, can be used to make tea

BroadJeaved thyme
(Thymus pulegioides)

Undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal and culinary
plant (has a particularly intense flavour when growing on poor, dry
soils)

Tansy
(Tanacetumvulgare)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, can be used in
liouid fertiliser

Pot marigold
(Calendula fficinalis)

Undemanding, but prefers good soil, annual, sunny areas, good
plant to discourage nematodes in a mixed planting, medicinal plant

Purple coneflower
(Echinacea purpurea)

Good, well-drained soil; sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal plant
(particularly in homoeopathy)

Sage
(Salviafficinalis)

Undemanding, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal and culinary
plant (has a particularly intense flavour when growing on poo", dry
soils)

Garlic chives
(Allium ramosum)

Wonderfulflavour,undemanding,but prefersgoodsoils,sunnyto
partial shade,frost hardy,culinaryplant

Chives
(Allium schoen opra sum)

Good soil, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, culinary plant

Greater celandine
(Chelidonium majus)

Undemanding, but prefers good soils, sunny to partial shade, flost
hardy, medicinal plant

Black hollyhock
(Alcea rosea var. nigra)

Beautifu I hollyhock, nutrient-rich soils, sunny areas, medicinal
plant, can be used to make tea

Soapwort
(Saponaria oficinalis)

Undemanding, hardy, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, the roots
can be boiled to make suds
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Sweet cicely
(Myrrhis odorata)

Good, moist to wet soil; partial shade, frost hardy, culinary plant

Centaury
(Centauriumerythraea)

Poor soils, sunny areas, biennial, ftost hardy, medicinal plant

Thyme
(Thymusvulgaris)

Undemanding,sunnyareas,frost hardy,medicinaland culinary
plant ( hasa particularlyintenseflavourwhen growingon poor,dry
soils)

Sweet woodruff
(Galium odoratum)

Good, rnoist soil; partial to full shade, frost hardy, culinary plant,
can be made into sweet woodruffpunch

Wild garlic
(Alliumvineale)

Very aromatic, sunny areas, frost hardy, culinary plant

Rue
(Rutagraveolens)

Prefers loose soil, sunny areas, sensitive to fiost, discourages insects,
medicinal and culinary plant

Wormwood
(Ar temisia ab sinth i um)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, does not get along with many
other plants, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Arnica (/rnica
chcmissonis ssp. foliosa)

Undemanding, also on poor soils, sunny to partial shade, fiost hardy,
medicinal plant: effect similar to mountain arnica

Giant silver mullein
(Verbascum
bombyciferum)

Undemanding, sunny areas, biennial, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Herb hyssop
(Hyssopusfficinalis)

Also thrives on poor soils, sunny areas, frost hardy, medicinal and
culinary plant

Betony
(Stachys fficinalis)

Undemanding, sunny to partial shade, frost hardy, medicinal plant

Lemon balm
(Melissa oficinalis)

Undemanding, but prefers good soils, sunny areas, frost hardy,
medicinal plant, can be used to make tea
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Scof/ond
The principles of permaculture work all over the world. In my first book The
Rebel Fsrmer I have already described my projects in Brazil, Colombia and
North America (Montana). Using strategiesbased on permaculture it becomes
possible to practice agriculture successfully under difficult conditions (soil conditions, climate). The following account should give anyone that is interested in
permaculture the courage to make their visions and plans a reality even if the
'favourable'.
locations they are working in are not
On my project in Scotland
I could see the positive results that were possible on acid soil with no real work
to maintain the area within a short period of time.

On my firstsurveyof the plot we selectedtesi oreosot differentoltitudesfopproximoielyl00m-350mobove seolevel)in whichlcould beginio experiment.
Thephoio
showso discussion
with Gernot Longes-Sworovski.
Mog. ChristionKoidlond my wife
Veronikoon site.
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S e o oH o l z e r P
' se r n r c c u l i u r e
'fhe

pelmaculture project in the Scottish Highlands was in cooperation with
the J-anges-Swarovskifamily. The goal was to create a permacultule garden for
their: private use day to day. This shared project gave rne the opportunity to try
out my methods on the acid peat soil (the pH value was between four and .five)
of' tLLeScottish heathlar-rd.
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Finally in May zoo4 the first raised
bed was created with an excavator.
I made sure to test the effect of the
raised bed on the different soil types
(peat to marshy soil) and at different
altitudes in the area.

FACINGPAGE- LEFT
TO RIGHT,
TOPTO
BOTTOM:
ln the photo on eroded section of lond
ihot we chose os o test oreo con be
seen. lt wos fenced off to minimise
grozing by deer. The vegetotion in
the oreo mostlyconsistsof sedge
(Cyperoceoe Eriophorum ond Corex)
ond heother (Collunovuigoris),which
cope well with the prevoilingocid
conditions.
In Moy 2003 we sowed ihese test
oreos with the firsiseed mixlures.They
contoined cereols (oncient cereols:
emmer, einkornond oncienl Siberion
wheot) with o cotch crop of vegetobles
(rodishes,letiuce etc.) ond soilimproving
plonts (voriouslegumes).The intention
wos to flnd out if ond how the selected
plonis would grow under the prevoiling
condiiionsof the oreo (constontly
windy, ocid ond moist soil).In the photo:
preporing to sow seedswith Peter
Wemyssond o colleogue.
Afier sowing,o loyer of strow wos spreod
looselyover the test oreo os mulch.
One yeor loter, in May 2004,this oreo is
completely tronsformed The cereols os
well os the cotch crop hove germinoted
ond developed very wehr
The resultfor exceeded mv exoectotions.
Even under these difflcultconditions- not
ociuolly suited to plonts ot oll - the cotch
crop of vegeiobles grew wonderfully!
Even gention seeds (Genliono luteo
ond Genfiono punctofo) germinoied in
q shelieredspoi ond developed sirong
new plonts ofier o yeor. As o resuliof this
promisingoutcome we begon to plon o
test roised bed system.

ABOVE.FROMTOP:
Newly creoted roised bed on the heoih
Bulky,cleored moteriol (trees,tree
stumps,bronches from pine treesond
sprucesomong others)ond heother
wos introduced. The roised beds were
positionedin the shope of o wovy line.
The new roised beds were covered with
strow.The mulch loyer did not only hove
the purpose of protecting the soilfrom
the effects of the horshweother, but olso
of protecting the seeds from being eoten
by birds.As con be seen in ihe photo,
the roised beds ore in the immediote
vicinityof o smollrood. Thiswoy the beds
con be kept on eye on ond ore eosily
occessible.Also,ihe donger of the plonts
being eoten is lowered if the crop is neor
o rooo.
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LEFT
TO RIGHI TOPTO BOTTOM:
My most recent visitto Scotlond on 23'd
-)vly2004:I horvesied rodisheswith Mog.
ChristionKoidl (odvisorto ond project
leoder for the Longes-Sworovski
fomily).
The growih wqs lusherthon expected; the
oncient groin wos olreody two metrestoll!
Theseyieldswere ochieved on whot wos
previouslyon eroded oreo, through the
use of seed mixfuresond mulch.
With my colleogue ErichAuernig I olso
erected o storoge cellor in the Scottish
Highlondsusing my tried ond tested
system.The cellor is for storingproduce,
but con just os well be used os on open
shelter.

pigs (on old pig breed) ond
Berkshire
geese move into their occommodotion in
the new oermoculture svstem.
Plonning further woys fo proceed
wiih Gernot Longes-Sworovski.
Since
the most recent tests hove brought
ostonishingresults,we plon to introduce
wild ond cultivoted fruit treesinto the
oermoculture svstem.Over the course of
time the depleted ond eroded oreos will
develop inio 'edible londscopes' wiih
diversefloro ond founo.
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Alr
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I'l
zu Deinem Geburtstag gratuliere ich Dir sehr hezlich und wiinsche Dir da
Allerbeste, vor allem jedoch Gesmdheit, Gliick ud Erfolg.
Ich habe es wiederum genossen, mit Dir in Schottland zu sein, meine
Begeisterung iiber das Gedeihen des Projektes kann ich kaum in Worte fassen.
Vielen, vielen Dank!
Es ist eine Freude, mit Dir asmmemubeiten,
gemeinsam umsetzen konnen.
Mit nchmaligen

/-h
a-z//

und ich hoffe. daB wir noch viel

guten Wiinschen

1'\*

$rJ*D SWAROVSKI
G CO
l.d l l 2 wAnENg usTRrl TEL+6 (0rt2 24/ru-o. FM +1t 10tr2241t2t3'B HN$ T|ONFR|EENW meNS,DVR,NRmro2
tNTERNf,h(tpltu sw.ovsil.om

DeorSepp,
My mostheortfeltcongrotulotions
on yourbirthdoyond lwishyou oll the
best.Mostof oll I wishyou heolth,hoppiness
ond success.
I enjoyedseeingyou qgoinin Scotlond,I connotexpress
in wordsthe
enjoymentthe success
of thisprojecihosgivenme. Thonkyou so muchl
It iso joy to workwith you ond I hope thot we con work on further
projectstogetherin the future.
Withmy bestwishesonce more,
Christion
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Thoilond
At the end of 2oo3 a request reached me from a doctor couple in Thailand.
About roo kilometres north of Bangkok they run an orphanage, which currently
has 4o children in its care. The couple told me that they would like to increase
the capacity ofthe orphanage to roo children. The goal was for the orphanage to
be able to grow enough food to make it self-sufficient. So in January zoo4 I flew
to Thailand with my own helpers and trainees to take a look at the situation in
person and to support the family's plans.
When first surveying the area, the owners expressed their wish to incor'LOVE porate the words
PEACE' into the project during the coming excavation
work. As there is a flightpath going over the their land to Bangkok, the words
should be large enough so that the messagecan still be seen from an airplane.
First I had to spend an evening taking a look at this proposal and its prospects. Then the idea occurred to me that we could make the letters out of raised
beds and banks, then create ponds and ditches in the hollows inside the letters.
'LOVE On the southern side of the words
PEACE'we plan to divert water
into the first letter'L'and divert it back out at the final letter'E'. The letter'E'will
be shaped into the deepestpond. Within the individual ponds deep and shallow
areas will be made to best fulfil the different requirements of the various types
of fish, crayfish, crabs and mussels. Different depths of water mean that areas of
the pond with different temperatures can be created.This way problems such as
a lack of o
en or the pond becoming overgrown can be minimised.
These changes to the shape of the land will not only increase the area of
workable land, but also protect it fiom flooding. At present, it is flooded during
the rainy seasonand cannot be worked. The aim is that the entire area of land
will be protected from flooding by a dam, which will also minimise the amount

projectdirectlybordersintensively
Theoreq of lond ovqiloblefor the permoculture
formedpoddy fields.
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Cross
section
of o letier
Thewoterleveof thepond
voresoccordlng
to thefime
of yeorondlheroinfo,

plol
Insel:Oneportof theroughly
50hectcrre
of ondwillbe oidoulin pondsintheformof
writing
Theresult
willbe o wctergcrden
w th monyuses
A lokewithon isond,onwhichon eodhcellor
willbe buil,wi complele
ihepcrnlhesystem
willbe encosedby o roised
bed

q.
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Theedgesof the lettersore morkedwith
poles,so thot workwith the excovotor
con begin.

Thechildrenhelp to plont fruittrees
(mongo,popoyo ond monyothers)in o
trenchfor loter use.

My colleogueof monyyeorsErich
Auernigpreporeso conopyfor the
trench.
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of harmful substances coming in on
the side bordering the heavily fertilised paddy field. These changes will
also include the creation of different
microclimates such as dry areas and
'mini
rainforestsi The changes to the
land should not only provide usable
areas of land that can be farmed the
whole year round, but also a recreational and experimental landscape as
well as a garden for the children at the
orphanage and the people at the nearby university hospital to relax in. The
whole area can then be used as a pickyour-own area,a display garden and to
keep livestock on. It can also serve as a
sanctuary for birds and wild animals.
As high quality clay was available
in such inexhaustible amounts. the
possibility of utilising this raw material presented itself immediately.
Mostly I thought of using it for building. Storage rooms and even houses
could, according to my proposal, be
built simply and very inexpensively.
Using an excavator it would be possible to construct a building of this kind
very quicldy.
I considered restoring the water
supply, which was polluted with many
harmful substances, to its natural
state to be particularly important. So
my recommendation for the orphanage was to create a reed bed to purifii
its waste water and to regenerate and
use the surface and ground water. For
the water treatment itself I pictured
treatment ponds with the appropriate
plants, aeration and filtering. I also
recommended the construction of a
deep well. In order to save as much
energy as possible, a pump system
powered bywater, wind power or elec-

Projecis

tricity from photovoltaic cells could
be used.
The commitment of the couple
running this orphanage is really an
example to us all. The question of
the extent to which my ideas and
suggestionshave been implemented
must be left unansweredat this point.
As Thailand is too far away for me
to be able to overseethe systemon a
regular basis or to participate in the
ongoing work, it only remains to me
at this point to wish for the successof
the project that we beganand worked
on togetherwith suchjoy.
TOP

Loom qnd cloy is ovoiloble on site in
obundonce ond con be mode oood use
of os o building moteriol.
RIGHT
Woter wos ovoiloble in lorge omounts,
unfortunotelyit wos heovily polluted from
intensiveforming. The photo showso
poddy field being formed.
BELOW
Permoculture:o wov for the future.
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: o Projecffor Lebenshi/fe
Ausseerlond
A unique permaculturreproject is being undertaken in the area of Bad Ausseein
Styria. The intention is to make it possible for disabled people to integrate in a
specialway with the hLelpof permaculture. Using various techniques the project
will make a contribution towards giving relief to the families of disabled people.
I worked on the concept for this project with Lebenshilfe Ausseerland (under
the leadership of Roland Kalf3) in June zoo3. I am happy that I can play a part
in making permaculture accessibleto disabled people and their families with
my work on this community project. This is also why I agreed to give the Berta
project my support.
The project includes the creation of gardens for growing many different
vegetableand fruitvarieties, various pleasant and peaceful areasfor training the
senses,an activity garden to teach mobility, a water garden and roclcy area as a
meeting place for visitors. There will also be an earth cellar and an earth shelter.
'Landscape
The plans for this project can be found in the
Design' chapter.
I would now like to give a quick overview of the concept of the project.

MediferrqneonGorden
In the Mediterranean garden indigenous as well as non-indigenous plants and
trees will be grown in a seriesof different experiments. As a result of the unusual
construction (terrace,Cand protected from the elements, the intention of the

Childrenenthusiosticolly
helping to plont ond moke bridgesin the Mediterroneon
gorden.
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design is to store heat) the averageannual temperature in this area should be
higher and therefore make it possible to grow grapes, figs, kiwifruit and other
fruits that require sunny conditions.

Woler Gorden
This area should bring our disabled visitors closer to the medium of water with all
its plant and animal inhabitants. Direct contact should be the focus. This can be
achieved by creating a ford that can also be crossed in a wheelchair, and therefore
also makes it possible to plant from a wheelchair. As well as the propagation of
aquatic plants, the breeding of fish is also planned in the water garden.

Sensory
Gorden
The specially selected plants and building materials in this garden will bring
pleasure to the visitors' senses.The garden will be planted with heavily scented
and aromatic flowers and herbs, as well as delicious berries and fruit. This will
delight the visitors' senses of smell and taste. Brightly coloured flowers and
eye-catcherswill lead people's eyes through the labyrinth. The visitors' sense
of touch will be inspired through the selection of different natural materials
(stone, wood and water).
The sensory garden is currently under construction and has a view of the
Mediterranean garden. The rocks in the garden need to be placed more irreguIarly and the raised beds still need to be finished.

Thestructure
gorden:the remoiningworkmostlyneedsto be coniedout
of the sensory
by hond.
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Activity Gorden
In this areathe visitors'mobility will be stimulated.Balance,coordinationand
fine motor function will be taught in equalmeasureusing natural aids (different
rock formationsand woodenstructures).

RestAreq qnd RockyAreo
This area should attend to the spiritual lives of the visitors and encourage them
to relax through the careful selection of naturally available positive vibrations.
While the rest area will be reserved for physical well-being (eating outdoors,
picnics) among other things, the rocky area will become a cultural meeting
point. Music and poetry will find their place here.

EqrthCellqr ond Sheller
Theearthcellaris for storingproducefrom the permaculture
area.Thepositioning and equipment of this building makes it ideally suited to storing fruit
and vegetables, these factors also make it possible to offer fresh produce on site
until late in the winter. The shelter should also be suitable as an open shelter for
livestock if needed (possibly pigs).
Our disabled visitors will be included in the project from the outset. It is
also planned that they will help with the project in practical terms, such as by
planting different areas and creating environments where they can be happy and
comfortable. The entire area will be planned so that as many aspects of planting
and harvesting as possible can be achieved from a wheelchair. An important
part of the integration process could be the marketing of produce grown on site
to the local population at a local weekly market or at a farmers' market.
On zz"d April zoo4 the groundbreaking work for the Berta project took
place. I now look forward to seeing the fruition of this project.
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Working towards a natural life and natural agriculture is difficult in a time when
people in agriculture, science and politics only have their eyes on 'progress',
whilst showing no consideration for nature. 'Grow or give way' is the motto of
the modern age. In our competitive economy there is little space left for natural
thinking.
Livestock are kept in increasingly cramped conditions, feeding is automated
and controlled by computers. So contact with the livestock is lost and the animals are seen as a commodity rather than as living creatures. People simply refer
'meat
production'. You can only expect healthy produce from a healthy
to it as
animal. Animal suffering is passed on to people. My observations confirm this
again and again. Treating our environment and fellow creatureswith respect is
the only proper way.
'Try
One of my central ideas is:
putting yourself in the position of your
fellow creatures, whether they are plants or animals, and you will quickly find
out whether the environment that you intend for them is right or not. If you
observe a plant or animal closely, you will quickly see if it is happy. However,
if you would not want to live in that environment as a plant or animal, then
change the living conditions there quickly! Only animals that live happy lives
will work foryou day and night and you will be the biggest winner as the owner
of a healthy plant and animal kingdom.'
There is still so much for me to say about my experiences working with
plants and animals. Unfortunately, a book cannot contain it all. When we first
met nine years ago, my friend Professor Bernd Lotsch - in many respects also my
role model - asked me to document all of my practical experiences. I will try as
far as I can, to keep the promise I made back then by recording and passing on
my experiences and observations.
I hope that this book contributes to both nature and theworld being treated
with more respect. Nature is perfect in all of its creation, onlywe humans make
mistakes.
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fosef ("Sepp") Holzer was born in the province of Salzburg, Austria. He is a
farmer, author, and an international consultant for natural agriculture. He took
over his parents' mountain farm business in 196z and pioneered the use of
ecological farming techniques, or permaculture, at high altitudes (roughly 5,ooo
feet above sea level) after being unsuccessful with regular farming methods. He
has been called the "rebel farmer" because he wont back down to conventional
agricultural systems-despite being fined and threatened with prison for
practices such as not pruning his fruit trees. Holzer conducts permaculture
seminars at his farm and worldwide, has written several books, and is the subject
of the film The Agricultural Rebel. He works nationally as a permaculture activist
in the established agricultural industry and works internationally as an adviser
for ecological agriculture.

COURTESYOF PERMANENTPUBLICATIONS
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Mag. Claudia Holzer received her secondary school education in Tamsweg and
went on to study biology (specialising in zoology) in Graz. For her dissertation
she studied the diversity of species of insect in the raised bed systems on the
I(rameterhof. From zooz she has been working as an independent biologist in
the areasof ecological education and permaculture.
fosef Andreas Holzer attended the School of Forestry in Bruck an der Mur.
After completing his final diploma exam, he began studying ecology and biodiversity in Graz in zooz. In addition to his studies he also works intensively
with permaculture principles.
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Achilleamillefolium(yarrow),6o
acid soil, B, tS,17,23-24,7r,l3.r,zo6,zo7
Acoruscalamus(sweetflag), 11'z,
zo2
Actinidiaspp. (kiwi), 24,rgr, r93,1196,
r97,
198
actMty gardenin Bertaproject,z16
Adonisaestivalis(pheasant'seye),r5
aerationof soil, 8r, 83-84, 87,r3r,r83,r85
Agaricusspp. (button mushrooms),r37,
r4o, r58
agarikonmushroom,r38
agriculture,alternative,53-ro3,2r7
alpineplants in,77-79
earth cellarsand sheltersin, 95-ro3
greenmanurein,56-64
livestockin, 8o-9r
old varietiesand plant diversityin,68-74
polyculturetip s in, 74-77
poultry in, 9z-95
regulation ofproblem plants in, 65-68
soil fertility in, 54-55
transition to, ro, 13536
agriculture, traditional, ?.-4, 53-54, 2rT
fruit cultivation in, ro8-ro, 135-36
livestock in, 8o, zr7
pest problems in, 3, r8o-8r
subsidy system in, 4, 53,5+
transition to permaculture, rc, 135-36
water use rn, 45
Agrimonia eupatoria (agrimony), zo3
agrochemicals,3
Agrocybe aegerita mushroom, r4r, r4z
Alcea roseavar. nigra (black hollyhock),
203
Alchemilla erythropoda (lady's mantle),
165, zor
Alisma plantago-aquatica(waterplantain),
52
alkaline soil, 15,r7
Alkmeneapple, n6, u9
Alliaria petiolato (garlic mustard), zoz
AIIium spp., 16r,166, r99, ?,oo,2o3, ?.o4
alpine plants, 77-79

Alsikeclover,3r,63,7j
Althaeafficinalis (marshmallow),164,zor
altitude, L Seealsohigh altitude areas
amaranth,5
Amelanchierovolis(snowymespilus),9r,
ro7
Americanbison,8o, 87,88
amphibians,r8r, r8z
AnanasReinetteapple,u6
(dill), zor
Anethumgraveolens
Angelicaarchangelica(gardenangelica),
201

animals
as livestock, 7, 8o-9r. See also livestock
protection of plants flom, z?,-zj,24, rr3,
rr4-r5, t67, r83, r84

Anodontacygnea(swanmussels),5r
Anthemisspp.,15,t7, 6o, zor
Anthoxanthumodoratum(sweetvernal
grass),15
Anthriscuscerefolium(chervil),zoz
Anthriscussylvestris(cowparsley),r5
Anthyllisvulneraria(kidneyvetch),63
aphids,rl8,rl9, r8o,r94
Apiumgraveolens(celery),4r, zoo
apple,zo, ro7,ro8, no, lz, n5-r8
applerose,93
apricots,24,rr3,r23,r89, r9r
aquaticplants,46, 47,48,49,5r,52
arctic char,5r
Arion vulgaris(Spanishslug), 46,r48, t83
Armillaria melleo (honey fungus
mushroom),r38
Armoraciarusticana(horseradish),166,
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Arnico spp.(arnica),78, zot,zo4
arrowhead, 5z
Artemisia abrotanum (southernwood), zor
Artemisia absinthium (wormwood), r8o,
r8r, zo4
Artemisia dracunculus (tarragon), zor
Artemisia vulgaris (mugwort), ;5, r:6,t64,

lnoex
Asparagusfficinalis (asparagus),
8, zoo
aspectof land, u-rz
Asfacusostacus(Europeancrayfish),5r
Atfiplex patula (orache),14,l5, 66
Auriculariaauricula-judae,r4o, 142
Avenaspp.(oats),r9, 7z
Avenellaflexuosa(waly hair grass),r5
bacteria,3r,55,57-j8
balconygardens,r9z-98
balsamherb, zor
barberry 9r, u5
bark beetles,65
barley,19,72
Bartholomew'sapple,115-16
basil,sweet,zor
bats,r8z
Baumann'sReinetteapple,116
beans,4r, 58,63,66,75,16z,r7o,r78,r9t,
r92,r93,r99
bees,ro4
beetles,65,67,r8o,r8r,r85
beetroot,169,zoo
Bellede Boskoopapple,u8
bellflowers,
6o,78
Berberisvulgaris(barberry),9r, u5
bergamot,zoz
Berkshirepigs,zo8
Bertaproject,6, l.8,zt4-r6
Betavulgaris(beetroot,chard), 169,r7r,zoo
betony,ti,,V,2o4
BeurrdAlexandreLucaspear,rzo
Beurr6Grispear,rzo
BeurrdHardypear,r2o
BigarreauNoir cherry rzz
bilberry ry,78,169
biodiversity,threatsto, 3
biomass,8,29,3r
greenmanurecropsas,56-64
birch boletes,Bg, r54,r55,156
bird cherry 9r
birds,74,9r-95,r8r
ducks,46, 93,94-95,148
food sourcesfor, 6o, 74,gr-g2
geese,46,
94-95,zo8
in insectregulation,9r, r8o, r8z
nesting sites for, 92, 93-94, 95, r&z
birdsfoottrefoil, 63
Brconspp.(bison),8o,87,88,89
bitterorange,z3
black hollyhock,2o3
black medick, 3r, 63,75,76

blackoats,7z
black poplarmushroom,r4r,r42
black radish,169
black salsify,r83,zoo
blackthorn, ro7,rr5
blue moor grass,r5
Bohnapfelapple,n6
Boikenapple,u6, u7
Boletusedulis(ceps),ry&,84
Bonasabonasia(hazelgrouse),95
bone salve,n4-l5 166-68
Boragofficinalis (borage),zor
Bosmutus(yaks),8o, 87, 88, 89
bracken,r5
brambles(Rubusfruticosus),9r
brandlingworm, r85
brandroggen,
Tz-74
Brossiconapus(oilseedrape),58,64, u3
Brassicaoleracea
broccoli,16z
cabbage,4r, 58,t6z, 169,r7r,r78,r99
kale,64,76,89
Brassicarapa, 64.Seealsoturnip
BtaziI,zz, zo5
breeding
of earthworms,186-87
ofplants,68-7o
bridgegrafts, rzg, r1o-jr
broadbean,63
broccoli,16z
broom,r,23,rro
brown trout, 5r
Bubalusbubalusarnee(waterbuffalo),8o,
82,8g
buckwheat,58,64, 76, tr3,14
bud grafts,t:g,r3.o
Bufo bufo (toads),46, r85
bugloss,r5
Biihler Fnihzwetscheplum, rzr
bulrushes,5z
Burgenland,:.8,24,29,g4
burning practices,8, 7z-73
in bone salvepreparation,l-f,6,1167
go
buttercup,15,116,
button mushrooms,r37,r4o, r58
bypasstechniquefor balconygardens,r97,
198
cabbage,4r,58,:16z,1169,
r7r,r78,rg9
Calendulafficinalis (calendula),6o, 164,
l68, zo3
Callunavulgaris(heather),r5, zo7
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Calvatia gigantea (giant puffball
mushroom), r38
Camelina safiva (gold-of-pleasure), 62, 64
Campanulaspp. (bellflowers),6o,78
Cannabissatrvo (hemp) ,38,6o,66,75,92
Cantharelluscibarius(chanterelles),r38,
154
capercaillie,94, 95
Capsella bursa-pastoris (shepherd's purse),
15
Capsicum spp. (pepper), zoo
Corex (sedge),zo7
carp, 5r
carrots, 4t, 162,169,r83, r88, r99
Carthamustinctorius(safflower),zor
Castaneasativc (sweetchestnut), rr, z4
castor-oil plants, 12
catchcrops, 7j-77,2o7
cattle, 72, 87-9r,98, gg,169
celandine, greater, 164, zo3
celery 4r, zoo
cellars
earth, 96-ror, rc3, zr4, zt6
stone, lol-3
Centaurea cyanus (cornflower), 6o,67, zoz
Centaurium erythrcea (centaury), zo4
ceps, r38, r54
cerealcrops,t9,6o,68,70-74,75,76,2o7
Certhiidae (treecreepers), 9z
chamomile, 164,t,96
corn, 15
yellow, r5, t7,6o, zor
chanterelles, ry8, ry4
chard, 169, r7r,2oo
Chelidonium mafus (greater celandine),
164,zo3
Chenopodium album (fat hen), r5
Chenopodium bonus-henricus, t99
cherry zo, 97,ro4,ro6, ro7, rr2, r22, r25, rg2
chervil, zoz
chestnut, sweet,u,24
chickens, T4
chickweed, 15,16
chicory 165,l:69
children, garden areas for, 44, r87-8g, rg7,
2ro-r3
Chinese artichoke, r99
chives, 16r,16z, zo3
Cichoriumintybus(chicory),165,t69
Clapp's Favouritepear, rzo
clay soil, pond construction in, 19
cleftgrafts, n6,n7,n8
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clematis, r9z
climbing plants, rg2, r93, t96, 197-98
clover, 23, 3o,3r,6r,63, rto, rr4
ascatchcrop, 75,76,n
as green manure crop, 58,63, 176
cockchafers,85
cold ffames, r7o
Colombia, 22,72,2c,5
Coloree de Juillet pear, rzo
coltsfoot, r5, 165
combinationsof plants, t99-2oo
comfiey, 23,6o,164,r8o, zor
compacted soil, 15,t7,25,39,83-84
compost, mushrooms grown on, r4o
composting,ry4-75,176,185,186
Comtessede Parispear,rzo
coneflower, purple, 165,zo3
Conference Pear,rzo
conservation measures, 79, gL-gz
Consolida regolis (forking larkspur), r5
containergardens, r9z-98
Coprinus comatus mushroom, r4o, r58
Coriandrum sativum (coriander), zoz
corn,4r, 66
corn chamomile, r5
corn mint, r5
Cornelian cherry ro7
cornflower,6o,67,zoz
Cornus mcs (Cornelian cherry), ro7
Cornus sanguinea (dogwood), 9r
courgettes, o, 4r, r78, rgL,r93, r99
cowberries, 78
cow parsley, r5
crabapple, ro7
crab spider, r8r
crayfish, 46,47,48,5r,2to
creeping buttercup, 15,16
creeping soft grass, r5
crimsonclover, 63
cross-pollination,6g-7o
Cucumissativus (cucumber), 12,4r,V4,
t78,r9r,L93,tgg
Cucurbita spp., r99
courgettes, n, 4r, r78, r9r, r93, rgg
pumpkins, D, 4r, 70, r74, r9t, rg3, rgg
culinaryplants,6T, zor-4
in kitchen gardens, :59-63, ryo-74
culverts for water management, z7-28
curlymint,2o2
currants, zo, 16r
Cynoglossum fficinale (hounds tongue),
2o2

tnoex
Cyperaceae(sedge), zo7
Cyprinus carpio (carp), 5r
Czar plum, rzz
Dahomey miniature cattle, 87, 98
damson plum, or-zz, 16z-63
dandelion, ry,l-65,169
Danziger Kantapfel apple, u6
Daucus caroto (carrot), 4r, ;6z, 169, r83,
r88, r99
decoy and distraction plants, 13, 14, r83,
t8z
deer,8o, rr3,tr4-r5
dehorning of cattle, 9o-9r
diet
of cattle, 72, 89-9o, 1169
of ducks and geese,95, r48
meat quality in, 8o
of pigs, 72, 83, 84-85, 86, 87, ro4, 95
wheat varieties in, 7o
of wild birds, gr-92
dill, zor
Diplotaxis tenuifolia (wild rocket), zoo
disabled people, gardens for, z14-16
distraction and decoy plants , rr3, tr4, r83,
r8a
ditches
as earth shelters for pigs, 95-96
for humus storage, 3r-J2
for water management in terraces,
z7-28,3r-32
docl<,broad-le aved, 66, 67
dog rose, 9r
dogwood, 9r
Dcinnisen's Gelbe Knorpelkirsche cherry
Doyenne Boussoch pear, rzr
dragonflies, r8r, r8z
drainage, z, 8
drawing salves,166
d r y s o i l ,5 , r 5 , 1 7 , 2 8 , 3 9
ducks, 46, 93, 94-95, r48
duroc pigs, 8z-83,84
dwarfing rootstocks, t24, r31.earth cellars and shelters, 95, 96-ror, to3,
zt4, zt6
earthworms, B, 55,V5, r77, 185-87, r93,
rg4,196
earwigs, r8o, r8r
Echinaceapurpureo (purple coneflower),
165,zo3

eggs, hatching of, 9z-93
Egyptian clover, 63
einkorn wheat,70,2o7
Eiseniafoetida (brandling worm), r85
elderberry r5, 9r
elevation ofland, rr
embankment of terraces, 26, 27, 28, 3o, 3r
emmerwheat,70, zo7
endangered species,79, 9r
enoki mushrooms, 141,r42, r43
Epilobium p arv iJIo rum, zoz
Equisetum arvense(field horsetail), r5, r8o,
r8r
Erithacus rubecula (robins), 9r
eroslon, r, 12,22, 25, 29
Esoxlucius (pike),5r
espalier trees, ro9, uo, r35, r83, r89
Euonymus europaeus (spindle tree), 9r
European bison, 8o, 87, 89
European crayfish, 5r
evening primrose, 2o3
excavators,8. Seealso machinery
experimentation in test areas, rg-2t
faba bean, 63
Faboideae,5T-58
Fagopyrum esculentum, 58, 64,76, tt3, rt4
fallow deer, 8o
fat hen (Chenopodiumalbum),5
fennel, zoz
fermentation of liquid fertilisers, r79-8o
fertilisers, 55, 65, 66, r74-8o
for cereal crops,72
environmental damage from, 3, 45, r77
for fruit trees, 1o8-ro, .n2,tr5, 135-36
liquid, r77-8o, t8t, 194-96
fertility ofsoil ,31, 4r-42, 54-55
plants improving, 55, 56-64
Festuca ovina (sheep'sfescue), r5, 16
feverfew, zo3
fiddleneck, 62,6+
field bean, 63
Filipendula ulmaria (meadowsweet), zoz
finger test in soil assessment,t3-14
firerye,7z-74
flsh, pond construction for, 46, 47, 48, 49,
5o-5r,2ro
flail mowers, 6z
Flammulina velutipes mushroom, 74r, r42,
143
flavor and taste of food, 69
flax,r9,64,76,92

Sepp Holzer'sPermoculture
fly honeysuckle, 9r
fodder kale, 89
foddervetch, 63
Foeniculum vulg are (fennel), zoz
forking larkspur, r5
foxgloves, 16r
French lilac, 169
fringed water lilies, 5z
frosts affecting fruit crops, ro5, ro7, ro8,
r9r-92
fluits, ro4-36
in Berta project,2r4, zr5
frosts affectin g, Lo11,,
ro7, ro8, r9r-92
in high-altitude areas, zo, ro9, rr2, rrj
in kitchen gardens, r59, 16r,r7r
in pick-your-own areas, 44
plants grown around, no-rz, r;.3,r14,r9o
propagation and grafting of, rc4,D4-33
protection of trees against browsing, rr3,
rt4-r5, l.67
in raised beds, 4o, 42,rrr,r74
seedso{, D4, Br-33
shock method in replanting, 133-34
storage rooms for, 99-ro3
in terraces, 3r, to4, ro6, ro7, rr3
in Thailand project, zrz
in town gardens, r89, r9r-92, li96, r97
traditional cultivation of, ro8-ro, 135-36
varieties recommended, t;r6-23
windfall, as pig feed, 84,ro4,95
fungi, 55, 78, 79, 137-38,4;9, r54
mushrooms, 137-58
plant diseasesfiom, ro8, rog, rrz, 164,r94
Gachtl, memories of , 159,:i6r-63, r7o-7r, r9r
Galium aparine (goosegrass),r5, 16
Galium odoratum (sweet woodruff), zo4
Ganoderma lucidum (lingzhi mushroom),
r40
gardens, l11g-2o4
for disabled, in Berta project, zr4-t6
helpers and fellow creatures in, r8o-87
kitchen, g9-63,r7o-74
medicinal plants in, r59, r:6r,163-69, r7o,
r7r,2or-4
natural fertilisers in, ry4-8o
in town areas, fi7-98
vegetables in, r59, 116z,
169-74, r99-zoo

garlic,16r,164,166,rgg, 2o4
garlicchives,zo3
garlicmustard,2o2
Gastroideaviridula (greendock beetle),67
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geese,46,94-95,2o8
geneticallymodified seeds,69
Gentianaspp.(gentians),Zl -lg, r8r, zoz,
207
germinationof seeds,22,29, 3c.,77-79
giant puffball mushroom,98
giant silvermullein, zo4
GoldenDeliciousapples,n5
goldenmarguerite,15,17,6o,zor
goldenoystermushroom,r4r
gold-of-pleasure,62,64
Good King Henry r99
gooseberry16r
goosegrass,
r5,16
governmentregulations,9-Lo,79
gradientof terraces,z5-26
graftingof fluit trees,Lo4,r24-j3
grapes,24, Lgr,r91,,t96, r97
grasspea,63
Gravensteinapple,
u7
greattit (Parusmajor),9z
greatercelandine,164,zo3
greaterplantain,r5
greendock beetle,67
greenmanurecrops,3o-3r,56-64,72,75,
1r),1r4,r3r,v6
plum, rzr
Greengage
Grof3ePrinzessincherry rzz
GrosBlanquetpear,r2r
ground beetles,r8r,r85
grouse,24, 95
Guelderrose,9r
hairyalpine rose,78
hardeningoff springtransplants,r7o
haresbrowsingfruit trees,n3, n4
hawkweed,mouse-ear,15
hazelgrouse,95
heath speedwell,zor
heather,r5, zo7
heavysoil, 14,27,3r,39,r8g
HedelfingerRiesenkirsche
cherry rzz
Hederahelix(ivy),9t
hedgehogs,r8r, r85
hedges,6, 14,93,t33
Helianthusannuus(sunflowers),n, 14,rg,
38,64
around fluit trees,rr3
asgreenmanurecrop, 58,6o, 6r
in polycultures,75
in regulationofproblem plants,66, 68
seedsasbird food, 9z

Inoex
Helianthus tuberosus(Jerusalem
artichokes),4, 38,6r, 64, 66,67, 68, 75,
r83, zoo
asanimal feed,76, 86, 87, 89-9o
around fruit trees,u3, n4
Helixpomatia (ediblesnail),r85
hemp,38,6o,66,75,9z
Heracleumsphondylium(hogweed),14,15
herbs,5, 58,68,75, zor-4
in balconygardens,r9J
in kitchen gardens,r59, r6t, 16z,163
medicinal,63-69. Seealsomedicinal
plants
in pick-your-ownareas,14
Hieraciumpilosella(mouse-ear
hawkweed),r5
high altitude areas,n-r2, r9-2r
alpineplants in,77-79
fruits in, zo,ro9, uz, u5-r6
mushroomsin, r38
Hippurisvulgaris(mare'stail), 5z
hogweed,r4, r5
Holcusmollu (creepingsoft grass),15
hollyhock,black,zo3
homemaderemediesand preparations
bone salve,r;.4-r5,t66-68
liquid fertiliserc,r77-8o
medicinalplants for, 163-69
for slugand snail regulation,r84
honeyfungusmushroom,r38
honeyplants,53
honeysuckle,fly,9r
Hordeumvulgare(barley),r9, 7z
horsechestnut,r88
horseradish,1166,zoz
horsetail,15,r8o, r8r
houndstongue,zoz
hoverflies,r8o, r8r
humus,3t3z,65
HungarianBestapricot,rz3
Hungariansteppecattle,87
hybrid seeds,68-69
hydraulicram,water-powercd,47
Hypericumperforatum(St.John'swort),

in subsidysystem,4, 53,54
indicatorplants,r4-r7,66
ink capmushrooms,shaggy,r4o, r58
insectcontrol, 9r, r8o-82
with liquid fertilisers,ry9,ry9,r8o, r8r,
194
with pigs,85
insects
childhoodexperiences
with, r89
in pollination,70, ro4
Inula ensiftlia (narrow-leavedinula), zor
Iris sp.,5z
irrigation of balconygardens,r94
rvY,9r
JacquesLebelapple,n7
JamesGrieveapple,rr7
rose,93
Japanese
sheathedwoodtuft mushroom,
Japanese
r42
Ierusalemartichokes.SeeHelianthus
tuberosus
Jonathanapple,u7
Judas'earfun gus,r4o,r4z
Juncusspp.(rush),r5
KaiserWilhelm apple,u7
kale,64,76,89
I(assin'sFriihe cherry rzz
Kernechtervom Vorgebirgepeach,r2j
kidneyvetch,63
king oystermushroom,r4r
lcingstrophariamushroom,rj7, r49,r1.4
Kirke'splum, rzz
kitchen gardens,g9-63, yo-74
helpersand fellow creaturesin, r8o-87
medicinalplantsin, t59, 16r,163-64,r7o,
vr
kitchenwaste,r94
kiwi, 24, r9r, r91,,1196,
rg7,r98
kohlrabi,16z
koi carp,5r
Kuehneromyces
mutabilismushroom,r4z,
r43

2o2

Hyssopusfficinalis (hyssop),zo4
ichneumonflies,r8r
income
in ecologicalfarming, 54
flom fruits, ro4-5, to7, 95-36
from mushrooms,r37,r38

Lacertaagilis (sandlizard), r8z
lacewings,r8o, r8r
Lactucaspp.(lettuce),:i6z,t91, 2oo,2oz
Iadybirds,r8o, r8r
lady'smantle, :165,
zot
LandsbergerReinetteapple,n7
larch,23,97,99,ro6

Sepp Holzer'sPermoculture
Lariciformes fficinalis (agarikon
mushrooms), r38
larkspur, forking, r5
Lathyrus sotiyus (grass pea), 63
Lavandula angustifolia (lavender), r6t, zoz
Leccinum scabrum, r39,154,r55,;56
leeks, 16r,zoo
legumes, 57-58,63, zo7
beans, 4r, 58, 63, 66, 75, 16z,r7o, r78, r9r,
rg2,r9j,r99
peas. Seepea
lemonbalm, ::6r,164,zo4
lemon thyme, 163,;:69
Lentinula edodesmushroom, 21,1317,4'8,
L4r
Leonurus cardiaca (motherwort) , 16r,zoz
lettuce, 16z,r93, 2oo,2o7
Levisticum fficinale (lovage), 116r,
t6z, 164,
2O2
light soil, r4
Ligustrum vulgare (wild privet), 9r
lilac, French, 169
lingzhi mushroom, r4o
linum spp. (flax), r9, 64,76,92
liquidfertiliserc,rTT-8o,t8t,194-96
livestock,7,66,8o-9r
cattle, 7z, 87-9t, 98, gg, 169
feed for, 72,76,77,89-go, t69
homemade remedies for, li64, t66-67
in intensive modern farming, 8o, zr7
pigs. Seepigs
shelters for,36,83,84,86,87, 95-96,
98, gg
lizards, r8r, r8z, r85
loam soil, :.9, 26, 27, 5o, r89
Lonicera xylosteum (fly honeysuclde), 9r
Lotsch, Bernd, zr7
Lotus corniculotus (birdsfoot trefoil), 63
Louise Bonne pear, 12o
lovage, 16r, 16z,164,zoz
lowaltitudeareas, u
lucerne, 6r, 63,lo
Lumbricus spp. (earthworms), r85
Lupinusspp. (lupin), 23,3c.,57,6r,63,9o
as green manure crop, 58,63, 176
as pioneer plant, no
Lycopersicon (tomato), 4t, r79, r9o, 2oo
Lycopsis arvensis (bugloss), r5
machinery 8
in ditch digging, 3r-32
flail mowers, 6z
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in pond construction, r8-t9, 49, 5o,5r
in raised bed construction, 39
in shelter construction, 97-98, gg
in terrace construction, z6-27
terrace design for, 5, z5
in town garden, r89
marze,75, 2oo
male fern, 9o
mallow, 64, zo3
Malus spp. (apple), zo,to7, ro8, no, uz,
u5-r8
Malvaspp. (mallow),64,2o3
mangalitza pi gs, 82, 84, 96
mango,22
manure
in cold frame for heat, r7o
in kitchen gardens, ry2, ry3
mare's tail, 5z
marroram, 5,202
marrowstem kale, 64
marsh mallow 164, zot
masterwort, 2o3
mat grass,15,V
Matricaria chamomilla, 6o, zor
Maunzenapple,u8
mayweed, scented,6o, zor
meadow clary 15,17
meadowsweet,zoz
Medicago lupulina (black medick),1, 61,
7j,76
Medicago sofrva (lucerne), 6r, 63, uo
medicinal plants, 67, 163-69, zor-4
in balconygardens,r93
as catch qop,75
in kitchen gardens, r59, 116r,
163-64, r7o,
t7r
for livestock problems, 164,.i66
mushrooms as, r38-4o
Mediterranean garden in Berta project,
2r4-r5
Melilotus spp. (sweetclover),63
Melissa fficinalis (lemon balm) , 16r,t64,
20+
Menthaspp. (mint), 15,2o2,2o3
mespilus, snowy, 9r, ro7
mice browsing fruit trees, u4
microclimates , 6, u, tz, zr-24
for fruit trees, ur, rr5
ofponds,46-47
ofraisedbeds, zz, 23-24,33,34
ofterraces, 22,23,3r
in Thailand project,2r2

tnoex
in town gardens, r89, r9r-92, 1196
microorganisms in soil, 8,31, 54-j5
bacteria, 31,5;;,,57-58

fungi. Seefungi
milk thistle, zo3
millet,64,9z
minnows,5r
mint, r5, t6t, 164,2o2,,?,o3
Molinia caerulea(purple moor grass),r5
Monardaspp.(bergamot),zoz
monkshood,9o, 16r
monoculture,z-3, 45,74,r8o-8t,
montanasalve,165-66
moor grass,15
Morello Cherry rzz
motherwort, r6t, zoz
mountain arnica,78,zor
mountain pasqueflowers,78
mowers,flail, mistakesin useof, 6z
mugwort, 15,t6, t64, zot
mulching, 66-67, 68,176-77,r85,186
of fruit trees,no
of kitchen gardens,r7z-73
materialsusedfor, 66,176,t77
of raisedbeds,39,4z
in Scottishhighlands,zo7,zo8
ofslopes,3o
mullein, 164,zoz,zo4
multiflora rose,93
muscovyducks,93
mushrooms,zr, t37-58
on compost,14o
onstraw L4o,t49-54
in town gardens,193-94,:196
wild, 9o, 154-58
onwood, ry8,4o-49
musk mallow,zo3
mussels,46,5r,zro
mustard,176
garlic,zoz
white, 64
Myrrhisodoruta(sweetcicely),zo4
nakedoats,7z
namekomushroom,r4z
Nardusstricta(mat grass),r5,r7
nasturtium,garden(Tropaeolummajus),
Nasfurfium fficinale (watercress),
zor
nematodes,164
nestingsites,92, 93-94,95,r8z

nettle
annual, 15,r8o
in nitrogen rich soil, 14,15,66
stinging 15,66,67,t65,169, r78, r8o, r8r
New Zealand spinach, 5
niches, microclimates of,rz, zz
nitrogen, 4, ll5, 16,3r, 57, 66, r8o
north-facing slopes, rz
notched inoculation method, r45
Nuphar luteum (yellowwater lily), 5z
nuthatches, 9z
Nymphaea alba (white water lily), 5z
Nymphoides peltcta (fringed water lily), 5z
oats, 19,72
Ocimum basilicum (sweet basil), zor
Odenwdlder apple, u8
Oenothera biennis (evening primrose), zo3
oilseed rape, 58, 64, u3
old varieties, 69-74, 8o
ofapples, 116-18
ofcattle,8T-89
of pears,rzo-zr
ofpigs, 8r, 8z-83
of plums, rzr-zz
onions, 16r,166,zoo
Onob ryc his viciifolia (sainfoin), 63
Ontario apple, u8
Opuntia ficus-indica (prickly pear cactus),
24
orache, 14, lr5,66
orchards, 84. Seealso fruits
orchids,2,5,46
oregano, 2o3
Origanum majorana (marjoram), 5, zoz
Orig anum vulgare (oregano),zo3
Ornithopus safivus (serradella), 63
oyster mushrooms, 137,r4r, t 46, t48, r49
paddocks, 66,72
cattle in, 89, 9o
fluit trees in, 84, ro4, r32, r1;5
pigs in, 8r, 84, 85-87, ro4, r35
Panicum miliaceum (millet), 64, 9z
paPaya,22
parsley, 16z,zo3
parsnlp, 2oo
Parus major (great tit), 9z
pasque flowers, mountain, 78
Pastinaca satrvo (parsnip), zoo
pastures, problemplants in, 65, 66
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Permoculture
SeppHolzer's
paths,5, 25,4r
pea,4r, 63,66,75,86,r78,r99
asgreenmanurecrops,58,6t,63
in kitchen gardens,16z,r7o
in town gardens,rgr, r92, r93
peaches,
n3,r89,r9r
pears,20,to4,to6,ro7,ro8,rr2,179,r2o-2r,
1.24
pennl'royal,zo3
peony,165
pepper,2oo
peppermint,zo3
Persianclover,63
pestproblemsin traditional agriculture,3,
r8o-8r
pesticides,3, 45,55,t77
in fruit cultivation,ro8-ro, 135-36
Petroselinumcrispum(parsley),16z,zo3
Peucedanumostruthium(masterwort),zo3
pH of soil,B, 15,v,34
acid,r3, 15,17,23-24,7t, r3r,zo6,zo7
alkaline,r5, 17
(fiddleneck),62,64
Phaceliatana<:etiftIia
Phaseolus
spp. (beans),4r, 58,63,66, 75,
16z,r7o,r78,r9t, rgz,r93,r99
pheasants,95
pheasant'seye,15
Pholiotanameko(namekomushroom),r4z
Phoxinusphoxinus(minnows),5r
Piceospp.(spruce),1.;5,
36,97, ro6, rz5,.9r,
r54
Picidae(woodpeckers),9z
pick-your-ownareas,42-44,77
pigs,8r-87
castrationo{, 166
feedfor,72,83,84-85,86,87,ro4,r35
grazingraisedbeds,4z
ashelpers,66, 8r, 83-85,87,r3.r,r48
in paddocksystem,8r, 84,85-87, ro4,85
in Scottishhighlands,zo8
sheltersfor,36, 83,84, 86, 87,95-96
pike,5r
pioneerplants, 22,23,72,rro
Pisumsativum(gardenpea),63,r99
plant combinationsfor vegetables,
r99-zoo
Plantagomajor (greaterplantain),r5
plantain
grearer,15
watel 52
planting method for fiuit trees,1o8,ro-12
Pleurotusoystermushrooms,r4r, L46,r48,
r49
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ploughing
deep,impact on soil life, 55
with pigs,8r, 83-84,85,87,r3r
plums,rrz, tzt-zz, t6z-63
poisonousplants,9o, 16r
pollination, 69-7o, ro4, r3o
pollution, 3, 6, 38, 45,L89,rg2,2r2,2Lj
polycultures,74-77,r53,r8r
Poncirustrifoliata (bitter orange),z3
ponds,z, 4,5,46,47-52
constructionof, r8.-r9,47-5r
for ducksand geese,94-95
governmentregulationson, 9, 48
in north-facingslopes,rz
terracesof z9
in Thailandproject, zro, 2rr
forwater buffalo,89
poppies,T6
pot marigold (calendula),6o,;:64,:i68,zo3
potashin liquid fertiliser,r8o
potato,4r,68,7o,86,r7r,r99
Potatofose,93
Potentillaanserina(silverweed),r5,r7
Potentillaerecta(tormentll) , :i65,1169
poulticepreparationsand salves,u4-r5,
r65-68
poultry 74,92-95
prickly pearcactus,24
privet,wild, 9r
propagation
ofalpineplants,77-79
of domesticanimal breeds.8o
of fluit trees,rz4-33
of mushrooms,143-44,
r55,r57
seedproduction fog 69-7o, r7t
propertyboundaries,6, 7
pruning of fruit trees,ro8-ro, uz
Prunusarmeniaca(apricots),24,rr3,,r23,,
r89, r9r
Prunusavium (wild cherry), gr,Loz,L22
Prunusdomesticasubsp.insititia (damson
phtm), nrzz, 16z-63
Prunuspadus(bird cherry),9r
Prunusspinoso(blackthorn),rc7,15
Pter idium aquilinum (bracken),r5
puffball mushroom,giant, r38
Pulsatilla montana (mountain pasque
flowers),78
pumpkins, rz, 4r,70, t:/4, r9r, r93, r99
purple coneflowegt65, zo3
purple moor grass,r5
Pyruspyraster(wild pear),ro7

Index
quail, 95
Quetscheplum, rzr
quincerootstock,rz4
radishes,4r,64,162,
169,r88,r92,r93
ascatchcrop,75,76,zo7
in ScottishHighlands,zo7, zo8
raisedbeds,6, 8, zz,7j-44, r89,zo7
compostingbetween,ry4-75
fruits in, 4c, 42,rrr,r34
microclimatesof,zz, z3-24,7j,34
vegetablesin, 4o, 4r, 42,174-75
Ranunculusrepens(creepingbuttercup),
15, t6

raPe
oilseed,58,64,rj
winter,75
Raphanussativus,64.Seealso radishes
TheRebelFarmer(Holzer),z, 47,2o5
red clover,63
red deer,8o, rr3
red earthworms,r85
red spidermites,r8o
reedbed for waterpurification, zrz
Rhizobiumbacteria,57
Rhododenclron
hirsutum (hairy alpine
rose),78
roachfish, 5r
robin, 9r
robinia,97,99,ror
rocket,wild, zoo
roe deer,8o, rr3
root systemsof plants, z9-3o,3r, 57,6r
rootstockin grafting,L24-2g,r3r-33,r3;Rosaspp.(rose),23,gr,93,rr5,il6r,r93
rose,Guekler(Viburnum opulus),gr
rose,hairy alpine ( Rhododendron
hirsutum),78
Rossian,Fritz, 9o
RotePichelbirnepear,rzl
roundwoodshelters,8, 36,83,87, 96-ror,
103
rowan,9r, :to6,ro7,t3z
Rubusfruti cosus(bramble),9r
rudd fish, .ir
rue,2o4
Rumexacetosella(sheep'ssorrel),r5,r7
Rumexobtusiftlius (broadJeaveddock),
66,67
runner beans,16z
rush, r5
Rutagraveolens(rue), zo4

Rutilusrutilus (roachfish), 5r
ro6
rye,:-9,64,72-74,
safflower,zor
sage,5,r6r,t68,zo3
SagittariasagittifuIia(arrowhead),5z
sainfoin,63
St.Johnswort,zoz
saladburnet, 15,64
Salmotrutta (browntrout), 5r
salsifi,,r83,zoo
salveand poulticepreparations,u4-r5,
165-68
Salvelinusalpinus(arcticchar),5r
Salviafficinafts (sage),5,:i6r,l:68,
zo3
Salviapratensis(meadowclary),E, 17
SalzburgerPear,rzr
Sambucusnrgra(elderberry),r5, 9r
sandlizard, r8z
Sanderlucioperca(zander),5r
sandysoil,26, 28,39
Sanguisorbaminor (saladburnet), r5, 64
Saniculaeurcpaea(sanicle),r5,17
Saponariaoficinalis (soapwort),zo3
Saturejamontana(winter savory),zor
savory winter, 2ol
sawdustmixture for slug and snail
regulation,r84
scaleinsects,r79,t8o
Scardiniuserythrophthalmus(rudd fish), 5r
scentedmayweed,6o, zor
Schmidtberger's
Roteapple,rr8
Schneider'sSpite Knorpelkirschecherry
scionin grafting,r:;1-29
Scirpussylvaticus(woodclub rush), 15
scorpionweed,rr3
Scorzonerahispanica(blacksalsift), r83,
200
Scotland,23-24,7L,2o5-g
ScottishHighland cattle,87, 88, 98
Secalespp.(rye),64,72
sedge,zo7
seeds,68-7o, r7r
ofalpineplants,77-79
for birds, 9z
ofcabbages,r7r
offruits, rz4,r3r-J3
germinationof, zz, 29,3c.,77-79
sensorygardenin Bertaproject,zr5
serradella,63
servicetree,ro7
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Sesleriavaria (blue moor grass), r5
shaggy ink cap mushrooms, r4o, r58
sheathed woodtuft mushroonrs, r42, r43
sheep'sfescue, r5, 16
Sheep'sNose apple, n8
sheep'ssorrel, 15,r7
shelters, 95-ro3
earth shelters, gj-g6, zr4, z16
for livestock, 36,83,84,86,87, 95-96,
98, gg
roundwood, 8,36,83,87, 96-ror, ro3
forstorage, gg-1o3
shepherd'spurse, 15
shiitakemushrooms, zt,r37,t38,r4r
shock method in replanting fruit trees,
83-34
shrews, r85
Siberiangrain, ancient, 7r, 7z
Silurus glanis (wels catfish), 5r
silver mullein, giant, 2o4
silverweed,r5, r7
Silybummqrianum(milkthistle), zo3
Sinapisalbo (white mustard), 64
Sitta europaea (nuthatches), 9z
Sium srsorum (skirret), zoo
skirret,zoo
slopes, rr-rz, 37, 3839, 6r
roundwood shelters built into, 8, 36, 83,
87, 96-ror
terraces and paths in, z4-3r
slow worms, r8r
slugs, 46, 148-49, 183-85
snails, 84-85, 95, t 48-49, 183-85
snowy mespilus, 91,1o7
soapwort, 2o3
soil conditions, r3-rg
forcereals,70,71.,72
for fruits, rro-rz, 116-18,r2o-22, r23, r3r
for germination of alpine seeds,78-79
for medicinal and culinary plants, zor-4
plants appropriate for, 5
plants as indicators o{, 4-r7,66
in pond construction, r8-r9, 48, 5o
raised bed designs for,39
terrace designfor,26, z7
in town garden, r89
forvegetables, rg9-2oo
soil pH. SeepH of soil
soil preparatio\, 8, Vo, Vz, t73
soil tests, r3-r4, r8
Solanumtuberosum (potato), 4r, 68,7o,
86,t7r,r99
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Sorbus spp., 9r, ro6, ro7, r1.2
Sorghum dochna (sorghum), 64
sorrel, r4, 5, t7,66
sour cherry rzz
South Africa, zz
southernwood, zor
south-facing slopes, n-rz
Souvenir du Congrds pear, r2o
spaghetti squash,zz
Spanish slug, 46, r48, r83
spargel (white asparagus),8
spawn, mushroom,743-44,75r
Speckbirnepear, r2r
speedwell,heath,zor
spider mites, red, r8o
spiders, r8o, r8r
Spinacia oleraceq (spinach), 4r, zoo
spindle tree, 9r
spotted gentians, 78, zo7
spreading bellflowers, 6o
spruce,35,j6,97,ro6,r25,1)1,r54
Stachysfficinalis(betony), r5,,t7,zo4
Stachyssieboldii (Chineseartichoke), r99
Stark Earliest apple, u8
Stellaria media (chickweed),r5, 16
stinging nettle, 15,66,67,r65,r69,t78,t8o,
r8r
stone use, \ t2, 14,23, uo, r89
in ponds and water gardens, 5o-5r
for storage room construction, ror-3
stony soil, terrace design for, 26, z8
storage rooms, 99-103, r7t, zo8, z16
Stratiotes aloides (water soldier), 52
straw, mushrooms grown on, r4o, r4g-54
strawberries, 4 4r,t6r,r79
straltflowers, r7r
Strophariasp. mushroom,r37,r4g,r54
stubble drilling, 75
Subira pears, rc7, r;9, t2r
subsidy system, 4, 51,,j4
subterranean clover, 63
sun bonnet, 16r
sun exposure of town garden, t89, r9r-92
sunflowers. See Helianthus onnuus
suntraps, r2,22,2,j
Swabian-Hall swine, 8z
swan mussels, 5r
sweet basil, zor
sweet chestnut, tr, 24
sweetcicely, zo4
sweetclover, 23,3o,6t,63,lo
sweetflag,5z,zoz

sweet vernal grass, 15
sweetwoodruff, 2o4
Swisspine, ro6
sycamore logs as mushroom substrate, r38
q.nnbiotic associations, 31,57-58, 87-38,
r39,r54
Symphytum oficinale, 23,6o, 164, r8o, zor
Symphytum x uplandicum, r8o
Tanacetum spp., r8o, 196, zot, zo1
Taraxacumfficinale (dandelion), 15,165,
169
tarragon, 2ol
taste and flavor of food, 69
Taxus baccata (yew), 9r
temperature of soil, 4
tench, 5r
terraces, \ 3, 4, 5-7, 24-31
fruits in, 3r, to4, ro6, ro7, r73
microclimates of, zz, 23,3t
soil conditions affecting construction
o{, r8
in town gardens, r89, r9r
test areas in landscape design, r9-zr
Tetrao urog allus (capercailli e), 94, gj
Thailand, r8, zro-r3
Thomisdae (crab spider), r8r
threshing, 73-74
thyme, 5, :r5,16, 16r,1163,
164, 169, 2o3, 2o4
Tincatinca (tench),5r
toads,46, r85
tobacco, 12,76
tomatoes, 4r, r7g,7go, 2oo
topography in pond construction, 48
tormentil, 165,1169
town gardens, 87-98
Transparente de Croncels apple, 116
transplantation
of fruit trees, shock method in, :-1;3'-1.4
of seedlings, hardening offin, r7o
rreecreepers, 92
trees
fruit, ro4-36
incorporated into raised beds, 34-37,
39,4r
as mushroom substrate, 4o-4g
pioneer, zz
roundwood sheltersbuilt with, 8,36,83,
87,96-ror, ro3
in terrace embankments, 3r
trenches for soil assessment,r8
TrifuIium spp. (clover), T,63,75

Triticum spp. (wheat), 70,72,2o7
Troglodytes troglodytes (wrens), 9r
Tropaeolum mof us (garden nasturtium),
ttotlt, 47,5r
turnip, 64, 67, 68, 75, 16z, lL69,r75
asanimal feed,76,89
as green manure crop, 58,6r,64
in paddock system, 86
storage of, r7r
turopolje pigs, 83
Tussilagofarfara (coltsfoot), r5, 165
Typha latifulia (bulrushes), 5z
urban gardens, t87-98
Urtica dioica.(stinging nettle), y,66,67,
165,l.69,r78, r8o, r8r
Urtica urens (annual nettle), r5, r8o
Vaccinium spp., 15,78,:169
Valeriana fficinalis (valerian), 164, 196, zor
vegetables, 3r, t69-74, rg9-2oo
as catch crop, 75,76, zo7
in kitchen gardens, r59, 16z
old varieties o{ 68
in pick-your-own areas, 44
in polyculture s, 75, 77
in raised beds, 4o, 4r, 42,774-75
storage rooms fo4 99-ro3, r7r
in town gardens, rgr, tg2, tg3, 196
weeds in gardens for, 65, r7o
Verbascumspp. (mullein) ,2o2,2o4
Veronica fficinalis (heath speedwell), zor
vetch, 6r, 63
vibration method in pond construction,
50, 51
Viburnum spp.,9r
Viciaspp.,63
visual barriers, 6,38, 89, r89
voles, ro8, ro9, r8z-83
Wangenheim's Early Plum, t22, t2j
water buffalo, 8o, 87, 89
watercress, 2ol
water gardens, 5, 46, 47-52, zto, 2rr, zt5. See
olso ponds
water lily, 5z
warer management, 5, g-ro, 44-52
in balcony gardens, r94
ditches for, z7- 28, 3r-32
in kitchen gardens, ry3-74
in raised beds, 37, 38-39
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in terracedesign,z7-28,3r-32
in Thailand project, zro-r:, zt3
waterplantain, 5z
water power,47
water quality
for liquid fertiliserpreparation,178-79
pesticidesand fertilisersaffecting,3,45
in Thailand, zrz,zr3
water soldier,5z
water supply
forcattle, Sg
for ducksand geese,94-95
forpigs,85-86
wavy hair grass,r5
wayfaringtree,9r
weeds,3, 65-68,r7o,r7z,r77
welscatfish,5r
wetlandsandwet soil,4, 5,9-ro, 46
drainageo{, z, 8
indicatorplantsin, r5,16
raisedbedsin, 39
wheat,r9, 70,72,,?,o7
whip and tonguegrafts,tz7, rz8
white asparagus,
8
whitebeam,gr
white clover,3r, 63,75,76
white lupin, 63
white mustard,64
white sweetclover,63
rr8
White Transparentapple,115-16,
white water lily, 5z
whitlow grass,15
zoo
wild asparagus,
wild birds, 9r-92,95,r8r.Seeolsobirds
wild cattle,87-89
wildflowers,6o
wild fruit trees,9r, ro4, ro7,r2z,r24, L3j
wild garlic,zo4
wildlife habitat, 46, 6o,9r-92, r8r-82
wild mushrooms,9o, 154-58
wild privet, 9r
wild rocket,zoo
wild rose,23,u5
wildryq64,7z
wild servicetree,ro7
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Williams' Bon Chrdtienpear,rzr
willow,23,u4
willowherb,small-flowered,zoz
windbreaks,Lr,14,23,38,r89
wind direction,prevailing 37-38
wind pollination, 7o
wind tunnels,u, zz
windowboxes,r88
winter
animal feedduring, 76,86,89-go
animal sheltersfor, 95
appearance
of Krameterhofi\ 2, 4r
balconygardensduring, 196
bird feedingduring, 9z
cattlecareduring 89-9o
fiuit tree damagein, rrz, n5
greenmanuredecompositionin, 56
microclimatesin, z4
pig careduring, 8r, 82,86
pond freezingin, 5o,95
soil conditionsin, 55,57
Winter Ramboapple,u8
winter savoryzor
wood, mushroomsgrownon, lj'8, 140-49
wood chipsincorporatedinto raisedbeds,
34,4r
wood club rush, r5
woodpeckers,gz
woodtuft mushrooms,sheathed,r4z, r43
wormwood,r8o, r8r, zo4
wrens,9r
yaks,8o,87,
88,89
yarrow, 6o
yellowchamomile,r5, lr7,6o,zor
yellowgentians,77-79,2o2,2o7
yellow iris, 5z
yellowlupin,63
yellow sweetclover,63
yellowwaterlily, 5z
yew 91
ZabergduReinetteapple,rr8
zander,5r
Zea mays(corn, maize), 4r,66,75, zoo
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